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UNITED STATES-JAPANESE TRADE IN AUTO
PARTS

THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1986

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE, PRODUCTIVITY,

AND ECONOMIC GROWTH OF THE
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

SR-385, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Pete Wilson (member
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Wilson.
Also present: John Starrels, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILSON, PRESIDING
Senator WILSON. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome

to this meeting of the Joint Economic Committee's Subcommittee
on Trade, Productivity, and Economic Growth.

The focus of this morning's hearing is United States-Japanese
trade in automotive parts.

Earlier this month, H.P. Goldfield, Assistant Secretary for Trade
Development at the U.S. Department of Commerce, led a distin-
guished group of governmental and private sector officials to Tokyo
in order to raise this troublesome issue with the Japanese. Today
we will receive testimony about these market-opening efforts.

The United States trade deficit with Japan reached $50 billion
last year. To some degree, the strong U.S. dollar contributed to this
bilateral imbalance. So we can accordingly expect that a weaker
dollar in 1986 and beyond will help restore some of the equilibri-
um. But Japan's continued resort to anticompetitive trade practices
continues to bear a substantial responsibility for the magnitude of
our trade balance.

It is my fear that Japanese automakers-both in Japan and this
country-have refused to buy competitively priced United States
auto parts and accessories, including semiconductors. For this
reason, I am pleased that the Reagan administration has taken the
lead to expand opportunities for these industries.

It is apparent that, except for a limited number of unique cases,
Unites States suppliers are denied the opportunity to sell original
equipment parts for use by Japanese vehicle manufacturing facili-
ties in Japan, the United States, and third-country markets. In ad-
dition, United States suppliers are largely barred from selling re-
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placement parts and accessories for the large volume of Japanese
cars on the road in Japan.

This double bar to U.S. sales is attributable to a number of fac-
tors. At the top of this list is Japan's unique auto producer-auto
supplier relationship which encourages domestic sourcing at the
direct expense of United States companies. So I look forward to the
observations of our panel of experts on this central issue.

Surrounding this specific matter, however, is Japan's more gen-
eralized attitude which can be summed up in the following princi-
ple: you open your market to use, but don't expect us to accord
similar rights to you. Which is why Japan's apparent refusal to in-
clude auto parts in the next round of market-opening negotiations,
the MOSS talks, hardly comes as a surprise.

What is to be done? I must say that we have come close to ex-
hausting the palatable alternatives, including Tokyo's yearly prom-
ise to finally open up its protected marketplace to U.S. goods. This
leaves one basic approach; namely, to insist on a rigorous quid pro
quo from Japan which makes sales in our market for a particular
item directly dependent on a parallel willingness by Japan to
accord equal access to our producers. And I can think of few more
appropriate places to begin than auto parts and accessories.

At this juncture, let me introduce our excellent witnesses this
morning who will report to us in detail about the nature of the
challenge we face in this arena. We will begin with H.P. Goldfield,
Assistant Secretary for Trade Development, U.S. Department of
Commerce; he will then be followed by Andrew S. Procassini, presi-
dent of the Semiconductor Industry Association, which is based in
my home State of California; by Robert E. Cole, corpora e vice
president of government affairs, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Corp.; and Robert W. McMinn, senior vice president of planning/
development for the Automotive Parts and Accessories Association.

Gentlemen, you and the members of the audience are most wel-
come this morning.

Secretary Goldfield, we are delighted to have you here. We do
have very substantial statements from the witnesses. Those will be
included in their entirety in the record, as will the opening state-
ment of my colleague, Senator Symms, who is unable to be with us
but who has submitted a statement which will be made part of the
record.

[The written opening statement of Senator Symms follows:]

0
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT 01 SENATOR SYMMS

GOOD MORNING, MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE LOMMITTEE

I'M PLEASED TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT ON AN

IMPORTANT ASPECT OF OUR TRADE WITH JAPAN. SENATOR WILSON, I THANK

YOU FOR CALLING THIS HEARING TO GIVE US AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS RELATING TO REACHING JAPANESE MARKETS.

WE ARE ALL AWARE THAT WE TRANSACT AN ENORMOUS VOLUME OF

BUSINESS WITH JAPAN. LAST YEAR OUR TOTAL TRADE WITH JAPAN WAS

APPROXIMATELY $100 BILLION. UNFORTUNATELY THAT INCLUDES A US

DEFICIT OF APPROXIMATELY $49.7 BILLION. REDUCING THAT TRADE

DEFICIT IS VITAL IN THE CONTEXT OF MAINTAINING OUR OVERALL

ECONOMIC VITALITY

IT IS DISTURBING THAT WE ARE EXPERIENCING SUCH DIFFICULTY IN

LOWERING TRADE BARRIERS RESTRICTING ENTRY INTO JAPANESE MARKETS.

ITS AMAZING THAT AMERICAN ALUMINUM PRODUCERS ARE NOT HAVING

MORE SUCCESS IN SUPPLYING PARTS FOR AUTOMOBILES MANUFACUTRED BY

JAPANESE FIRMS HERE IN THE UNITED STATES.
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THE PEOPLE OF MY STATE OF IDAHO HAVE A DIRECT INTEREST IN

THIS ISSUE. THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST IS A MAJOR CENTER OF ALUMINUM

PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES. I'M PLEASE TO SEE TESTIFYIING

THIS MORNING MR. ROBERT E. COLE, CORPORATE VICE PRESIDENT OF

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS FOR KAISER ALUMINUM AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION.

I KNOW HE IS WELL VERSED ON THE ISSUE UNDER CONSIDERATION. TwO OF

THE MOST IMPORTANT MANUFACTURING FACILITIES IN THE NORTHWEST ARE

KAISER ALUMINUM AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION'S TRENTWOOD ROLLING MILL

AND SMEAD SMELTER IN SPOKANE, WASHINGTON. THE TRENTWOOD PLANT IS

ONE OF KAISER'S TWO MAJOR U. S. SHEET AND PLATE MILLS. LAST YEAR

KAISER COMPLETED A $230 MILLION MODERNIZATION OF THIS PLANT- I

THINK THERE IS NO QUESTION THAT IT IS COMPETITIVE WITH ANY IN THE

WORLD. A SIZEABLE PORTION OF THE KAISER EMPLOYEES AT THE TWO

SPOKANE PLANTS LIVE ACROSS THE LINE IN NORTHERN IDAHO. OBVIOUSLY,

IS KAISER IS EXCLUDED FROM MAJOR ALUMINUM MARKETS, SUCH AS THE

JAPANESE MARKET, JOBS IN NORTHERN IDAHO WOULD BE IN

JEOPARDY.

I'M CONVINCED THAT THE AMERICAN ALUMINUM INDUSTRY IS

COMPETITIVE WITH ANY IN THE WORLD. CERTAINLY ITS MORE THAN

COMPETITVE WITH THE JAPANESE ALUMINUM INDUSTRY WHICH IS CURRENTLY

BEING REORGANIZED BY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT BECAUSE OF A VARIETY

OF PROBLEMS. FOR SOME TIME THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN

PROTECTING THEIR ALUMINUM INDUSTRY WITH A VARIETY OF TARIFF AND

NON-TARIFF TRADE BARRIERS.
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CONSIDERING THE STATE OF THE JAPANESE AL MINUM INDUSTRY ,AND

THE INHERENT ADVANTAGES OF ALUMINUM IN MANY AUTOMOTIVE

APPLICATIONS, IT IS LOGICAL TO EXPECT AMERICAN ALUMINUM AUTOMOBILE

PARTS AND COMPONENTS TO BE AN INTERGAL PART OF JAPANESE

AUTOMOBILES MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED STATES. UNFORTUNATELY THIS

ISN 1 THE CASE. ONLY ONE JAPANESE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY USES

ALUMINUM EXTENSIVELY AND IN ONLY ONE MODEL. IT APPEARS THAT

JAPANESE AUTOMAKERS HAVE MADE THE DECISION TO AVOID USING ALUMINUM

IF THEIR OWN MANUFACTURERS CAN'T MEET THEIR NEEDS.

THIS IS ABSURD. WORSE THAN THAT, IT IS COMPLETELY OPPOSITE

OF THE FAIR AND OPEN TRADE WE ARE TRYING TO ENCOURAGE BETWEEN OUR

TWO COUNTRIES. IF THE JAPANESE CAN'T BRING THEMSELVES TO ALLOW

SUPERIOR AMERICAN PRODUCTS TO BE USED IN THEIR PLANTS HERE IN THIS

COUNTRY, WHEN CAN WE EXPECT AN OPPORTUNITY TO BEGIN TO REDUCE OUR

TRADE DEFICIT WITH JAPAN? OBVIOUSLY THE PRESENT IMBALANCE CAN'T

BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE.

ITS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT THE JAPANESE HAVE RESISTED OUR

SUGGESTION THAT AUTO PARTS BE THE SUBJECT OF THE NEXT ROUND OF

MOSS TALKS. THEY MUST RECONSIDER AND BEGIN TO MOVE TOWARD A MORE

MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL TRADE ENVIRONMENT. IT IS UNREALISTIC TO

EXPECT AMERICA TO CONTINUE TO ACCEPT AN UNFAIR DISADVANTAGE IN OUR

TRADE WITH JAPAN. THANK YOU
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Senator WILSON. Because we do have prepared statements from
our witnesses, they may feel free to summarize so that we will
have more time to get to the questions.

With that, Secretary Goldfield, welcome. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF H.P. GOLDFIELD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
TRADE DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. GOLDFIELD. Thank you, Senator. With your permission, I will
take you up on your offer and submit the prepared statement for
the record and summarize that in brief form.

It is a pleasure to be here this morning before you, Senator, and
this subcommittee. This hearing is particularly timely. This is in
fact a critical period for U.S. auto parts suppliers. There are ap-
proximately 2,000 auto parts suppliers in the United States and
they employ well over 500,000 workers. They are located in almost
every State of this Union.

U.S. auto parts companies produce quality pr,)ducts at competi-
tive prices and they are reliable and flexible suppliers. But there is
a problem. And that problem was recognized by you, Senator, in
your opening remarks. The problem is that there United States
auto parts suppliers are not being given a fair opportunity to com-
pete, a fair opportunity to compete for the business of the Japanese
auto companies, and a fair opportunity to compete for the Japaneseaftermarket.

Now the Japanese original equipment manufacturers, or OEM's
as they are known in the aftermarket for Japanese cars, represents
a huge market indeed for United States auto parts suppliers. Let's
look at some of the numbers.

The Japanese automobile companies shipped over 2.3 million ve-
hicles to this country last year alone. This year the Japanese auto
manufacturers in their United States facilities will manufacture
approximately 300,000 vehicles. By 1990, that will rise to over 1
millon vehicles per year.

Auto parts production in the United States is about $80 billion a
year. In Japan, the original equipment market is about $30 billion,
and with the aftermarket another $30 billion.

But how much do we sell in that later case? How much do
United States auto parts suppliers sell to that huge market in
Japan?

Well, to that huge market in Japan, we sell less than $200 mil-
lion a year. When you look at components of the Japanese made
cars here in the United States, you see on average less than 35 per-
cent United States content. Now U.S. auto parts companies, and as
importantly, the 500,000 workers they employ, want to see things
changed.

What are they looking for? They are looking for the opportunity
to be able to compete in an open and free market, to be able to sell
to the Japanese original equipment manufacturers, and to sell to
the Japanese aftermarket. But they also want to sell to Japanese
auto companies facilities in third markets, and most importantly,
United States auto parts suppliers want the opportunity to sell in
their own backyard, to the United States based facilities of the Jap-
anese auto companies.
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But no one is asking for handouts. No one is asking the Japanese
auto manufacturers to make decisions for other than commercial
reasons. But what we are asking for is the opportunity to compete
freely and fairly for their business. What we are looking for is to
be able to buy even a ticket. We can't even buy a ticket to get into
the ballpark, let alone suit up and get up to bat to compete with
the Japanese auto parts suppliers for the business in Japan, for the
business in third markets, and especially for the business here in
the United States in the facilities of the Japanese auto companies.

Now there was a time when one heard many allegations that
United States auto parts manufacturers could not sell to the Japa-
nese because our products were overpriced and lacked the assur-
ances of quality and delivery that the Japanese are known to
expect. This is simply no longer the fact. The U.S. auto parts indus-
try has evolved into a world class producer.

In the past, Senator, we also heard arguments that United States
auto parts manufacturers lacked the required commitment to do
business in Japan and relied on exports only to dispose of excess
inventory. This too, is no longer true.

I have seen firsthand that United States parts manufacturers are
committed to developing and maintaining reliable supplier rela-
tionships with Japanese vehicle manufacturers wherever they may
exist.

So what is the primary impediment to sales by United States
parts producers to the Japanese vehicle manufacturers?

One primary impediment, as you mentioned, is the long-term,
family-like relationship between Japanese vehicle producers and
their traditional suppliers. These relationships discourage Japanese
vehicle manufacturers from sourcing from United States parts pro-
ducers and have encouraged these Japanese suppliers to follow
their customers to the United States. These traditional relation-
ships act to bar United States suppliers from shipping to Japanese
vehicle producers in both Japan and the United States.

We intend to convince the Japanese vehicle manufacturers that
sourcing from United States parts producers makes good business
sense, and it has the added advantage of making good political
sense.

Now what have we done about it? Last year we initiated the
automotive parts trade initiative at the Department of Commerce.
We did so to improve opportunities for the domestic suppliers of
automotive parts, accessories and maintenance and repair equip-
ment. We set clear goals to see to it that competitive United States
auto parts were sold to Japanese manufacturing facilities here in
this country, in third countries, and in Japan, and to assure that
competitive United States repair parts, accessories and mainte-
nance equipment are sold to support the growing volume of Japa-
nese vehicles being used worldwide.

In developing our automotive parts trade initiative we have been
working very closely with the U.S. industry.

Another reason I am convinced that we will succeed in this
effort, aside from our partnership with industry, is the very strong
and almost unanimous support we have received from the U.S.
Congress, and it's from both sides of the aisle. The Japanese take
the fact very seriously.
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Now a very direct way to promote increased business between
the United States and Japanese firms is to provide more opportuni-
ties for business negotiations to take place. As part of our trade ini-
tiative, we have over the past year sponsored several events to
achieve this objective culminating in the executive trade mission
which I led to Japan this month.

Our automotive parts trade initiative includes trade facilitation.
We have set up a joint committee with MITI in Japan and the De-
partment of Commerce here to oversee this initative. It includes as-
pects relating to trade policy where we will identify any barriers
that exist and seek to negotiate their removal.

It also deals with export promotion and information dissemina-
tion. We are holding many export promotion activities on the spe-
cific issue. We are getting information out through seminars and
direct mailing to United States parts suppliers about the opportuni-
ties that exist in Japan.

The first meeting of the joint U.S. Department of Commerce-
MITI Committee was held at the conclusion of our trade mission. It
was held on this past April 11. We clearly stated our objectives to
the Japanese. We clearly stated the objectives of the U.S. auto
parts sector. And the first priority is in fact to address the structur-
al relationship impediment that exists.

I also mentioned to the Japanese at this meeting that this was a
particularly opportune time for the Japanese side to show that
they are willing to take concrete steps to implement the direction
that's been set, and set in good faith we believe, by Prime Minister
Nakasone in his trade action plan and the direction that was set by
the Maekawa report which was recently presented to Prime Minis-
ter Nakasone.

The United States trade deficit with Japan was $50 billion last
year, of which auto and auto parts made up almost $24 billion, and
I reminded the Japanese that a British statesman had said that
you can't cross a large chasm by taking two small steps; you've got
to make a giant leap. And I told them that when $24 billion of the
$50 billion deficit was in autos and auto parts that this was an op-
portunity for the Japanese to take a giant leap forward and that
we expected results.

But again, I did not ask the Japanese to make less than competi-
tive decisions. I asked them merely to give our companies the op-
portunity to compete fairly for their business in Japan, for their
business in third markets, and particularly for the business to
supply the Japanese companies located in the United States.

And while we're building up these long-term relationships, Sena-
tor, I also told them we needed clear indications of progress along
the way. We needed to see sales results in the near future where
U.S. products have competitive advantage and comparative advan-
tage.

Whether this will succeed, Senator, only time will tell. Only sales
will be a measure of our ability to achieve success. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Goldfield, together with attach-
ments, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF H.P. GOLDiKD

Thank you Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. I appreciate
this opportunity to address the problems of the U.S. automotive
parts industry and what the Administration is doing to tackle
them.

There was a time when one heard allegations that U.S. auto parts
manufacturers could not sell to Japanese vehicle manufacturers
because their products were overpriced and lacked the assurances
of quality and delivery the Japanese are known to expect. This
simply Is no longer the fact. The U.S. auto parts industry has
evolved into a world class producer. Competition from foreign
suppliers in the domestic and export markets impinging on
traditional customers has forced U.S. suppliers to reduce costs,
improve quality, and assume greater responsibility for inventory
management. In addition, U.S. companies have applied even more
resources to assuring that their products and manufacturing
processes incorporate the most advanced technology. Some
companies have fallen by the wayside. Those now in the industry
know how to meet the competition.

In the past, we also heard arguments that the U.S. auto parts
manufacturers lacked the required commitment to do business in
Japan and relied on exports only to dispose of excels inventory.
This too is no longer true. I have seen first hand that U.S.
parts manufacturers are committed to developing and maintaining
reliable supplier relationships with Japanese vehicle
manufacturers.

Japanese automobile assembly facilities in the United States offer
natural markets for high quality, low cost U.S. suppliers. High
shipping costs for parts and even higher start up costs for new
investments in parts production faci ities give U.S. made parts a
distinct price advantage over Japanese competition in the U.S.
market. Disregarding economic logic, Japanese automobile
manufacturers have been hesitant to purchase U.S. made original
equipment auto parts. Even when the economics clearly favor the
U.S. suppliers, such as in the case of Japanese assembly
facilities in the United States, Japanese purchasing agents in
Tokyo prefer to purchase from their traditional sources.

The primary impediment to sales by U.S. parts producers to
Japanese vehicle manufacturers is the long-term, "family-like'
relationships between Japanese vehicle producers and their
traditional suppliers. These relationships discourage Japanese
vehicle manufacturers from sourcing from U.S. parts producers and
have encouraged Japanese suppliers to follow their customers to
the U.S. These traditional relationships act to bar U.S.
suppliers from shipping to Japanese vehicle producers in both
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Japan and in the United States. We intend to convince the
Japanese vehicle manufacturers that sourcing from U.S. parts
producers makes good business sense; and, it has the added
advantage of making good political sense.

Last year, we initiated the "Automotive Parts Trade Inittative'
to improve opportunities for the domestic suppliers of
automotive parts, accessories, and maintenance and repair
equipment. We set clear goals: to see to it that competitive
U.S. auto parts are sold to Japanese manufacturing facilities
here in this country, in third countries, and in Japan; and to
assure that competitive U.S. repair parts, accessories and
maintenance equipment are sold to support the growing volume of
Japanese vehicles being used worldwide. We will work to enhance
the ability of U.S. suppliers to compete in the difficult
Japanese business environment, while at the same time we will
apply pressure to Japanese business and political leaders to
allow the natural laws of supply and demand to determine sales
of auto parts. If the marketplace is allowed to function, U.S.
made parts will be component parts of Japanese made cars.

The Japanese business environment presents unique cultural
challenges to most American businessmen. For years, our
analysts and trade experts have provided U.S. businessmen with
essential information and assistance in establishing effective
business relations with the Japanese. Through working with the
Office of the United States Trade Representative, and in the
inter-agency process, we have fought for changes in Japanese
purchasing practices and for the elimination of tariffs and
other trade barriers. Our Auto Parts Trade Initiative combines
and raises the stakes of both of these efforts.

In developing our Auto Parts Initiative, we have been working
very closely with the U.S. industry. Our overall strategy
reflects a consensus between the public and private sectors here
on what each of us needs to do to achieve our goals. U.S.
industry recognizes that it must be competitive -- and that
staying competitive requires constant effort. The U.S.
Government recognizes its responsibility to assure that any
competitive U.S. industry, such as auto parts, has the
opportunity to translate its competitiveness into sales
unimpeded by unfair or unreasonable trading practices. These
are the commitments implicit in our Auto Parts Trade
Initiative. I am confident that together we can succeed.

Another reason I am convinced that we will succeed is the
cooperation I have seen throughout the Federal Government onthis endeavor. We have received strong support from the State
Department and the Office of the United States Trade
Representative, as well as from many members of Congress. This
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cooperation is essential and the Japanese take it very seriously.
With this united front, we are both determined and confident that
this important business/government partnership will succeed,

A very direct way to promote increased business between U.S. and
Japanese firms is to provide more opportunities for business
negotiations to take place. As part of our Initiative, we have
over the past year sponsored several events to achieve this
objective, culminating in an Executive Level Trade Mission which I
led to Japan earlier this month.

In August 1985, executives of nine Japanese companies traveled to
the United States on a buying mission to attend the Automotive
Parts and Accessories Association (APAA) show in Chicago.
Approximately 50 U.S. companies had meetings with the Japanese.
This was the first time in several years that a Japanese
automotive parts buying mission had come to the United States. We
worked closely with the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association
(JAMA) and the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI) to assure a strongly represented mission.

Last November, the Department of Commerce sponsored a pavilion at
the Tokyo Motor Show in which 13 U.S. companies participated.
This was the first time there had been an American parts pavilio-n
at the Tokyo Motor Show, the premier automotive trade show in
Japan.

As I already mentioned, earlier this month I led an Executive
Level Trade mission to Japan. Over the course of six months,
Department of Commerce experts worked closely with the American
embassy in Tokyo, MITI, and JAMA in putting together an exhausting
schedule for the group of 18 senior executives representing the 12
prominent U.S. auto parts firms that participated in the mission.
The group assembled in Washirgton on April 4 and we put the
executives through a rigorous day-long briefing at the Department
of Commerce and the White House.

When we arrived in Japan, U.S. Embassy officials and the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan assisted by conducting technical
discussions on doing business in Japan. We then met with MITI and
JAMA officials which set the stage for individual business
meetings. I stressed that Japanese vehicle manufacturers must
incorporate U.S. parts producers into their supply networks in
Japan and in the U.S. I warned the Japanese of the strong support
for improvement in the U.S.-Japan automotive trade imbalance in
the White House and in the Congress. I reminded them that the
automotive trade deficit accounts for about half of the total
U.S.-Japan deficit -- $24 billion out of the $50 billion deficit
in 1985. 1 urged cooperation, stressing that the market offers
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plenty of room for all. At the same time, I warned that a mass
migration of Japanese auto parts makers to the U.S. would create
redundant capacity with serious economic and political
consequences.

Individual mission participants then met with technical and
purchasing decision-makers of Japatiese vehicle manufacturers.
Over three days, 80 one-on-one business meetings between mission
participants and Japanese parts and vehicle manufacturers were
held. Meetings were scheduled for 90 minutes, with two meetings
in the morning and two meetings in the afternoon. These
meetings were supplemented by a number of informal events at
which senior Japanese manufacturing executives began the long
confidence-building discussions with their U.S. counterparts.
Long-term business arrangements with Japanese companies depend
on this type of relationship. All of the participants found the
meetings useful and were frankly surprised at the serious
consideration their business proposals received. They
attributed much of the success to the unity of purpose clearly
communicated by the U.S. side.

The business meetings produced several indicators of progress.
The Japanese companies asked some of the U.S. companies to visit
their manufacturing facilities, requested supplementary
engineering presentations, arranged for follow-up meetings with
their U.S.-based purchasing offices, and requested price
quotations. We plan to meet with the Mission participants in
early June to determine if progress is continuing.

While the parts executives met with the their potential
customers, I met with senior Japanese government officials from
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Transport, and
businessmen from Keidanren, the politically influential Japanese
industrialist group. I reiterated my concerns about market
access to these groups.

The mission received significant press attention, both In Japan
and in the press here. We will continue to maintain a high
political and public relations profile to keep open the"windows" created by this mission and to assure that sales
actually result.

To assist in preparing U.S. companies for effective business
discussions with the Japanese, we have stepped up our efforts to
familiarize them with basic Information on the Japanese market
and Japanese business practices. Over the next year we will
either sponsor or lend assistance to numerous market
familiarization seminars. This past January we supported the
Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coalition in its successful
conference In Southfield, Michigan, on selling auto parts to the
Japanese. We applaud such efforts by the Cong ress and similar
activity by private sector groups. We can all contribute to
Improving the prospects for U.S. industry.
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Impediments to this U.S. industry sector cannot be overcome
solely by facilitation of business contacts and providing
information. The deep rooted and complex structural
relationship between Japanese vehicle producers and their
suppliers must be addressed by both the Japanese and U.S.
Governments. We must also address concern by U.S. Industry that
regulatory practices in the Japanese Ministry of Transport (MOT)
and other governmental agencies Impede their ability to market
their products. To provide a forum where these and other issues
can be discussed, the Department of Commerce and MITI recently
established a joint committee on the auto parts issue. This
committee will examine actual experiences of U.S. parts
producers to determine if government policies or programs are
necessary to resolve the problems In U.S./Japanese automotive
parts trade. The Joint Commerce/MITI committee will guarantee
U.S. suppliers the outlet needed for quickly addressing
difficulties they may encounter in selling to Japan and to
Japanese companies.

The first meeting of the Joint Commerce/MITI committee was held
at the conclusion of the Executive Trade Mission on April 11.
At that meeting, my Commerce colleague, Clyde Prestowitz,
Secretary Baldrige's Counselor for Japan, and I clearly stated
our objectives in the auto parts sector. First priority is to
address the structural relationship impediment.

In Japan, replacement parts suppliers are frustrated by the
periodic inspection system. U.S. suppliers have told me that
Japanese vehicle safety inspectors have refused to approve cars
that have been repaired with U.S. parts. When I raised the
inspection problem in meetings with officials from MOT, I was
assured there is no barrier. To resolve any misunderstandings
on the Inspection issue, we may conduct an unannounced Otest
case', and follow a Japanese car equipped with U.S. parts
through the inspection system. Should that vehicle fail, we
will bring the test case to the committee for resolution.

Suppliers of replacement and repair parts are faced with
additional problems. Even in the United States, most repair
parts are sold through Japanese car dealers. We are currently
studying to determine if Japanese vehicle manufacturers 'tie"
the supply of new vehicles to the exclusive use, by the dealers,
of genuine" replacement parts. If we find market-distorting
activity occurring, we will bring the issue before the Joint
Committee.

My staff will continue to survey the U.S. parts industry to
identify any other barriers to sales in the Japanese market,
including any residual tariffs or customs clearance problems.
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We suggested that MITI, as part of its participati:n in the
Joint Committee, consider the establishment of a system to
identify the types and quantities of U.S. parts purchased by
Japanese vehicle manufacturers for OE and aftermarket use. This
information will be essential in measuring the success of our
efforts to penetrate the Japanese market.

Finally, as you have probably read in the press, the U.S.
Government has proposed auto parts as the next Market Oriented,
Sector Specific (MOSS) category. The Japanese have not yet
responded, but we are hopeful that they will agree. There is a
consensus in Washington and in the auto parts industry that MOSS
can be an effective vehicle for maintaining the level of
political pressure necessary to foster changes in the Japanese
system. We intend to use MOSS or the market-opening initiatives
already underway, or both avenues, if possible, to bring about a
successful conclusion to this effort. To this end, it is
necessary that we present a unified front to achieve our
objective. It is not the forum we use that Is important.
Getting results is what counts; and the only results that count
are completed purchase orders.

We have demonstrated to the Japanese that our industry has
committed sellers. They must now show us that they are
committed buyers. This Administration is committed to free and
fair trade. The Japanese now have the opportunity to
demonstrate that they share that commitment.

Thank You.
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Attachment A

U.S. Automotive Parts Trade With Japan

(millions of dollars)

SExportsUto'Japan

16
97

105
122
134
167
191

Balance of Trade
with Japan

(209)
(1,006)
(1,340)
(1,286)
(1,506)
(2,249)
(2,814)

Source: Compiled by U.S. Department of Commerce

1972
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

U.S. Imports
from Japan

225
1,103
1,445
1,400
1,640
2,415
3,005
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Attachment 8

Executive Trade Mission Participants

The Allied Signal Corporation, Garrett Automotive Products
Companies

A. 0. Smith Corpbration, Automotive Products Company

Champion Spark Plug

Cooper Industries, Wagner Division

Federal-Mogul Corporation

Fel-Pro, Inc.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation

The Kingston-Warren Corporation

Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, LOF Plastics, Inc.

Dan T. Moore Company

The Timken Company

TRW, Inc.
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Attachment C

Japanese Companies With Which
Executive Trade Mission Participants Met

Japanese Vehicle Manufacturers:

Daihatsu
Fuji Heavy
Hino
Honda
Isuzu
Mazda
Mi tsubi shi
Nissan
Suzuki
Toyota

Industries (Subaru)

Japanese Auto Parts Companies:

Diesel-Kiki
Hashimoto Forming
Ikeda Bussan
Kinugawa Rubber
Kobe Steel
Nihon Radiator
Nippon Denso
Shatai Kogyo
Shiroki Corp.
Tachikawa Spring
Toshiba

I
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Attachment D

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 27, 1986

To the Members of the
Executive Trade Mission to Japan:

I am pleased to send warm greetings as you prepare
to depart for your visit to Japan. Yours is a vital
mission to expand sales opportunities for U.S.
automotive parts suppliers with Japanese vehicle
manufacturers. I commend all of you for your
participation in this important effort which can
work to the benefit of both the United States
and Japan.

The representatives of some of America's leading
automotive parts firms are participating in the
mission. They know how much we have to offer
the Japanese market and what benefits would
accrue to both sides of the transaction if our
trade in these areas can be increased.

Your mission is a fine example of international
cooperation among friends. It reflects the
willingness of both countries to work together
constructively.

Godspeed.



The Honorable Malcolm Baldrige
Secretary of Comnerce
Herbert C. Hoover 3utlding
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Attachment E

20110

April 8, 1986

IL. GI"

- - A0Lt A .v'. *2!SOV:1I

, ... ." "

. 2..J /

14th and Constitution Avenue
Plashington, D.C. 20230

Dear M~r. Secretary:

I want to voice my strong support for the Auto Parts frade'
InitIive now being undertaken by the Department of Comme@& r1
In cooperation with the Japanese Ministry of Internatloil.;
Trade and Industry (MITI), and spearheaded by Assistant "
Secretary for Trade Development H.P. Goldfield.

Earlier discussions between your staff and mine Indicate
that this important program will bring U.S. automobile parts
makers In direct contact with Japanese automobile producers and
will be monitored by a Joint U.S./Japanese government
committee. I understand the program Is designed to address
specific barriers to closer commercial relationships between
Japanese producers-and U.S. auppliers-- '- '-

The result of this initiative should be or benefit to both
U.S. based automotive suppliers and Japanese automaker,
whether their operations are located here or In Japan.
Obviously, success in this area, among others, would have a
very positive impact on our political relations as well as our
economic relationship with the Japanese people; our friends and
allies.

I know that an Executive Automotive Parts Trade Mission,
composed of U.S. auto parts company executives and Commerce
Department officials is now In Japan to begin talks with MITI
and the Japanese automakers. Several of the companies
participating In the mission operate facilities in my state or
Indiana, which ranks at the top nationwide In the production of
automotive and transportation parts.

I commend you for this creative and constructive effort.
This approach repreLents a positive means to assist our
domestic automotive parts suppliers, while working In a
mutually beneficial way to address dangerous and unnecessary
trade friction with Japan. I look forward to learning the
results of this first contact between U.S. and Japanese
producers, and I hope to continue to play an active role in
encouraging Indiana companies and Japanese officials to take
part.

340 Psum 006

g.. *...I P4 46862
(210, 4121501

savftoI,, 0"."
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WASHINGTON. OC
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01232021-331
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Malcolm Baldrige
April 8, 1986
page 2

1 appreciate the close contact your office has maintained
with my staff since the Inception of this program, and look
forward to working with you In the near future to ensure the
ongoing success or this Initiative.

Si - "

U.S. Senator

DQ:ba
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OONAMLfW. NCGL. JR. cons
in0055 MSG. NOUIMG0. ANiC

IS"A AMMO.$
conucsI scccmcc AND

Snited ptatts pcnatc
WASHINGTON. 00 201 10

March 8, 1Q86A1 ?$a

'96 APR-9 P1 56

Malcolm Baldrige 33dW I)3 '
Secretary
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230

Dear Mr. Secret;ty:

I am writing to express my concern that Japanese autompkiyp.
assemblers continue to freeze out American auto parts 7., ;
manufacturers not only in Japan but now in the United Statts & a;
well. - 7)

American manufacturers have long been harmed by the Japane& -
practice of selecting suppliers through reliance on close
corporate relationships rather than open competition. Currentfj, &1
United States auto parts manufacturers supply less than I plrcet Q,;
of the S30 billion original equipment market in Japan, and tisV'
than 20 percent of the parts used for Japanese auto production in
the United States. In the replacement parts market, the United
States market share in Japan ie again less than 1 percent, and is
estimated to be between 20 and 30 percent for Japanese vehicles
in the United States Unless immediate action is taken, this
situation will continue to worsen.

I have actively supported efforts of Japanese auto companies
to locate job creating plants in the United States. But I am
deeply concerned by reports that these manufacturers now plan to
bring their market practices along with them. An emerging
pattern is for the traditional suppliers of a Japanese auto
assembler to locate their own plants near the new Japanese auto
assembly plant.

The value of having Japanese auto assembly plants located in
the United States would be negated if key components are largely
purchased from the same Japanese companies that have always
gotten the business. This pattern would actually inflict even
greater harm on American industry if, as seems to be the pattern,
Japanese parts manufacturers build their U.S. plants with
capacity sufficient not only to supply the Japanese auto
assembler but also to take a larger share of the U.S. auto parts
market.



Match 8, 1985
Page 2

I am convinced that continued restricted access to Japanese
markets for these and other products threatens the stability of
the world trading and financial systems. I am confident that
United States parts manufacturers can demonstrate their strong
competitive abilities unless they are denied a fair opportunity
to compete.

To date, the Administration's trade policies have failed to
halt this importation of Japanese Industrial practices into the
United states. The success of the current trade mission must be
judged by the progress or lack of progress on this issue.

Sincerely,

44& .+Re
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- PAUL SIMON
ILAA nOf ccWuAN alSOVcCIS

551r AO ADM c STIAflON

iitd $totes wnate
WASHINGTON, OC 20510 4 '.6

March 19, 1986 
P '(32

The Honorable Malcolm Baldrige '',
Department of Commerce 'A
14th between C and Constitution Avenu I!W f3., VWJ. 4
Washington DC 20230

Re: Auto Parts Trade Mission

Dear Secretary Raldrige:

I was pleased to hear of the Executive Trade Mission to Japan
in April being coordinated by your able Assistant Secretary for
Trade Development. I would like to be supportive in any way
possible.

Just last week during visits to my office by a group of foundry
and castings manufacturers from Illinois, I was disappointed to
learn that Wagner Castings Company of Decatur, IL, for example,
would never be given the opportunity to even bid Zor work at
the Chrysler-Mitsubishi plant in Bloomingtn-1orm.al. This is
all the more disappointing in light of my own efforts to have
the Diamond Star plant located in Illinois. Out-sourcing
engine and transmission parts to Japan, especially when
Illinois has idle capacity in the immediate vicinity that could
deliver competitive products, makes Diamond Star less of a
triumph for the declining manufacturing base in Illinois.

Secretary Goldfield indicated several Illinois CEO's will be
included on this mission. .yill hope to get a first hand
account of the visit from them on their return. Additionally,
I would like to request a written report on the mission from
the Department upon its completion.

As always, Mr. Secretary, I am grateful to you for alerting me
to this most timely initiative. I find myself in agreement
with you on many important issues.

My best wishes.

jordp l,

Paul Simon
United States Senator

cc: Secretary Goldfield
Rill Sargent
Robert E. Watkins

210 S Omcmlo. 3 WinSl OtO CAPIcO Pt. a Si7 SiT&. Sy. 250 WilT CsIRInqc
KLVsCfcS=IQ 8OG Z$cc PsOec we I Sueq 212 RIoa 11 S-S

C"'CsO i. 60604 Sr'isbG01l.. It 61701 rAIT S1 Lsn. IL 62203 CsAmOMU.aa , t. 62501
2 I3S3.- 2 2 ui/492-410 SI 1/41W-77 r614611G3
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H4ENR J HYDE 21606"U ft. OZa 04:., o ...i

**Ufre of Repreftntatibts
*adbington. DC 20515

March 26, 1986' A'I 6 :AN-

E~1Ic2 ,. :,' ".

Honorable Malcolm Baldrige
Secretary
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230

Dear Mac:

The importance of the upcoming Executive Level Auto Parts Trade
Mission to Japan cannot be over emphasized. The success of this
mission will have a positive overall impact on dampening the fires of
protectionism here in Congress. I strongly support this initia-
tive and eagerly await the mission's return and its report on the
progress made.

I am encouraged by the receptive attitude of Japan's five major
auto makers in sourcing U.S. parts, and I certainly understand
their skepticism in departing from the practice of doing business
exclusively with their traditional, local suppliers. However,
entering a cooperative venture with U.S. firms, the Japanese
will be removing a trade barrier supported by superficial
complaints which will in the long term be beneficial to her own
economic future.

Our participants in this mission from private industry are invest-
ing their time and mony to prove to the Japanese rhe depth of
their commitment to work in cooperation with them in meeting the
criteria for quality parts that can be produced on schedule
so as not to delay production. Our companies now need the
opportunity to build a supplier relationship with the Japanese
auto makers that can only come when the their markets are truly
open to us.

As I stated above, I am encouraged that the Japanese auto makers
were receptive to procuring U.S. auto parts for their production
facilities in this country as well as for those in Japan. However,
actions speak louder than words. We must have more than promises
as ammunition to defeat the protectionist movement in Congress.

Very truly yours,

HJH:nns
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Attachment G
Tot Wasnmr Pon

Auto Parts Firms Start Campaign
U.S. Companies Want More Orders From Japanese Car Makers

By Stuart Auerbach RKhard Waterman, director o( international marke:ing
W W 11" StanWea. for Champion Spark Plugs. I don't know bow good, but

I know from my meetings with Japanese during tade
US. auto parts makers, complaining about being shut shows that they do have a great deal of pressure on

out ofnnew aembly lines fokJapaneut cars In this coup- them from their" government aNd rporatione to buy
try, mounted a campai in Tokyo l week to get Jap- Amern-made parts ad accsor he said.
anese car makers to buy mor of their products. He sak It took me great many year? for Compion to

Their a goal is to win supply parts orders for the sal 10 pructas original equipment o mde-njjpngrowing number ed Japaesee anr bedm assembled in ama They sucedd tbouah, &Wd U.S,."wde plugls aXe
the United Sttes, esnsted to read bet we I million beng Installed i engines produced in JM. Some d
and1.6milon by 1Kdildgni.m e*pe oteUie iae o

Te Japanese arum t ar the traditional n embled sumpie
have the domestic market sewed up because of their
kong.term relationships with Japanese automobile con-

c ary. now fow theWanfatrs to 6 ,,6 don't believe we are being
we dont believe we are being gen an equal po. -iven an equal opportunitytoWunty to complete with Japanese auto suppliers.* Assis- gie an qu lop r ni

ant Secretary of Commerce H. P. Goldfield sad In an ato
Interview here yesterday. compete wit japanee auto ..

Goldfield led the US. delegation of 18 eicecutlva su pie "-
from a dozen companies. He said the U.S. auto parts supp ers ,
makers want a chance to compete for siles in the Unit- . - A LtAs.wCace Ssetay IL P. Godui
ed States. Japan and in other cmutriu whereaps ..... ........ ..
can are sold. "The success we have now I prkur a rei d

teCommerce Department said US. stto pua a sti kla with it: W e utumaa We arebpdl d W
mnt for no more than I percent f can produced i waiting or dun 1 dho dd sa m ias our Pldqag

japa41peSo. 00fcersdei a s aesa -, Ch tiveW.- . ,,

Wy plant in the UndW states. fj.S. = 'cals wo ad s The US joist hs 6 ts gsrm uu imegti-
auto parts to be Included in a ew ronWd of hateli atks h smered it a nlche hlbpan beh Ionlytom e
mI .qp aI tzads bd witkJape. Bt adminstra- bpes dashed. In 1NO, t h , 6th ithada
don so uces SAd Anese industry is t0 n ft . c mmiment om Japmn to buy 00 mlon wor d

The t.nde d&edt vbh js ba so into rrtss Amerimc ps hIS 981. withy warf hiess to foiw.
was $24 b mlo hA pir, about half thetireb e btabr tht Reaan-admistratiokpressuredJapen
withapsalL 10 11111 b o sa mein the United States, the es

Frstrated for yes by a lack of promgessm h! w lb reged as thi pWe industry r l wA
ales fr Japans car Maiersl idustry U.8 trafd as
198 might provide thr I chan-epec -I the "T Jaanese seemed moe receptive this ti "
- b"" Paitrti~k s s inSIg th issue. -- M N um masi.'e an not goin to 1st up our pus. -

V., iddapntedoor fr m w eri ' Meicf to Celied the Japaes didn't as
U.Sel 5Z'T m  ld enm peedcts UMW m4t- w eaml about thie qnalty df Anmekwaade parts;

aped sl gaI il mht w Japme ears.a they did &s 1N0, This tie, GalIeld said he wa
ir bult or said," sod julla Morri, prer s ent of the pre d(f r theJapnese complaints he bd with him a
Atomotie Parts and Acesries =o . - ou 1W d U.& rea orders for quality ad safety

"ThI going to be a good year for auto parts,* said facts Ihspntesd ism-
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Auto Parts MOSS Agenda Item
WASHINGTON (Kyodoi -

U.S. government sources dis-
closed Friday that auto parts
are expected to be taken up as a
new agenda item in U.S.-Japan
subcabinet level market.
oriented. sector.selective
(MOSS; talks.

The sources said U.S. Secre.
tary of State George Shultz % ill
discuss the matter with Japa-
nese Foreign Minister Shintaro
Abe Sunday. Abe is visiting the
United States accompanying
Prime Minister Yasuhiro Naka.
sone who was scheduled to
brve Tokyo for a four-day U.S.

.. it Saturday.
Auto parts were presented un-

officially by the U.S. govern.
meant as a possible new agenda
item for MOSS talks together
with tall containers after the
Japanese government showed
reluctance toward original U.S.
proposals for MlOSS talks on ad.
vanced technologies, chemical
products. processed farm prod.
ucts and wine.

U.S. auto parts exporters are
complaining about *,tride bar.
riers" in expanding their sales
In the Japanese market.

If Shultz and Abe agree to
take up auto pans. le blateral

MOSS talks. the second in a
series, will start soon. The first
talks. which ended in January.
covered telecommunications.
electronics, pharmaceutical
goods and medical equipment
and forest products.

V

U
. V fr' °.

The Japan-U.S. MOSS talks
began in January last year. Af.
ter successful results in Janu-
ary this year. President Reagan
expressed hope of holding simi-
lar talks in other art-as in the
future.

U.S., Japan Mull
Auto Parts Trade

Japan and the United States
held a one.day working level
conference on automobile parts
In Tokyo as part of their bilate-
ral trade talks, officials said.

The meeting was the first of
Its kind in this field and both
skies exchanged general views
without going into specific de.
tails, 0&!hials of the Ministry of
International Trade and Indus.
try (MITI) said.

The U.S. side, led by Assis-
tant See.tary g Cammerce
H.P. Goldfield, questioned
Japan's business practices In
the auto parts market and ex.
presed their hop. to haW@@
exports to Japan of American
auto parts, they sa

The Japanese side was
headed by Hiroshi Suglaa
director general of MITI'a
Machinery and Informatio. in-
dustries Bureau.

According to MITI, in fiscal
INS. Japan exported 52.4 billion
worth Of auto parts to the U.S.
and Imported 523 million from
the U.S.

i

J!



A U.S. trade mission asked
Japan last week to buy more
U.S.-made auto parts. both in
Japan and especially at the
growing number of Japanese
auto plants on Ainerican au-
tomakers' home turf.

H.P. Goldfield. an assistant
secretary of the Commerce
Department and head of the
mission, said Japanese au-
tomakers make 300,000 cars in
the United States now and will
make 1 million by 1990, yet
use few U.S. pans.

"That's of great concern to
U.S. parts suppliers, who be-
lieve they are competitive in
price and quality and superior
in many cases in technology:'
Goldfield said in an interview.:

Autos and auto parts ac-
counted for half of the United
Sttes' 50 bino aude defiit
with Japan la -year, and has
been an Issue of growing con-
cern to the United Suu odfi-
cilb mid.

Japanese news reports said
that auto part wil be included
in the next Market.Oriented
Sector Selective trade afts be.
tween the -two nations, but
Goldfield sai" that conclusion
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Auto Parts Working Their Way
Into Bilateral Trade Talks

CARACAS (Reuter)-Latin
Amserica's debtor nations, hit
by plunging living standards
and liquidity problems. are
gradually forging their own
strategies 'for economic ad-
justment.

The bigger debtors in panic.
ular ae rejecting traditional In-
ternational Monetary Fund

By MalWe Jackson
was "premature:'

He said "serious considera-
tion has been given" to raising
the issue In the yet-
unscheduled MOSS talks, but
"there has been no public deci.
sion as yet."

Maureen Smith. director of
the Commerce Department's
Office of Japan. said that
"prospects (for sales of U.S.
auto parts to Japan) are at this
point a whole lot better than
they have been in the past."

She said the stronger yen

makes U.S. products more
competitive, the move of Japa-
nese automakers to the United
States puts them in proimity
to U.S. parts makers. U.S.
parts makers themselves have
become more competitive re-
cently. and the entry of the
South Koreans into the car
market has forced Japanese
parts makers to stay on their
toes.

but while the stage has been
set for more access, the JApa-
nese market largely remains
closed, she and Goldfield
agreed. -A?

(IMF) recipes and adopting
their own growth-oriented
policies-with considerable
success.

Brazil. the region's star per-
kfrmer but with $103 billion in
debt. has shown the %V with
a booming economy and a mac-
cessful and-inflation plan-all
without an IMF accord since

1.14 %,par,

986

Latin American Debtors Break
Away From IMF Recipes
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.iL'CANi JIDOSFA SHIv3LN (Daily Automobile ,ewsape:) (Page 1) ,Tul1-)

April 9, 1916

Sales Fronotion for US Automobile Parts: Ai±-t at %S-manaufac'-re! - na .
Cars"; Chase in Conselsration of Susi:ess .- actices; US :eOar::z.. of
Co=er:e with Auto-Pa:ts Consultations vith '::I

On rhe occasion of the first round of the Japan-US Automob'e-?ar:&
Consultations scheduled to be held with Y.TTI on the llth, the US Depar:ent of'
Comerce vill make a request, placing the focus on expansion o! :-ocal
procu:e=emt o! automobile parts for Japanese autocol-ctes to be -anu.ac:.-red 1nrhe :S, .his was clar!!ied by Assistart Secretary GOL-."D a-. epuzv
Assistant Secre:art WATT.. ,S of the US Deparr:ent of Commerce, who :ae zow
vtsitizg Japan, in an interview with the :ikkaz Jidosha Shimbu-t. I: is
possi'be to take it that it is because the Department of Commerce, on its
part, came to judge that things will generally develop to the US side's
advantage in the case of aiming at supplying automobile parts for
US-aufac.ured Japanese automobiles, which will markedly increase in the
future, rather than In the case of pressing Japan to increase its imports
immediately on the strength of the nigh yen. From the viewpoint that Japanese
automobile manufacturers' plants in the US are new business, the US Department
of CommeN-ce is taking the position that "this is a chance for A-erican
auto-parts-manufacturing enterprises to be recognized as new supp'ie:s,"
without sticking to Japan's oa business practices, and the Department of
Commerce Is going to make a proposal to MITI, saying that "In the case of the
American market, it should be possible to introduce US-manufactured parts,
without sticking to affiliations in Japan."

The Department of Commerce ha so far pointed out that Japanese
manufactwuers' auto-parts affiliations are -Tactor that prevents Japan's
imports of US-manufactured auto parts. In the interview this time, however,
the US side took the position that "We vill. not. ask MITI to change thnL
(ffiliatio), and Listua m wan . to asuk abaqa thik wa eL liog Ch. ngs'

anshila,. bomame ,. t US wide took the position that the procuri:g of
automobile parts at plants in the US "will make It possible also for American
auto-parts-maufacturing euatrpris to h&Ym buslnls4 telatonzs with Japan,

.w .m= ftjun Zapa r traditional affiliations. Standing on thin
position, tha Doepcmaet &t. CeNSuce decided to make a requemn m. t apanese
side, whi.Z almin marraly at .exzpandlng the local procurement o£ ann pnts
in the US.0

Behind the situation of the Depatment of Commrce's having shown a change
-in its posture -toward Japan, It is bcsuse the Department of Coamrce came t
judge that now is a chance to secure access to Japanese manufacturers, a&d it
is thinking that it will not became & plus for it to push its own way
through. In addition, Japanese manufacturers are now moving in the direction
of advancing into the US and stepping up their production, and thus the demand
for auto parts for S-manufactured Japanese automobiles will tend to increase
from nuv on, Moreover, there is also a judgment, to the following effect:
"That will lead to (American auto-parts-manufacturing enterprises') ditplaying
power in the Japanese market in the future."

Task of Local-Coatent Procurement in US Is "Oualitv"

[Comentaryj As for th fact that the US Automobile-Parts Sales rission,
which is nov visiting -Japan, case to aim at "US-manufactured Japanese ca.s,"
it Is possible to take it that such a fact inticates a result of (the VS
side's) having understood the Japanese autocob ie-Irdustry structure and

pdaese-s:' 'e purchase policy to a certain, extent.
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"n view of the Aae.Ican automobile-parts zanuacrura:s si es ;.'-t e og
.'1:2s in :he past, the US. side used to push to t.e re :at'as a.tzss 1 s

ex.o:s to the US over its imports fro the US, aend t.e .- e $.'do "d
at--ando requests for purchasing (US-sanufaccured automobl-e ;a.-:, !0 .o
au.o:obilas docestccal7 produced in Japan a.d .apan..se 4uZ:Z-' !es
:a-u!ac::4ed in the US, vherbv te US side sought iprt'zeaer: oa ! e (th de)
Inhalance. However, in order to regard domestica1'--anu.act' .e, aucnc€-'es
as obhec:s, the t':ee =aJor conditions in terms of "WD" .!(.., qua'.:7, cost,
a: teli'er-) will all have to be satisfied. Among these "CD" :oedic:ons,
the JS side viss that cost and delivery are the lost d...'c'n points.
Co.arng cost, the conditions are nov belS gradually settle!, o-ag to the
high yen since last autumn. Meanwhile, hounver, the pr~l:o! :a±1.:e4, is
s:iZ- -!: behiad. Them, it seems that the US side is thin : o !1:1:; at
S-=:a.uac:-_ted Japa=ese auronobiles, so that the Japanese side vi.l nor be
a:.t :0 vea've -its wteb O evasion.

A.so, according to one concrnee -ith the Mission, the US side, i regard
to the Japanese automobile Industry structure too, has a f-,xib*e "a7 of
thi-. akg not seen In the past, to the effect that while standing on the point.
t'a: each of the various (Japanese) finishd-automobile matufactu:ers
affiliates a group of subsidiary (auto-parts-snufacturinS) enterprises and
that they |=e taking the style-of coexistence and coprosperity, the US side Is
going to avoid promoting the selling of automobile parts toward
domestIcal!y-produced automobiles, which will lead to a decrease in the
q'.a= :1 -7 of orders received by each affiliated group of subsidiary
(suto-parts) enterprises.

Conce-lg the foregoing vay of thinking, the executives of Toyota m.otors,
Nissan ,ocozs, and Honda .otors, who are in charge of purchasing, say
unacimousl7 as follows "Compared with adoption (of American auto parts) for
dosesrically-anufactured automobiles, it is easier for them to consider
adoption for Japanese automobiles to be manufactured In the United States. In
that case, however, the problem is" qualitj. Thus, those executives
appreciated the US side'i change of its policy. Meanwhile, however, they are
pointing out the object-condition differences at the r o: rahe.

Comcauiag d adapftau. ot W-umnafecamrd se pares for Japanese
autnwobtles to be produced in the US, the US side says that 'We have cleared
(away) .l probluas.' Zn tbe meantime, the Japagea side. La pinatin osr
"qoaJ 7.- Chow, boor t .psr these poat fa gear, will probably become a
focal point fro& sow on. XL e r.s n ,tht thIms iLL result ft the Japanese
aides t smegth ito Jolmt ventures and todmoloIc tie-ups between
tu af.lisate4 subeidIazy sems ses and. Adhticax mmtacpmises. Womover, it
is also true that theas Is a way of ehftkimn at the battom to the follovog
effects "Im thai case, It is bard to say that that' is the original way of
adopting Aerican-produced parts.* Cone leder of an enterprise partce4ati.ag
in the X8sao to Japan)

The US side wll come to attend the first meeting of the 'Jpan
Automobile Joint Committee,' which is scheduled to be held with MHIT on the
11th, after changing its hitherto policy line oan a marked scale. All the more
for this reason, the Japanese side will be pressed to sake a choice ta.t is
still severe than ever.

(R.e;ort b Taskusi ..M of the 1st Editorial Section and by Xiroaki SAO
of the Znd Editorial Section)

IN/6396t
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ASAY1 (Page 2) (Full) Apr:. 15, 1986

"It Zs Not Place to M.nritor"; Foreimn Min!str. on St:uc :a'-. .o-ord.-a,.i,
Cons,-ulations

Cone-rain the a:" :hat it was agreed at :he Japar.-US 5'-nca: Confe-trn:e
t.at "t*e problem of struc:ural co-ordination of the Japanese eccaomy will e
dis:..sse! a: JaaigS *," Ad: n-s:atvet--Le'e Consul:a:i:.s. a "ore.;.
X.:z.:.-- .eade. s:a:e- - t .e everiTg of t.e ':h to :.e e!-tt: that " .i
no: -"at the US site m~Z monitor icpicen:at'on of the re::- . the S:ud'
Cou:±-i !o: t,e C-o.-dia:!oC Econouic $:u:u-e -:." "e.a:::re

o-c.:e.a:;on, or :ha t: -:1 negotiate things as to inp-ene::n:.

sportpot appeared in only the Asahi.) 51-31:

:-::", (Page .) P.,') A;:L. -, 1986

Autocobi-e Pa:ts A:e :naooron;iate for MOSS; MI I Leader States

Concerning automo ±le parts, which the US Govirnment is requesting as a
obo;ec: of a nev sector of MOSS (Market Oriented Sector Selec cve), a MITI
leade: stated on the 14th, "First will probably be to condense problematical
points ' -. the autocobile parts consultations, which M:TI and the LS
Depar::ent of Connerce began. Is it not that taking that up at MOSS is
m:a,: ::r'ane ?"

(Sim!lar :eport appeared in some other papers.) 644t

NIXON K:IZAI (Page 3) (Full) Ap:il 15, 1986

To Supoort Particioatio8i in SDI; Keidanren Chairoan Shows Personal View

reoldaure (Fede:ation of kaol Ocgaanistiour) Chreir-u Toan .Ibro
LvAYM, at a. prtes coauatenc. eLcax. the Iiness Saitr bald on the 14dr,
cook the position of preflcag It as his personal view, and again emphasized
his way of thinking, to the effect that "Japan also should participate in SDI
(S ,asaic. D&fa. laz.La.tve).* As reasons fot that, he gave two points
(17 The traf eTd ltemw defense spending of as much as 250 bill.'a dollara is
to: the sak&e of Zapw- aA other Vestern countries, and so Japan should
natuaraiy extend ca-operation to the Cunted States; and (1) SDI La not. an
of feusiv weapon, but. La a. weapon fax . defensive purposer. AZws, 1 LUs
connection, Sony Corporation Ctaima-r AM HOUIA., vho was alse present at
the press conference, pointed out as follow: "The United States Is seeking
Japan's co-operation on the research and development of basic technology for
SDI, instead of weapons."

(TN: Similar reports appeared In all other papers.) 6446t
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jI,,C:u-. (Page 7) (Full) A;.l 14, 1926

Do NZ: .* Lace to Ride ."Au:omobilss":; Parts .anufactus-s Advance It..o ''S
Ac:e1e:ate; 14 Comoanies t: n and ".alf Years; High Yen... Othtr Co:a..les

.C .ames, e a&ter Anoter; .ops Diversif*e. oo

:-t av..rance abroad . Japazese autmobile parts cat..ac:uers has be*-
acce".ra:e., due to the -,on appr.ciacon. Five finis'hed-a-:a nufs::.:r.

-s Including To.'ota Motors, have all advanced into the US. a as
..a..a:. :s:-S have also begun to advance into the US, o.e &!:er another, be-:g
timed :o coincide with their start of full-scale local production in or aftr
1588. :he sharp yen appreciation since last year has given a still greater:
L:pe:us to such moves. 1he forms of advance are also changing, as can be sesn
!= t*he ?cn: that cases based on the formula of es:.Is--ng joit:-':en:r:e
ez::;.ses wIth LS au::cl'ile manufacturers ae- Inceaslng, because the*
stn1-- -z::pay advan:e is starting to cause new !rictIon with US ;a-:s~a~f*turee

Another major reason behind thu point that such automobiles as Toyota and
NIssan cars have been able to obtain a high share rate in world markets, is

:ha Japanese parts ma-ufacturers have established, through efforts f"r
ratio.alization, a sat-up which arables the supply of hiShly-afficient,
low-cos;=anufactured products. This is why US automobile ianufacture.s have
also ca':Isd out procurement from Japanese parts manufacturers, in a more
posi:ive way.

.he representative canufac:urers, which are already carrying out local
p-*r-jc:Lon in the US, include "Japan Electric Coacing" and "Japan Rad!acor',"
which ii-both car-air-conditioner companies, "NOK" which Is an oil-seal
ccn ta:, and "Stanley Elec:ric" which is a manufacturer of lighting fixtures.
Acco:d-8 to a survey by the Japan Automobile Parts Industry Association, the
number: of companies, which have advanced into North American iarkets in the US
and Cacada, increased from the 49 in Deceaber, 1983 to 63 in May, 1985. It
has Increased by as mnLy as 14 In only one and..- half years. Moreover, such
companies is *Toyota Gosel" of steering wheels and "Pioneer" and "Trio," which

are both car-audio equipment companies, have also announced their names. Ten
or -ort companies will pro ably advance, bnceforth, In :-.be !arv a stmgI[e
advance ad ci r *%vhIshIt*& £Joiat-s'emture mncerprise.

The advance Into the US by parts manufacturers became full-scale at the
beg4inc= aL thw IM.'a. the aft was to upp2y parts for repair, aimed at
Japanen sumnobiler, around at that time and to carry out supply to the US
big ft - mponfer, -laclncadg GM. After the begiaing of the 1980's,
advanced as "d maLl by alilned manufacturers concerned at th respective
requests from Honds GMkew malsaTr,. issan. otm, an& other compsies, sih
started local production. f deees to oar, tip reason for the rush at
advances this time is that (parts manufacturers) have acted in concert with
the five big finished-car sanufacturinS companies. However, there are also
such new factors as that the US is guarded against a sudden flood of parts
exports (by Japan), that the Japanese market is stagnant, and that the export
environment has become severer, due to the high yen.

In particular, the US side entertains great dissatisfaction with "aligned
transactions," in which Japanese manufacturers, which are engaging in local
production, carry out procurement from parts enterprises which are placed
unde: their: control. This has developed even Into a political problem, which,
it is said, will also be taken up at the Japan-US MOSS (Market-Oriented
Sec:o:-5e.ecCIve) Consultations. Therefore, (the Japanese side) hat been
drIven into the situation of having to change greatly the hitherto-maintalned
method of making an advance.

;-sc, in regard to the me:,,hod of advancing, therefore, the charc:tIstIc
h*e stuetton is that :here is an increasing number of cozpanles whith -.e:e

,t.-eI t e fo:mula o! es:tblis.ing a joint-ven:ure enterprise with ,'S
:::.t. -.:: s, taking t*-4 place of the single-company &,vance (fOr :a;,
:at..:al.e• up until now. "Akebono Drake Industry" o! brakes has :eachted
ages:es:: with GH on the establishment of a Joint-venture company, "N11CO" of
indus:ia1-use fasteners with 1TW, and "Japan Spring" of springs with the
Burns group. Toyota-affillated Kolto Works, Nissan-affillated Zchinitsu
"rdus:ry, and US Helter are engaging in the joint production of lghtirg
.!x:urts, Cases of the formIg of tie-ups, going beyond the scope of

ag e ., I probably increase, too.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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The joiat-venture formula is likely to become the main cu:enc hence!orch,
because it vi.l table expansion of the scale o! p:oduc:!cn, ant also because
it will provide a clue for the delivery (of par:s) to tne BLI :,-:ee coc;a: es
and other fInished-car manufacturers.

On the other hand, it Is also a noceworthy point, that GM has concluded
positivee tte-ups with Japanese excellent. parts zarufac:u:e:s ccncerze-
.As decided on joint production I= Japan with "3apas S;:-In 3' and ".a;a
.adiator," even asides "Akebono Brake.' It has also esca.±ssed "Carscnc
(TN: phonetic) Har:1son" vith "Japan .adiator," whch new willa 1 produce
and sell variable-capacity compressors, from the jAutuan of !987. It has thus
foed its first production base in Japan. Cases of US zanufac~u-ers' ad 'ace
in:o Japan are also tending to increase, in the midst of a situation whereby
Japanese manufactu:ers have advanced into the US. Ex:cange teoten
:a=ufac:ura:s across the border will sceadily become core ccIpIlcated.

.X1 / 437 t
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ATTACHMENT H

Itinerary for Executive Auto Parts Trade Mission

FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 1906

WAsuflIc'70u D.C.

G3 am Mission participants arrive Secretary's Entrance
(the portico 150 yards south of Constitution
Avenue on 15th Street IT.W.) U.S. Department of
Commerce and are escorted to Secretary
Baldrige's Conference Room (Room 5859)

EV"1Ts lITERAGI2CY MISSION BRIEFInic

0s45 -1130 am Briefing presentation
bys U.S. Department of of Commerce

U.S. Department of State
United States Trade Representative

EV1E1Ts MISSION LUICIIEOtI IIOSTED BY BRUCE SMART, UtDER SECRETARY or
TIm fl IIRIIAIOVAL TRADE ADRIIIISTRAT 1011

1200 - 2:00 pm

EVEU1T, BRIEFInz O1n "IrUTS ALID BOLTS" OF TIE JAPAESE AUTO PARTS[lid US TRY.

i2S15 - 4:15 pa Briefing Presentation
by: Patricia 1laigh,

U.S. Department of State, former
Commercial Attache U.S. Eabasy,
Tokyo.

Counselor Yokoyama
Commercial Counselor
Embassy of Japan

PAGE ONE
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EVEIZT: IflJITE IOUSE BRIEF lUG

4:30 - 5:30 PH Briefing Presenters to be determined

EV12ls RECEPTIOu m 130101t OF TIlM DELEGATION

Gs00 - 0:00 pm Location to be determined

ITO SC(1EDULED CVEUTS TIE RE4AnIDER OF TIM EVEUIig

PARTICIPA' Xs,-1SRUcMOZ1s

PLEASE DAVE YOUR WCGAGE A- THE FROlIT DOOR OF TiE
J.W. MARRIOTT BY Gt15 AM SATURDAY MORuZnlO

TIM COACH WILL LEAVE FOR UATIOUAL AIRPORT AT 0:30 AM

PA "IWO
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MAS TfR SCIIEDULE

or
THE U.S. E=CUTIVt LEVELAUJTO PARTS 5-WD MIS14O101
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SATURDAY APRIL So 1906

Washington, D.C.

8O30 an Participants board coach and depart J.W.
Marriott en route Uational Airport

9.00 am Participants arrive ational Airport and proceed
to Vorthwest Orient Airlines counter for check in

10:00 am Participants depart Iaehington D.C. en route
Tokyo Zlarita International airport via U1orthwest
flight 003

FLYING TIMEt 15 HOURS 50 mIIlUTES.
TD4E CIIAIIG:s PLUS 13 IOURS
MEAL SERVICEt LUITCHI, DIIIUER, SHAC,.

PAGE O1
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SUNDAY APRIL 6. 1906

TOKYO JAPAIT

3.15 pa Participants arrive i1arita International Airport
and are escorted through Zmmigration and Customs

Met By: Todd Thurwachter, United States and
Foreign Commercial Service

Bruce J.Zanca, Mission Coordinator
United States Department of Commerce

4.00 pm Participants board motorcade and depart tlarita
airport en route the Okura Hotel
(Drive Time: 90 Minutes)

5:30 pm Participants arrive Okura Hotel for room check in

Participant Instructions

Upon arrival participants will be escorted to
i the control room for room assignments and key

distribution. Your bags will be delivered to your room.

1OTC s An informal traditional Japanese dinner will be
hosted by the Assistant Secretary Goldfield the
evening of arrival. Tin and location will be
announced.

PACE T:WO
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MONDAY APRIL 7,1906

7j15 an Participants proceed to Room in the
Okura Hotel for breakfast host@d y American
Chamber of Commerce Japan i

EVEIT: BREAKFAST BRIJWIUG WITHN TIE AMERICAIU CIIAMBIER OF C4MMERCE
ATTEIDECES 13 5

730 AN Participant arrive
breakfast

Room for

7:35 am Opening remarks, Breakfast is served

8:00 am Briefing on doing business in Japan and the
Japanese auto industry by members of the
American Chamber of Commerce of Japan

830 am Briefing concludes Participants board motorcade
and depart hotel en route Embassy of The United
States

8:45 an Participants arrive Embassy and proceed to 9th

floor conference room

EVCUTs COU11TRY PTAM BRIEFDIJG BY AMBASSADOR MICIIAEL J. MAIUSFIELD

9:00 a. Country Tean Briefing begins

10:30an Briefing concludes

10145am Participants board coach and depart Ibassy for
Ministry of International Trade and Industry

PA( Tim3E
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CVDUT: NCETflG8 AT MHXZSTRY Of RUA&TE 1U 1OIhL TRADC AnD nl7USm.RY

11:00am Participants arrive Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (Mr"7) for eetings

12.00 n Meetings conclude Participants board coach and,
depart MlI for Uew Sanno Hotel

EVWT, LUITauOEO i In M ZisRY OF f12TCRIATZOURAL TRADE AUD
tDUSTAY AIrW TIM JAPAU1 AU)MMLE MZIUFA CT UR"

ASSBZATZOU

ATTE ID ECS 3 5

12:15pm Participants arrive Hew Sanno Hotel for Lunch

Is40 pm Participants conclude lunch, board coach and
depart Dew Banno Hotel en route the Japan
Automobile Manufacturers Association

E.VEUTs METnics wfITi NIE JAPA/ AUTOMOBILE MAMUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATI311

2.00 pm Participants arrive Japan Automobile
Manufacturers Association (JAMA) for Meetings

4.00 pa Participants conclude meetings, board coach
depart JANA for Ocura flotel

and

PACE FOUR
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4s15 ls Participants arrive Okura Hotel
(FREE TI4E 2 IIOUIS THIRTY 14I1UTES)

645 pm Participants board coach and depart hotel en
route Desaxx Andersen Residence

IVEIITt RECEPTOI Iu ll O1R OF TIE MEMBERS OF TIM U.S. EXECUTIVE
LEVEL AUTO PARTS TRADI HISS OU. HOSTED BY DCSAIX
AIDERSZ2I, CHARGE D' AFFAIRS. U.6. "4BASSY

ATTEIIDEES . 100

7:00 pm Participants arrive Andersen residence for
recept ion

9:00 pa Reception concludes, Participant board coach and
depart residence en route Okura Hotel

91S5 pa Participants arrive Okura Hotel

170 SCHEDULED CVW1TS TIlE RD4AIDImR OF TiE cVylifIO

PAGE FIVE
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TUESDAY APRIL 8,1906

W0OTEt Assistant Secretary Goldfield will assume a separate
schedule for the day (see Attachment "B for detailed
Schedule )

fVEIJTz BUSINESS DISCUSSIONS 11r11 JAPAUESE ORIGINAL -CJUIPMDIT
MAIV FACrURMt5

9s00 an Participants arrive conference rooms to begin
business discussions

(BEL ATTACHMUIT NA" FOR WIDIVIDUAL APPOI11"I4TT
SCiHEDULES)

5:00 pm Business discussions conclude

110 SCIEDULED EV TS TILE REKAIUDER OF TIE EVIfltG

PAGE SIX
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WIUDSDAY APRIL 9 1906

1Z0TEi Assistant Secretary Goldfield will assume a separate
schedule for the day. Delegation members who are not
participating in the business discussions are free to
accompany him to l1agoya to tour Toyota facilities (See
Attachment "B" for detailed Schedule.)

EVEUra BUSIUmS DISCUSSIONS 11MIT JAPACSE ORIGINAL EQUIPMMIT
HAUFACURERS

9.00 an Participants arrive conference rooms to begin
business discussions

(SEE AVTACUMM1VT NA" FOR INDIVIDUAL APPOXI,'4121T
SCiEDULES)

5:00 pM Business discussions conclude

ITO SCIIDULED EV12ITS TIlE RD4AIIDER OF TIE EV2mifi

PAGE SEVE
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THURSDAY APRIL 10, 1906

IVTE, Assistant Secretary Goldfield will assume a separate
scW;3ule for the day. Delegation members who are not
participating in the business discussions are free to
accompany him to Yokohama Hissan facilities (See
Attachment "B" for detailed schedule.)

EVEMT: BUSINESS DISCUSSIONS WI1TI JAPAIULSE ORIIIIAL EQUIPMMIT
MMUFAC URrMR

9:00 an Participants arrive conference room begin
business discussions

SEE ATTA"4IM IT "A" FOR IUDIVIDUAL APPO1iTMIT
SCIIEDULE

St00 pm Business discussions conclude

TREE OURS FREE TIME

EVWIT : FAREWELL RECEPTION IZOSTED BY THE JAPAIU AUTQMCBILE
AIIUFACTURERS ASSOCIAT 1011

ATTELIDEESs 100

C00 pm Participants arrive room for reception

lOtOOpm Reception concludes

110 SCIDULCD EVEITS 1Tin REMAInUDER or TIM cVmI11

i
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FRIDAY APRIL 11,1986

EVE~L MISS IO1 DEBRicrfTc BREAKFA T

8*00 am Participants arrive for mission
debriefing breakfast

9:30 an Breakfast debriefing concludes

MISSIOU1 OFFICIALLY OVER

IOT'C Assistant Secretary Goldfield will host an
informal wrap-up dinner Friday evening for the -
participants uto are remaining in Tokyo. Time
and location will be announced.

PACC ITJIC
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ATAClDIEL4T "B"

SCIEDULE

ASS ISTAUT SECRmTARY OLDFIELD
FOR

THE EXECUTIVE LEVEL
AUTO PARTS TRADE MISISOIU

JAPAI, APRIL 4-11, 1906

ATTACINUT "B" PAGE 011
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SATURDAY APRIL 5, 1986

Washington D.C.

8s30 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield departs residence
en route Washington National Airport

8j30 an Participants board coach and depart
J.W. Marriott en route National
Airport

9.00 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives lVational
Airport and joins delegation

9:00 am Participants arrive National Airport
and proceed to Northwest Orient
Airlines counter for check-in

1000 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield departs Washington
D.C. en route Tokyo Narita International Airport
via northwest: Orient Flight 003

FLYING TIME: 15 HOURS 50 MINUTES.
TIME CHANGE: PLUS 13 HOURS
MEAL SERVICEs LUNCII, DINIZER, SNACK.

ATTACI!4EUT "B" PACE TIWO
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SUNDAY APRIL 6, 1986

TOKYO JAPAU

3s15 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives ITarita
International Airport and is escorted through
Immigration and Customs

Not Sys Todd Thurwachter, United States and
Foreign Commercial Service

Bruce J.Zanca, Mission Coordinator
United States Department of Commerce

4:00 p Assistant Secretary Goldfield boards motorcade
and departs iTarLta Airport en route the Okura
Hotel
(Drive Tines 90 Minutes)

S30 p1 Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Okura
Hotel and is escorted to Control Room for room
check-in

UOTEt Assistant Secretary Goldfield will host an
infornmal traditional Japanese dinner onthe
evening of arrival. Time and location will be
announced.

ATTACDIEUT *B' PAGE THREE
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HOLIDAY APRIL 7,1986

7s15 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield proceeds
to Room in the Okura Hotel for
breakfast hosted by American Chamber of Commerce
Japan

EVENTs BREAKFAST BRIEFING WITH THE AMHRICAI1 Cl[AHBER OF COMMERCE

ATTENDEES a 35

7330 AM Assistant Secretary Goldfield
arrives Room for breakfast

735 am Opening remarks, Breakfast is rjerved

8000 am Briefing on doing business in Japan
and the Japanese auto industry by
members of the American ChaAber of
Commerce of Japan

8:30 am Briefing concludes Assistant Secretary
Goldfield boards motorcade and departs hotel en
route Embassy of The United States

0:45 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Embassy
and proceeds to 9th floor conference room

EVELIT: COU1ITRY TEAM BRIEFING BY AMBASSADOR MICHAEL J. MA1ISFIELD

9:00 am Country Team Briefing begins

10:30am Briefing concludes

10s45am Assistant Secretary Goldfield boards coach and
departs Embassy for Ministry of International
'Trade and Industry

ATTACMIJ24T "B" PACE FOUR
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EVENT. MEETINGS AT MINISTRY OF INTERuATIONAL TRADC AND InmUSTRY

1100am Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Ministry
of International Trade and Industry (MITI) for
meetings

12i00 n Meetings conclude Assistant Secretary Ooldfield
boards coach and departs MITI for New Sanno
Hotel

EVENTs LUN1EOIT WITH MINISTRY OF IUTERNATION1AL TRADE AND
INDUSTRY AND THM JAPA- AuToMCSIE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATIO

ATTENDEES 1 35

12s15pm Assistant Secretary Ooldfield arrives New Sanno
Hotel for Lunch

140 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield concludes lunch,
boards coach and departs New Sanno Hotel en
route the Japan Automobile Manufacturers
Association.

EVENTs MELTIGS WITH THE JAPAN AUTOMOSILE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIXTIOU

2s00 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Japan
Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) for
meetings

4:00 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield concludes
meetings, boards coach and departs JAMA for
Okura Hotel

ATTACHMENT "B" PAGE FIVE
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4s15 1m Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Okura
llotel for administrative time

ADmIISTRATIVE TIE 2 HOURS 30 MIZJUTES

6s45 yo Assistant Secretary Goldfield departs Uotel en
route Desaix Andersen Residence

EVENT: RECENT IOn EN IwOOR OF TIE MEMBERS OF TIlE U.S. EX-CUTIVE
LZVCEL AUTO PARTS TRADE HISSIOU. IOTED BY DESAIX
AUDERSER. CHARGE D" AFFARS, U.S. EMBASSY

ATT9EIDEES: 100

7s00 pa Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Andersen
residence for reception

9:00 pm Reception concludes Assistant Secretary
Goldfield boards coach and departs residence en
route Okura Hotel

9,15 pa Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Okura Hotel

NO SCHDDULWD EVENTS TilE RD(AIUDER OF THE EVENING

AT"6ACUMEUT " PEPACE SIX
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TUESDAY APRIL 0, 1986

ZVEUT: BUSINESS DISCUSSIOUS WITH JAPANESE ORICIHAL EQUIPMMIT
KMAUACrURERS

9:00 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives conference
area and participates in business discussions

SEE ATTACHMENT 6A" FOR INDIVIDUAL PRIVATE SECTOR
APPOINTMENT SCHEDULES

10:45 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield departs Okura
hotel en route the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

EVELJTs MEETIiNGS AT THin. MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

11:00 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Ministry
of Foreign Affairs for meetings

1200 n Assistant Secretary Goldfield concludes meeting
and boards motorcade for

12siS pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield
arrives for lunch

1,15 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield concludes
lunchboards motorcade and departs en route the
Ministry of Transport

EVENT. MEETIwGS AT THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT

1.30 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield arzives Ministry
of Transport for meetings

2t45 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield departs Ministry
of Transport for Keidanren

ATTACH4UT "B" PAGE SEVEN
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EVE T MEETINGS AT KEIDAIRfl

3:00.pa Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Keidanren
for meeting&

3s45 py Assistant Secretary Goldfield concludes meetings
and departs Keidanren for Japan Automotive Parts
Industry Association

EVENTs MEETINGS WITH TIM JAPAN AUT MOTIVE PARTS INDUSTRY
3SSCcIATlO

4:00 ya Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives the Japan
Automotive Parts Industry Association for
Meetings

4:45pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield concludes meeting
and departs the Japan Automotive Parts Industry
Association for the Okura Hotel

515 Fm Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Okura
Hotel

0 SCIMEDULED EVENTS THE REMAINDER OF THE EVENING

ATTACIHIZ 5 PT PB"PAGE EZIHT
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WEDNESDAY APRIL 9,1986

7t15 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield departs hotel en
route train station

ITOTE: MISSION PARTICIPANTS WHO DO 9OT ACCOMPANY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY GOLDIELD TO NAGOYA WILL
REMAIN IN TOKYO FOR BUSI ESS DISCUSS IOU1 AT THE
OKURA

7s45 an Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives train
station and boards Bullet Train

8:00 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield departs Tokyo for
Nagoya

TRAVEL TIMEs 2 HOURS
MEAL SERVICE. BREAKFAST

1000 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Nagoya
Station

10S15 am Assistant Secretary Goldfield boards mini-coach
and departs station en route Toyota Corporate
Offices

EVENTs BRIEFINGS AND LUICH HOSTED BY TOYOTA MANAGEUT

1130 an Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Toyota
Corporate Offices for briefings

12.00 am Briefings conclude Assistant Secretary
Goldfield is escorted to dinning room for lunch

1:30 pm Lunch concludes A~sistant Secretary boards
mini-coaqh and departs for Toyota manufacturing
facilities

ATTACIDET "B" PACE UINE
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EVEUTs TOUR OF TOYOTA MAITUFACTURING FACILITIES

2sO0 ps Assistant Secretary Ooldfield arrives
manufacturing facility and is escorted on tour

4:00 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield concludes tour and
departs manufacturing facilities en route train
station

5:00 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives train
station and departs Nagoya en route Tokyo

7*00 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Tokyo and
proceeds to Okura Hotel

7s15 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Okura
Hotel

11O SCHEDULED EVENTS FOR TIM RD4AIIMER OF THE EVEIHINO

ATTACEIUT *3* PAGE TEN
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TJRSDA APRIL 10,1986

10800 AN Assistant Secretary Ooldfield departs Okura
Hotel en route Nissan Oppama Plant in Yokohama

(DRIVE TIEs 2 HOURS)

EVENT. BRIEFING AnD LUNCH 1OSTED BY ISSAN MANAODIENT

200 n Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives Vissan
plant for briefing

1230 pm Briefing concludes Assistant Secretary Goldfield
is escorted to dinning room for lunch

145 p Luncheon concludes Assistant Secretary
Goldfield as escorted to plant facilities
tour

EVCHTt TOUR OF NISSAN OPPAMA PLANT FACILITIES

for

2.00 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield proceeds on tour
of facilities

4sO0 p. Assistant Secretary Goldfield concludes tour and
departs en route Okura Hotel. Tokyo

TACDIENT 050 PAGE ELEVEN
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6sOO pa Assistant Secretary Goldfield arrives the Okura
Hotel for administrative time

ADMIUISTRATIVE TIME 60 MINUTES

EVENT FAREWELL RECEPTION LISTED BY TIE JAPAN AUTOMOBILE
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

ATTEIIDEES: 100

800 pm Assistant Secretary Goldfield
arrives room for reception

10201Pm Reception concludes

NO SCHEDULED EVENTS TIE REMAINDER OF THE EVENING

ATTACHMENT "B" PAGE TWELVE

65-703 - 87 - 3
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FRIDAY APRIL 11,1986

EVEUT, MISSION DEBRIEFPIU BRBArFAST

StOG an Assistant Secretary Goldfield
arrives for mission delriefing
breakfast

9s30 Breakfast debriefing concludes

HISSIOU OFFICIALLY OVER

1OTE3 Assistant Secretary Goldfield will host an
informal wrap-up dinner Friday evening for the
participants who are remaining in Tokyo (Time
and location will be announced)

ATTAC14EIT "B" PACE THIRTEEN
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Attachment I

Au onotlve Parts Trade Initiative

.rade Facilitation

Establish a proced:-re by which the progress of U.S. automotive
parts manufacturers' sales proposals to Japanese motor vehicle
and/or automotive ;arts producers will be monitored by a joint,
U.S./Japanese Government com,,'tee comprised of representatives
from the U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) and the Japanese
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI).

U.S. auto parts manufacturers will make business proposals to
potential Japanese purchasers. Upon receipt of sales proposals
from U.S. parts manufacturers, the Japanese companies will
communicate dlrect"y with the U.S. companies to obtain all
information necessary for a thorough evaluation of the sales
proposals. When negotiations are complete, the Japanese
companies will communicate to the U.S. parts firms, their
acceptance of the business proposals and willingness to conclude
formal supply contracts or their lack of interest in the
proposals. In the latter case, U.S. firms will notify the
Office of Automotive Affairs and Consumer Goods (AACG) of the
breakdown-in negotiations, explaining the. reasons for failure*.
AACG then ill classify the failed attempt into one or more
generic categories. At its next regular meeting, the Joint
DOC/!ITI committee will exami& tha reasons for-rejections to
determine if. issues are involved that'might be addressed by
government policies and/or programs.

Trade Policy

1. Identify all Japanese Government barriers, tariff and
non-tariff, that impede access of U.S. automotive parts exports
to Japan, including the Japanese certification and inspection
procedures. 'This will be a continuing and evolving process.

2. Pursue,in the inter-agency trade policy process, the
inclusion of "any barriers identified above in bilateral and/or
multilateral negotiations to seek their removal or
liberalization.

3. Examine the relationship between Japanese motor vehicle
manufacturers and :heir U.S. dealers to address whether
franchising agreements or other agreements include provisions
tying the supply oi new vehicles to the sale of "genuine"
replacement parts. U.S. parts companies, Japanese vehicle
manufacturers and other interested parties will be asked for
information on this matter. If Information is developed that
indicates that tying arrangements do exist, the Office of
Automotive Industry.' Affairs (OAIA) will determine what relief
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might be available to domestic parts manufacturers and, if
a;p-ropiate, will assist the industry in seeking such relief.

-Y:,ort ?rcoatron

1. Sponsor at least onc major trade promotion event in Japan
every year through 1989 that features, ard promotes U.S.
automotive parts. This will Include U.S. pavilions in the
biennial Tokyo 'Motor Show, exclusive U.S. exhibitions, periodic
trade missions tq Japan, and Japanese buying missions to the
United States.-

2. Dev- op a "New Products Promotional Program" designed to
encourage U.S. firms to exhibit recently developed products at
Japanese trade shows. One or more booths will be made available
at the 1987 Tokyo Motor Show for a catalog exhibition, primarily
featuring new products. Personnel for the booths will be
provided by independent experts or by industry association
representatives who are technically competent in their knowledge
of the featured products.

Information Disseminalion

1. Establish a systematic and continuing means to distribute
information to U.S. auto parts companies on doing business in
Japan. Information will be distributed which (a) Identifies
U.S. auto parts which are competitive In Japan, (b) describes
-the relationships between Japanese pdrts suppliers and vehLicle
manufacturers, and (c) describes the distribution channels in
Japan an how to do business effectively-in this environment..
The Infotmation will be obtained from experienced U.S. auto
parts companies'and from governmental, academic and other
non-industry sources. Studies may be conducted to supplement
this information, if necessary.

2. Conduct a series of seminars-for U.S. parts firms. These
seminars wilt address problems encountered in selling to Japan,
provide information on the Japanese market, answer questions,
and follow-up on specific problems Indentified by participants.
Video tapes demonstrating how to do business In Japan will
supplement the seminars and also will be available to interested
firms and associations.

. Prepare a detailed guide to Japanese Government motor
vehicle certification and inspection procedures pertaining to
auto parts, describing what U.S. producers need to do to obtain
certification of parts for use on Japanese vehicles in Japan.
This will be distributed to U.S. industry.
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4. Encourage other U.S. Government agencies to conduct
research and development activities which would assist U.S.
,u:cnotive parts companies In improving their international

c:-% etitiveness. Limited partnerships among domestic firms for
:.-.e purpose of research and development also will be
e;n.ojraged. The Of-;ice of Ajtomotive Industry Affairs will act
as liaison between the autor.ritive parts industry and those firms
end agencies providing research and development assistance.

LCepartment of Commerce.
InternationaL Trade Administration
Automotive Affairs and Consumer Goods:
Oftice o- Automotive Afftirs
Automotive Parts and Suppliers Division
November 2S, 1985
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Attachment J

MINISTRY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INDUSTRY
JAPANESE GOVERNMENT

Novmber 30, 1985

The Honorable Bruce S. Smart, Jr.
Under Secretary of Omwerce for
International Trade
U.S. Dspartnt of Cueros
14 St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20230
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Smart:

Thak you for your letter of tober 28.

The motor show wss held in Tokyo frmn October 31 through Novarker 11.
About 1.3 million visitors cae to see the show, including many frun overseas.
Visitor response was extremely enthusiastic.

Man Amverican automakers participated, thanks in large part to your
department's sort. It wss also most valuable for Mr. Goldfield, Assistant
Secretary for Tr VMelmen and Mr. Ntkisn, Mpuy Assistant Secretary
for Aut wbile Inastry Affairs, to m to Japan and ex&Ange views with top
executives of Japanese auto mifac e and officials of KMTI.

I would now like to offer my views on the tw proposals you made in ymw
letter in regard to a fOlloww- to the recent viait of the autcoile parts
Woinmg miLfrn to Chicup.

I. I basically welocmm the idea of having an official U.S. selling mission
visit Japan frim April 4 - 7, 1986.

As we will have to ask the Japanese auto industry for cooperation in
facilitating the visit, I hope that the parties concerned will embark on
thorough, wzking-level discussions as soon as Wou arrive at a concrete plan.

2. This point concerns y proposal that KMTZ and DOC establish a joint
odmittee. ile I have no Objection. to a follow-u, per se, It would se
that the committee you propose would take over too many of the functions of
individual business talks. I m not sre th.s is an area where governmentbelmqgs.

Ve both understand that business transactions are intrinsically the
province of the firms involved. Like ou, we do not intervene in, or monitor,
individual discussions in any way, regardless of the nationality of the
participants.
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I am conerned that the creation of a mechanism by which government
could comment on individual business talks might produce the unwanted
effect of causing autcmaker4 to hesitate to enter such talks.

Therefore I would like to propose forming the following sort of
conittee to serve as a follow-up nechanism.

1) The committee's functions:

(1) To make a comprehensive evaluation of the results of both
sides' missions.

(2) To discuss typical prCblems encountered by both sides in
purchasing automobile parts, if such discussion would be
effective in prowting purchases.

2) In view of the nature of the issue, I think it is quite appropriate
that the mnuittee is of the expert (director) class.

'I have not yet had a detailed e-lnto of the DC Autoovtive Parts
Trade Initiative which h you enclosed with yor letter, and therefore cannot
give you a precse or ompelasiver ammt. I affler the fbflowing as my
imiadiate reaction after having read the material over once.

First, it seem to me that something like the "Trade Facilitation"
ail "Trd Policy 3" intrudes upon the functions of individual business
talks, as I mentioned in regard to the joint onittee in "2" of this
leter.

Second, while we, too, are willing to cooperate to the fullest extent
possible in mtters in which cooperation is feasible, scw sections - that
on Export Promotion, for example - =*nain items on which we would have
to ask you for details, and then discuss with you, before we could
cooperate.

After receiving Your request for a parts buyin mission to your country,
I wrked hard to get the mission on its'wy. In my view, the mission has
achieved its original purpose of stimulating transactions in autacbile
parts between the United States and Japan. I understand that seious
follow-up activities are being conducted by the participant autoniakers and
other parties.
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It is my wish, as yw:rs, to put in further work in this field.
I expect efforts Like these to activate discussions bet-.en our countries
autmobile parts seL-tors ard facilitate the flow of our bilateral trade
in general

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Vice-Minister for
International Affairs
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JA N? 1986

Dear ;Sr. Vice ministerr:

Thank you for your recent letter. .e are optimistic that the April 7-11
auto parts selling mission to Japan will produce encouraging results. It is
important to foster business contacts between U.S. automotive parts suppliers
and Japanese purchaser3.

tie welcome your ajreetent to have a joint committeea function as the
follow-up mechanism for the buying'and 3ellinj missions. The committee could
also facilitate business negotiations between U.S. and Japanese fitns. As
noted in my October 28 letter, the joint co.-mittei will not participate in
business discussions. Rather it will seek to facilitate those cases-and we
hope that they are few--where U.S. fir-is, for whatever reason, are not given a
fair chance to compete for Japanese contracts.

bhile we shato your concern about excessive government intervention, we do
believe that in certain problem areas we shoul"ta*ke every opportunity to
correct Inequities. Attacking typical cases alone will not be sufficient to
accoplish our mutual goal of facilitating bilateral trade in this sector.
There will be instances where we will both see the need to deal with A
specific case. It is important that the committee have the authority to act.

In line with your recopmendatjon that the committee conduct it a
discussLo.s At .tha "-apcert" level, I have named iobert Watkins, 1eouty
Assieta .Secrary for AutomoAve.Affairs and Consumer Gooda, and

4aur on Smith, Director M'" the Offce of Japan* t'o co-chair the discussions.
Once you nm exper.A f or the Jainese side, these officials can meet tobegin
their imporrzAn twork. As you pzooably ate aware, 1. P. Goldifield, "Asiitant .
Secretary foc .Trade. ,Develmpuent. will monitor this issue for me.'

,I stand ready. to -impl.ent this segment of our Autootive Parts Trade
Initiative. At. Wtklns sacd Ms.. .Sith, at my request, will meet with members
of your .st,4. in ashingtan to start the process and to explain other elemem.s
of the Initiative.

• iaAh-your continued strong support,,we can achieve significant results in
the auteaotive parts sector. We are conmitted to this effort.

Sincergly,

3ruce Smart,

Honorable Kazuo Wakasugi
Vice .lnLter for iaternatiooal Affairs

1aiistry of International Trade 6 Industry
1-3-I aasanigaseki

Prepared by: SKeLtz & ISmith/JpJ/AACG/AIA/XOS4;/12-23-85
Retyped: 12-.0-8S/Wang/Purple OUCUCS/ID 01020
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Senator WLSOm. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Let me ask you to expand a little bit on your description of the

auto parts trade initiative.
Mr. GOLDFmLD. Theie are four parts to it. The first part is the

establishment of the United States Government-Japanese Govern-
ment Committee, the Department of Commerce-MTI Committee,
to oversee this initiative and to oversee whether or not impedi-
ments arise or have arisen that bar United States sales to the Jap-
anese auto manufacturers, whether that be in Japan, third mar-
kets or here.

We held the first meeting. Another meeting will likely be held
this summer. I have asked the 12 companies that accompanied us
on the trade mission to report back to the Department of Com-
merce in June as to what progress they have seen in terms of their
own direct sales efforts to the Japanese companies.

To the extent problems have arisen that are believed to merit
our Government's attention, we will take up those specific exam-
ples in that committee.

I have mentioned that we have a trade promotion effort and the
executive level trade mission to Japan was one aspect of that.

We participated in the Tokyo Motor Show and encouraged the
U.S. companies to participate, and they did so successfully.

The Japanese have sent some buying missions to the United
States as a result of the collaborative efforts of the United States
auto parts companies associations and the Department of Com-
merce. Missions came last August and again this past February.

We are also engaging in a trade promotion and information dis-
semination process to get the word out to United States parts sup-
pliers, Senator, that there is business to be done in Japan gd _ie
united-St6t& Government stands hdii -onte-d s--if thatS's
what's necessary,

Senator WilSON. How exactly is this Department of Commerce-
MIT Committee different than MOSS?

Mr. GOLDFImD. As you are aware, Senator, the Reagan adminis-
tration has suggested to the Japanese that the next MOSS sector
be in automotive parts. We have not yet heard back from the Japa-
nese side. I am hopeful that they will agree to our proposal.

But in any event, what I stressed to the Japanese, whether MITT
or the Japanese automotive manufacturers association or a
member of the Japanese auto companies, was the fact that regard-
less of the forum, we've got an opportunity to make progress. Re-
gardless of whether it's a MOSS or we continue this committee, we
have an opportunity for progress and we should not wait to see
clear indications that progress has been achieved. We should not
wait for a decision on some other forum. We cannot wait. We don't
have the time.

Senator WusoN. And how would you describe the response to the
overtures that you have made? Specifically what issues were dis-
cussed at this first joint committee meeting?

Mr. GowmnmD. It was a first meeting. I-t was an opportunity for
both sides to express their views We expressed ours, Ithink with
great clarity, as to the need to see that United States companies
have the ability to compete fairly and freely with the Japanese
auto parts suppliers.
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We expressed the fact that there are many United States compa-
nies that can supply quality products at competitive prices and are
flexible and reliable suppliers and there is not the need in each
and every case for the Japanese automotive manufacturers to bring
their traditional suppliers from Japan to set up assembly facilities
here. That redundant capacity helps no one.

The Japanese side listened to our statements and we indicated to
them that we were asking the United States companies who were
engaged in our particular trade mission to report back to us on
what problems they had and we would take them up with the com-
mittee again at our next meeting.

Again, it was an expression of views at the first meeting. What
happens from here we can only tell by clear indications of progress
from the Japanese side.

Senator WILsoN. Is there a date scheduled for the next meeting.
Mr. GOLDFIELD. We have not set a date yet, but I have asked the

Japanese to consider doing certain things in the interim. I suspect
that we will have that meeting some time this summer. I don't
know any more specifically than that. But I did ask the Japanese
side at least to be able to supply us, Senator, with data as to how
many United States parts are being purchased by the Japanese
auto companies in their facilities in Japan, in their facilities in
third markets, and most importantly, how much are these United
States based facilities of the Japanese companies buying United
States parts, and I think that the Japanese heard our request loud
and clear.

Senator WILSON. What response did MITI make at this first
meeting to your elaborations on the reasons why they should
change the way they do business? As you knocked down these bro-

.- -mides and --myths -about- the -inability of - American auto parts
makers to compete, what response did they make?

Mr. GOLDFiELD. They listened.
Senator WILSON. They just listened?
Mr. GOLDFiELD. They listened.
Senator WiLsoN. Well, they listened and said nothing?
Mr. GOLDFiELD. I emphasized to the Japanese, since we had

always heard from the Japanese side-from the automotive manu-
facturers in Japan-that they needed committed sellers, they
needed United States companies that were committed to establish-
ing long-term relationships, that in any sales transaction it goes
both ways. You need not only committed sellers, but you need com-
mitted buyers, and our companies deserve the same treatment that
the Japanese have given over the past three decades to their auto
parts suppliers in terms of developing those relationships. We de-
serve equal treatment to develop those longer term relationships.

As I said, again, the Japanese are concerned on this issue. They
know it's a biF ticket item. I think progress is not going to be easy,
but we are going to be very determined.

The Reagan administration, Congress and U.S. industry are
going to have to be awfully determined if we are going to see some
results in the near future.

Senator WILSON. Well, I think the point has hardly been lost that
half of that $50 billion trade deficit with the Japanese alone arises
from this imbalance. In response to this, you are saying that the
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Japanese simply listened? Do they understand that you asked them
to monitor sales so that they can provide you with data at the next
meeting?

Mr. GOLDFIELD. We've got to see-the words used were "some
clear indications of progress." Unless we can make sure that we
are dealing with a set of numbers that both sides feel reasonably
comfortable with it's going to be difficult to monitor that progress.
So I said as a very first step, regardless of the forum that's decided
in which we're going to discuss this issue, whether it be the United
States Department of Commerce-MITI forum or MOSS forum, that
we want to know what the facts are at least as the Japanese side
sees them. We may not agree with those, but let's see first what
their numbers are.

Senator WiLSON. Did you specifically discuss with them Japanese
Government barriers to the export of United States parts?

Mr. GOLDFIELD. We did. While the United States mission partici-
pants, the United States companies, were involved with one-on-one
business discussions over the course of 3 days with the Japanese
auto companies and purchasing agents, I held meetings with the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, with the Ministry of Transportation,
with MITI, with the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association,
and with the Ministry of Transportation. I raised a couple of issues
with respect to United States parts suppliers' ability to sell, par-
ticularly to the aftermarket in Japan.

Some question has been raised with respect to the biannual and
every 3-year inspection procedures that are currently mandated
under Japanese law. United States companies believe that at least
as a practical matter they are not being given equal treatment
when the Japanese inspectors look at a vehicle that's in for inspec-
tion and-they- don't-see a traditional -part.* -Ufiit~d _State& o-mpa-.
nies-and they have some evidence to prove this and it's been
raised in the past-are disadvantaged because those cars do not get
approved at( that particular inspection. We have raised the issue in
the past and we told the Ministry of Transportation and the Minis-
try of International Trade and Industry that we were going to get
more evidence in this particular inspection process that is causing
problems to United States parts suppliers to the aftermarket in
Japan and we would bring that back to the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce-MITI Committee at our next meeting.

We also raised the issue of customs barriers in terms of customs
procedures and clearance procedures on the Japanese side, or cus-
toms or tariffs that may affect such things as the nontraditional
parts and accessories, the components, the electronics, the plastic
mold, or the like. We are going to look into the whole list of United
States parts, products, and accessories that could be sold to Japan
to make sure that there are no specific tariff or nontariff barriers
that exist.

Senator WLsoN. Are there records kept of these inspections?
Mr. GOLDNELD. The Japanese side claims that there is no prob-

lem with respect to the inspections. Their claim, Senator, is that
their only concern is that the car meet certain safety standards
and requirements and that that's the only measure by which a car
is either approved or not approved at inspection. We told the Japa-
nese side that we might even conduct a few test cases where we
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took a Japanese car and put in some United States parts knowing
that that car was subject to an inspection to see at a variety of in-
spection points whether or not there was a practical problem, if not
a real problem, with the way the inspectors treated a United States
product that was part of a Japanese car in the Japanese system.
We needed a test case.

Senator WILSON. My question was this: If I'm driving a car and
let's say it's a Toyota but it has some American parts in it and the
inspector inspects it, is there a record kept of that inspection?

Mr. GOLDFiELD. I don't know the answer to that question. I'll get
back to you on it. My initial guess is that there are no complete
records kept as to the particular parts that get inspected and ap
proved that we have been given. If those records are kept, we could
ask for them, and it's a good point. We are going to need to know
that.

Senator WILSON. Yes, I think you are, because otherwise this is
going to be anecdotal and they will be able to dispute the matter
and we will be unable to disprove it.

What about the ability of United States companies to supply
parts to Japanese plants in the United States? If you've got two
makers, one Japanese and one American, and they are supplying
an identical car-or if not identical, at least a part that can be em-
ployed-has there been any analysis of comparative costs and com-
parative quality, that explains why the Japan firms use Japanese
parts?

Mr. GOLDFIELD. That's exactly the kind of data we're going to col-
lect beginning with the results of this trade mission. We have
asked the United States companies to come back-because they
claim to have competitive products at competitive prices and are
prepared to do-what it takes to be able to sell to the Japanese auto
companies, particularly here in the United States, we have asked
them to come back and tell us by way of anecdotal or by way of
systematic obstruction to their progress what they have found out.
There seems to be-and I think most United States parts suppliers
would agree-an impediment even here based upon the longstand-
ing traditional relationships between the Japanese auto parts sup-
pliers and the Japanese automotive companies.

Senator WILSON. What about point of entry for the vehicle itself?
You mentioned that you were interested in looking at customs
practices. I don't know if the practice is still in effect, but if I'm not
mistaken, formerly United States automobiles arriving in Japan
were subjected to an inspection that required virtual disassembly,
which makes it difficult to compete at the outset.

Mr. GOLDFIELD. We are currently undertaking a thorough review
of the current and sometimes newly enacted rules governing that.
My own recollection is that we have made some progress on that
score, but I will have to get back to you if I may in written form on
the specific answer to that question.

Senator WILSON. Something else I would bring to your attention,
since we seem to be facing a situation in which heavy-handed tac-
tics, however, unpleasant, may be required. I am told that the
French, in their typical gallant finesse, have resorted to the subtle
tactic of a single port of entry for Japanese imports.
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I think you should give some attention to that and see what the
comparative experience has been in terms of French and Japanese
trade.

If you don't know this, I would be interested in obtaining it from
you. Another question: Has there been any difference in the experi-
ence of United States parts suppliers to the GM-Toyota joint ven-
ture than with respect to other Japanese automakers having as-
sembly plants here in the United States?

Mr. GoLwnwD. I have, which I can submit, a breakdown-at
least to the extent we have been able to get the information from
either the joint ventures or the solely established facilities here--of
the United States companies that have been successful in terms of
breaking into those joint ventures or in some cases the Japanese
solely owned facilities here. I will supply that information to you.

I think it's revealing that even in the best case, you see around
40 percent of U.S. components comprising that vehicle when we're
talking about parts and accessories.

Senator WiLsON. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, and we
appreciate your being here and the efforts being made by the De-
partment of Commerce to try to bring some light to bear on the
cause of this imbalance.

Mr. GoLnhELD. Thank you very much, Senator. We appreciate
this opportunity to appear.

Senator WiLSoN. Now let me invite to the witness table Mr. Pro-
cassini, Mr. Cole, and Mr. McMinn. Mr. Procassini has a pressing
schedule and he needs to leave as early as he can, so in deference
to his schedule we will permit him to speak first.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW A, PROCASSINI, PRESIDENT, SEMICONL
DUCTOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL
GADBAW, ESQ.
Mr. PROCASsmi. Thank you, Senator. I would like your permis-

sion to have Mr. Michael adbaw, from our Washington attorney's
office, to be with me.

My name is Andrew A. Procassini. I am president of the Semi-
conductor Industry Association which includes 50 U.S. based manu-
facturers of semiconductor products. These merchant member
firms represent 90 to 95 percent of the U.S. merchant semiconduc-
tor industry.

I will depart slightly from my text, but I would like it included
in the record.

I would like to add that although I'm president of this associa-
tion, I have been in the industry for approximately 25 years and
lived in Japan for 2 years, 1974 to 1976, being engaged in the mar-
keting activity for over 10 years. Thus my experiences are not only
as an association president but as a marketing executive of Amen-
can-based firms in the past.

I would like to start by describing briefly the market for semi-
conductor devices in the world's automotive economy, and outline
our experiences in attempting to sell semiconductors to Japanese
auto companies. These are relatively modest amounts in relation to
the overall cost of an automobile, but industry analysts are quick
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to point out that inclusion of electronic components increasingly
determines what product the consumer will buy.

Now chips in cars are a worldwide opportunity. In 1978, the aver-
age U.S. auto had about $10 worth of semiconductor content. By
1985, it was $70. By 1990, it will be $110 per car of semiconductor
content.

The growth in this particular area has been based on what might
be referred to as the three "E's" in the automotive industry-en-
tertainment, emission, and efficiency.

Entertainment is primarily radio and tape players and has long
been an area in which automotive companies have utilized semi-
conductor devices. Entertainment currently accounts for 15 percent
of automobile semiconductor usage.

In the 1970's, governments here and elsewhere took on the prob-
lems of auto emissions and auto fuel efficiency. Traditional, me-
chanical controls were simply no longer up to the twin challenges
of urb~m smog and OPEC. Advanced science in the form of chip
technology was put to work to provide controls which make possi-
ble cleaner burning engines and to bring about dramatic improve-
ments in fuel economy ratings. The success we have realized in
both emissions control and efficiency has been impressive, and
engine electronics now account for about 68 percent of the total
chip content in U.S. automobiles.

More important than the current uses of semiconductors in auto-
mobiles is the tremendous potential for future chip sales. I think
that some people have called the automobile industry one of the
smokestack industries of America, but I don't think that concept
applies to the automotive industry. Attached in figure 1 of mytes-
timony is a listing of all the industries surveyed by Business Week

.. r.nk.. d- ding to th -percentage-of sales devoted-to.R&D. As ex.-
pected, the semiconductor industry ranks first.

What I would like to point out, however, is that the automobile
industry is 25 percent higher than the industry average is ranking
R&D as a percentage of sales, and when ranked on an absolute
basis comes in second only to the computer industry. I think Gen-
eral Motors' recent acquisitions of Hughes Aircraft and Electronic
Data Systems are a further indication of the high technology
nature of tomorrow's automobile industry.

The greatest future growth of chip usage in automobiles is ex-
pected to be in body electronics, now 10 percent of thk dollar con-
tent, and driver information, now 6.4 percent of the dollar content.
Body electronics, including such safety features as n nskid brakes
and engine diagnostics, are just beginning to be commercially sig-
nificant. Four wheel steering may also become a reality as micro-
controllers adjust the wheels depending on the speed of the car.
Driver information features include service reminders and digital
5 auges, and will one day bring us trip navigation systems using
ata sent from orbiting space satellites.
The bottom line here is that the global market for automotive

semiconductors is substantial and growing. This year it will reach
$1.74 billion and the U.S. market alone should be $8 billion by
1995.

While Europe, Japan, and the United States produce about the
same number of autos, the use of semiconductors is' highest in
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United States vehicles. This is due to our emission and fuel effi-
ciency standards, as well as to the size and appointments of our
products.

U.S. firms today hold about a 52-percent market share of this
segment of the world semiconductor market. Japanese chip makeRs
hold approximately 46 percent, and European companies are in the
3-percent range. Clearly, U.S. firms are competitive globally in the
components which go into automobiles. The particular problem we
face in Japan is best evidenced, however, by an examination of rel-
ative market shares by geographic area.

In the estimated $963 million United States market for automo-
tive end-use semiconductors, American firms hold about 70 percent
of the market, and Japanese companies hold in the neighborhood
of 30 percent. In the market for automotive end-use semiconductors
in the European Economic Community, American firms again
dominate with a market share of around 70 percent, with the re-
mainder divided between Japanese and European concerns. But
with Japanese auto companies, which we estifirate purchase $464
million of semiconductors each year, neither American nor Europe-
an firms have any appreciable level of-sales. That is, of the 12 mil-
lion automobiles built annually by Japanese firms, virtually all
microelectronics are supplied by Japanese-based suppliers.

In figure 2 attached to this testimony you can see that United
States companies have virtually no access to the Japanese automo-
tive chip market. Japanese companies are only 6 percentage points
away from parity with United States companies in the global
market share and this is particularly noteworthy in that the
United States chip makers enjoy a 70-percent share of the United
States markets for automotive end-use semiconductors. And in my
calculati(ns,jf 1986,Jnlhe absence of a closed market, the United
States would have had about $325 million worth of semiconductor
sales in Japan instead of something less than $5 million.

The story of United States sales of semiconductors to the Japa-
nese auto industry is but an example of the larger problem we face
in terms of world trade.

The SIA currently has a section 301 complaint before the United
States Government which focuses on overall market access to
Japan for United States semiconductor companies.

The figure for United States semiconductor sales in Japan in all
semiconductor products is onl marginally better than the specific
example of auto chip sales. While we outsell our Japanese counter-
parts in every other market of the world, we have been frozen at
around 10 percent of the total Japanese semiconductor market
since the early 1970's. In 1985, our share of the overall Japanese
semiconductors market dropped to less than 9 percent.

To their credit, United States officials are pressing Japanese ne-
gotiators on this question of market access. It has been reported
that the major Japanese semiconductor purchasers have suggested
that they will increase their purchases of semiconductors manufac-
tured by United States-based suppliers in an effort to ease the cur-
rent tensions. Whether ful. access will be provided is very much in
doubt and it is a matter that is being discussed within the adminis-
tration. The key issue is that the large Japanese electronics firms
only account for half of the total chip market in Japan. The SIA
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has stated that any resolution to the section 301 case must result
in United States-based companies obtaining market access in
Japan which is commensurate with their demonstrated competi-
tiveness in other world markets. Clearly, to reach this level of par-
ticipation in the Japanese market, United States semiconductor
firms must be allowed access to the Japanese automotive market
as well as the large Japanese electronics firms.

The automotive industry is increasingly incorporating semicon-
ductor devices in its products. Traditionally, the Japanese automo-
tive companies have n(t provided United States companies the
level of participation that United States companies have earned in
other world markets. Any lasting and comprehensive solution to
the current semiconductor trade problems must address the issue
of United States access to the Japanese semiconductor automotive
market. Thank you, Senator.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Procassini follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANDREW A. PROCASSINI

U.S. SEMICONDUCTOR SALES TO THE

JAPANESE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

INTRODUCTION

Good morning Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee,

Ladies and Gentlemen. My name is Andrew A. Procassini, and

I am President of the Semiconductor Industry Association

(SIA). The SIA membership includes over 50 U.S.-based manu-

facturers of semiconductor products. Merchant SIA member

firms represent from 90 to 95% of the U.S.-based merchant

semiconductor industry.

The semiconductor products made by our membership are

the heart of the Information Age that is upon us. As one

leading industry figure has remarked, computer chips are the

"crude oil" of the 1980's. Integrated circuits make possi-

ble technological innovations from desktop personal comput-

ers and advanced satellite telecommunications systems.

Semiconductors are improving the competitiveness of many

traditional American industries as well, including home

appliances and the subject of today's hearing, automobiles.

The story of the development of the semiconductor chip

is an American tale through and through. Since its inven-

tion in 1959, virtually every design breakthrough and new

process technology in this industry has come from American

efforts. As Charles Sporck, President and Chief Executive

Officer of National Semiconductor Corporation, testified

before this Committee's special session last August in Cali-

fornia, the worldwide semiconductor industry has reached

approximately $25 billion in total sales and is expected to

increase to $100 billion within a relatively few years. The
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U.S.-based industry shipments continue to represent over

half of this $25 billion, and today over 250,000 Americans

are productively employed in the design, manufacturing and

sale of semiconductors.

The story of the American semiconductor industry, then,

is a success story in terms of advanced technology, economic

.growth and employment opportunity.

ONE WAY TRADE ACROSS THE PACIFIC

But all is not well in Silicon Valley today. Nor for

that matter is all well in Detroit, Pittsburgh, Cleveland or

other industrial communities of this land.

The problem which has confronted us for now too many

years is what might be termed "one way trade" across the

Pacific. We see it in too many industries in too many forms

to say it isn't so.

Free, two-way trade enriches us all. The ideal of

"comparative advantage' is a good one, indeed. We sell to

others what we make best, and buy from others that which

they most efficiently produce.

To the growing frustration and discontent of the em-

ployees of American industry as well as its captains, com-

parative advantage and two-way trading are simply not a part

of our relationship with the world's second largest free

market economy -- Japan. This is true across a full spec-

trum of industries, and is perhaps most clearly seen in the

automotive sector.
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Please allow me to describe briefly the market for

semiconductor devices in the world's automotive economy, and

outline our experience in attempting to sell semiconductors

to Japanese auto companies. These are relatively modest

amounts in relation to the overall cost of an automobile,

but industry analysts are quick to point out that electronic

componentry increasingly determines what product the con-

sumer will buy.

CHIPS IN CARS: THE WORLDWIDE OPPORTUNITY

In 1978, the average U.S. auto had around $10 worth of

semiconductor content. By 1985, that figure had risen to

$70, and by 1990 it is expected to exceed $110 per car.

The growth of this market opportunity in the past dec-

ade has been caused by what might be referred to as the

"three E's -- entertainment, emission, and efficiency."

Entertainment -- that is primarily radios and tape

players -- has long been an area in which automobile compa-

nies have utilized semiconductor devices. Entertainment

currently accounts for 15% of automobile semiconductor us-

age.

In the 1970's, governments here and elsewhere took on

the problems of auto emissions and auto fuel efficiency.

Traditional, mechanical controls simply were no longer up to

the twin challenges of urban smog and OPEC. Advanced sci-

ence in the form of chip technology was put to work to pro-

vide controls which make possible cleaner burning engines
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and to bring about dramatic improvements in fuel economy

ratings. The success we've realized in both emissions con-

trol and efficiency has been impressive, and engine elec-

tronics now account for around 68% of total chip content in

U.S. automobiles.

More important than the current uses of semiconductors

in automobiles is the tremendous potential for future chip

sales. Some have called automobiles part of "smokestack

America," implying that U.S. automobile companies are simply

no longer competitive. This concept is particularly inaccu-

rate when applied to the automobile industry. Attached in

Figure 1 is a listing of all the industries surveyed by

Business Week, ranked according to the percentage of sales

devoted to R&D. As expected, the semiconductor industry

ranks first. What I would like to point out, however, is

that the automobile industry is 25% higher than the industry

average in the ranking of R&D as a percentage of sales and,

when ranked on an absolute basis, comes in second only to

the computer industry. General Motors' recent acquisitions

of Hughes Aircraft and Electronic Data Systems are further

evidence of the "high tech" nature of tomorrow's automobile

industry.

The greatest future growth of chip usage in automobiles

is expected to be in body electronics (now 10% of the dollar

chip content) and driver information (now 6.4% of the dollar

chip content). Body electronics, including such safety

features as non-skid brakes and engine diagnostics, are just
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beginning to be commercially significant. Four wheel steer-

ing may also become a reality as microcontrollers adjust the

wheels depending on the speed of the Far. Driver informa-

tion features include service reminders and digital gauges,

and will one day bring us trip navigation systems using data

sent from orbiting space satellites.

The bottom line here is that the global market for

automotive semiconductors is substantial and growing. This

year it will reach $1.74B, and the U.S. market alone should

be $3B by 1995.

BREAKOUT OF MARKET SHARE

While Europe, Japan, and the U.S. produce about the

same number of autos, the use of semiconductors is highest

in U.S. vehicles. This is due to our emission and fuel

efficiency standards, as well as to the size and appoint-

ments of our products.

U.S. firms today hold about a 52% market share of this

segment of the world semiconductor market. Japanese chip

makers hold approximately 46%, and European companies are in

the 3% range. Clearly, U.S. firms are competitive globally

in the components which go into automobiles. The particular

problem we face in Japan is best evidenced, however, by an

examination of relative market shares by geographic area.

In the estimated $963M, U.S. market for automotive end-

use semiconductors, American firms hold about 70% of the

market, and Japanese companies hold in the neighborhood of
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30%. In the market for automotive end-use semiconductors in

the European Economic Community, American firms again domi-

nate with a market share of around 70%, with the remainder

divided between Japanese and European concerns. But with

Japanese auto companies, which we estimate purchase $464M of

semiconductors each year, neither American nor European

firms have any appreciable level of sales. That is, of the

12 million automobiles built annually by Japanese firms,

virtually all microelectronics are supplied by Japanese-

based suppliers.

As Figure 2 demonstrates, because U.S. companies have

virtually no access to the Japanese automotive chip market,

Japanese companies are only six percentage points away from

parity with U.S. companies in global market share (51.7% to

45.6%). This is particularly noteworthy in that the U.S.

chip makers enjoy a 70% share of both the U.S. and European

markets for automotive end-use semiconductors.

A FAMILIAR STORY

The story of U.S. sales of semiconductors to the Japa-

nese auto industry is but an example of the larger problem

we face in terms of world trade.

The SIA currently has a Section 301 complaint before

the United States government which focuses on overall market

access to Japan for U.S. semiconductor companies.

The figure for U.S. semiconductor sales in Japan in all

semiconductor products is only marginally better than the
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specific example of auto chip sales. While we outsell our

Japanese counterparts in every other market of the world, we

have been frozen at around 10% of the total Japanese semi-

conductor market since the early 1970's. In 1985, our share

of the overall Japanese semiconductor market dropped to less

than 9%.

To their credit, U.S. officials are pressing Japanese

negotiators hard on this question of market access. It has

been reported that the major Japanese semiconductor purchas-

ers have suggested that they will increase their purchases

of semiconductors manufactured by U.S.-based suppliers in an

effort to ease the current tensions. Whether full access

will be provided is very much in doubt and is a matter that

is being discussed within the Administration. The key issue

is that the large Japanese electronics firms only account

for half of the total chip market in Japan. The SIA has

stated that any resolution to the Section 301 case must

result in U.S.-iased companies obtaining market access in

Japan which is commensurate with their demonstrated competi-

tiveness in other world markets. Clearly, to reach this

level of participation in the Japanese market, U.S. semi-

conductor firms must be allowed access to the Japanese auto-

motive market as well as the large Japanese electronics

firms.

The automotive industry is increasingly incorporating

semiconductor devices in its products. Traditionally, the

Japanese automotive companies have not provided U.S. compa-
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nies the level of participation that U.S. companies have

earned in other world markets. For that reason, any lasting

and comprehensive solution to the current semiconductor

trade problems must address the issue of U.S. access to the

Japanese semiconductor automotive market.
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figure 1

BSINUS VE R&D SCOROARD: 1984

1984 5-Year percentt Percent Dollars
Millions Growth of of per

of Rat f Sales Pretax Employee
Dollars I Profits

Business Week Compilations
Semiconductors 897.7 24.8 8.1 83.2 4594
Info Proc (Soft.Ser) 262.1 N/A 7.4 49.7 4993
Info Proc computer ) 6051.8 17.9 7.2 45.4 6162
Drugs 3453.5 18.1 6.7 39.7 5704
Info Proc (periphl) 563.9 27.6 6.0 66.2 4420
Info Proc (Of. Eq) 883.7 18.0 5.8 65.8 4505
Instruments 982.3 17.2 5.5 80.9 3563
Leisure Industries 1121.0 12.0 4.8 97.7 3940
Aerospace 2589.4 17.7 4.6 79.6 4196
electronics 1905.4 19j7 4.3 64.7 2690
Automotive 4941.7 4.4 3.5 58.5 4002
Machinery (Parmcon) 714.4 5.1 3.4 -215.7 3091
Mach.(Tools,lnd,Min> 411.8 11.9 3.0 128.8 2092
Electrical 1556.9 12.0 3.0 29.9 2187
Chemicals 3370.7 16.7 3.0 39.1 3867
All Indstry Composite 39.3* 14.4 2.8 33.3 3081
Conglomerates 1531.4 13.6 2.6 41.8 1871
Oil Serv. & Supply 772.9 22.2 2.6 51.4 2159
Personal & Home Prod. 836.5 13.1 2.6 24.7 3048
Misc. Manufacturing 1276.8 11.6 2.5 28.7 1768
Tire & Rubber 532.5 8.2 2.3 50.1 1809
Automotive (Parts) 180.6 9.8 1.7 37.0 1340
Appliances 127.4 11.8 1.4 21.5 1113
Telecommunications 1252.8 20.8 1.4 10.7 1610
Bldg Materials 176.8 10.7 1.3 25.0 1436
Metals & Mining 211.3 8.3 1.1 -42.4 1475
Paper 295.0 17.0 1.0 15.3 1172
Containers 71.1 -0.5 0.9 21.8 839
Food & Beverage 656.2 14.6 0.8 10.8 972
Textiles, Apparel 81.5 18.7 0.7 17.6 494
Steel 175.5 10.9 0.6 -9.4 809
Fuel 2228.3 21.6 0.6 6.2 2869
Tobacco 19.0 1.2 0.4 2.2- 242

Source: Business Week, March 22, 1985 pp 164-192.
R&D represents dollars spent on company sponsored research and
development for the year, as reported to the Securities and
Exchange Commission on Fore 10-K. Excludes any expenditures
for R&D performed under contract to other, such as that for
U.S. government agencies.

* Figures in billions.
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Figure 2

Automotive Semiconductor Markets*

1986

($ in millions)

U.S. Cos.

Japanese Cos.

European Cos.

U.S.
Market

675 (70%)

288 (30%)

0 (0%)

963

Japanese
Market

5 ( 1%)

459 (99%)

0 (0%)

464

European
Market

219 (70%)

47 (15%)

47 (15%).'

313

Global
Market

899 (51.7%)

794 (45.6%)
1

47 (2.7%)

1740

* Based on industry estimates.
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Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Procassini.
The figures tell the story almost as eloquently as your testimony.

Whether there's a strong dollar or a weak dollar, whether there's a
strong yen or a weak yen, in the past two decades we have had 10
percent of that Japanese market. An even more arresting figure is
that they have had 99 percent of the Japanese automotive semicon-
ductor market.

Which United States semiconductor products have the best
chance of cracking the Japanese auto parts market?

Mr. PROCASSINI. If you take the automotive electronics market,
the American-based companies started as early as the early 1960's
with automotive rectifiers. Among those companies was Motorola,
where I worked at that time. This was the first application of semi-
conductors in the automotive market. Since that time the semicon-
ductor industry has served the automotive market with many sub-
sequent types of devices, including voltage regulators, microcon-
trollers, microprocessors of all types that are going increasingly
into U.S. automobiles.

During my stay in Japan in 1974 to 1976, I called on companies
that supply electronics and electrical systems to the Japanese auto-
motive companies. I was courteously received. I was allowed to
show my wares. I was allowed to discuss my technology, but I re-
ceived no purchase orders.

In subsequent years, the general managers of the operating divi-
sions of the same companies called again and again and again and
we still have no orders.

Now I think that from 1962 to 1986 is a terribly long temporary
period of protection of the Japanese automotive industry. I don't
eel that any claims of lack of attention or lack of effort can possi-

bly be brought.
Senator WILSON. Well, let me ask you the same question essen-

tially that I asked Secretary Goldfield. What was their response?
What did they say? We provide quality semiconductors. Japan con-
stitutes a potential market for these products. Because we are cost
competitive, how do the Japanese justify not buying our products?

Mr. PROCASSINI. There is very little that is said. As a matter of
fact, in most meetings that I attended you are courteously listened
to and very little is said. Of course, you are given a courteous,
"Well, we will consider it. We will look at the parts. We will con-
sider your prices." However, that's as far as it goes.

Senator WILsON. Is this true in repeated visits?
Mr. PRocAssIN1. This has been true in repeated visits in my lis-

tory and I think if there's anything coming from it in recent histo-
ry I believe it has to be due to the fact that there is pressure being
brought.

Senator WILSON. So you see the same potential buyer and you, as
a supplier, go through this ritual presentation of your wares and
receive a courteous response to the effect that they will certainly
give serious consideration, and nothing ever happens?

Mr. PRoCAssmi. I think the outcome is generally words, not ac-
tions.

Senator WILsoN. Where have the 10 percent of United States
semiconductors and products gone that do find that part of the Jap-
anese market? It's obivously not in automotives.
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Mr. PRocAssmi. No, but I would be happy to answer that. Usual-
ly, the semiconductors that have been purchased by Japanese com-
panies, in my own personal experience and beyond, tends to be a
product that they cannot or choose not to make for themselves and
generally it was at the front edge of the technology such that if
they were not ready to make them the American firms would sell
those products until the Japanese could make them themselves and
then you were put into the position of a nonsupplier or residual
supplier. Consequently, the American semiconductor sales tradi-
tionally in Japan over the last 20 years have been at the front edge
of technology or in areas in which the Japanese choose not to
devote their capacity and this has been true in my experience.

Senator WILSON. Have you also made similar calls on Japanese
companies operating here in the United States?

Mr. PROCASSINI. No; I have not made calls on Japanese compa-
nies in the United States.

Senator WILSON. Is there any differences between the buying
practices of those Japanese companies based in the United States
versus those that are home based?

Mr. PROCASSMINI. My opinion is-and this is opinion only, not
based on my experience-that relationship probably carries over
because it has in other industries, that if there's an assembly plant
in the United States, typically the reports indicate that the compo-
nents also come from Japan.

Senator WILSON. You mentioned that 15 percent of the sales of
semiconductors to automotive buyers is in the entertainment area.
Do you know whether or not there is any difference in terms of
sales to nonautomotive entertainment sources? I'm trying to find
out whether there's a basic difference between the buying practices
of the Japanese automotive industry and similar practices within
other segments of their own economy.

Mr. PROCASMINI. I can only relate to the automotive entertain-
ment area on that 15 percent.

Senator WILSON. Have you had any experience with Japanese
governmental officials?

Mr. PROCASSi. Yes, I have.
Senator WILSON. In other words, in addition to making calls on

potential buyers, you have also had an opportunity to discuss a
lack of success in marketing your wares with Japanese officials?

Mr. PROCASSINI. Yes.
Senator WILSON. What response do you get there?
Mr. PROCASSINI. I get the response that I've gotten for the last 10

years. The responses are typically, "We would like to change things
but we must change them slowly." The other response is that,
"You must try harder."

Senator WILSON. Try harder how?
Mr. PROCAsBINI. Whatever way you can, if you invest in Japan,

more factories in Japan, come to Japan, bring people to Japan, give
us technology in Japan-anything that they indicate they want us
to do for them in return for what they will do for us.

So the- tendency tends to be you give us-their comment to us is
more like, "You give us action and we'll give you words."
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Senator WILSON. And tea and sympathy. All right. Thank you,
Mr. Procassini, and I appreciate very much your being here. I ap-
preciate your preparing this testimony.

Mr. PROCASSINI. Thank ycu very much, Senator.
Senator WILSON. Mr. McMinn, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. McMINN, SENIOR VICE PRSIDENT,
PLANNING/DEVELOPMENT, AUTOMOTIVE PARTS & ACCESSO-
RIES ASSOCIATION, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY LEE KADRICH,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS AND TRADE
Mr. MCMINN. Thank you, Senator. I am Robert McMinn, senior

vice president of planning/development for the Automotive Parts
& Accessories Association. I want to thank you for this opportunity
to meet with you. I am joined by Lee Kadrich, managing director,
government affairs and trade, and he's the person who developed
this testimony and is here to help answer the detailed questions.

Senator WILSON. Let me invite you to summarize your statement.
Mr. MCMINN. Good. I would be happy to.
Senator WILSON. As I indicated, we will place it in the record in

its entirety, but in the interest of time and getting to the questions
we would appreciate your summarizing.

Mr. MCMINN. Good. The hearing is timely. There is a $4 billion
deficit in the automotive parts trade between Japan and the
United States and the trend is against us. In the last 5 years it has
increased threefold. We think the Japanese could reach 50 percent
control of the content of all cars sold in America by 1989. That
would be a combination of their own production in Japan plus
what they produce here, plus the Japanese parts supplied to the
United States big four who are using an increasing amount of for-
eign content in their own vehicles.

What we would like to look at is some of the trading practices
that lie behind this deficit and perhaps a couple of suggestions as
to what could help us to survive and perhaps even thrive in what
we recognize as a global automotive industry.

We definitely need the political clout of tough market-opening
talks to go along with our proposed economic incentive which is
discussed in our attachments, and so the members of this subcom-
mittee and your congressional colleagues are a very important part
of any market-opening efforts.

First, who we are. We represent 1,700 members of the automo-
tive industry who make and sell automotive parts and accessories.
Nine hundred and fifty of those members are manufacturers. They
supply both original equipment and to the aftermarket. Generally,
the aftermarket is the more profitable segment but to get into that
aftermarket you have to understand that in many cases you first
must be a supplier to the original equipment manufacturer. That's
where you get the design information and it's where you get the
volume of production that helps to keep your aftermarket parts
price competitive.

Once you're in business making parts for the original equipment
makers, that's salable worldwide and that's a factor that will help
the U.S. trade balance.
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A number of parts don't require that supplier relationship-
chemicals, accessories, and a number of generic items.

We are competitive worldwide, unlike the automobile producers
in the United States who are virtual nonentity in terms of export-
ing. We have historically been about a 15-percent part of the world
market as suppliers.

I am sorry that the APAA president, Mr. Julian Morris, could not
be here with you today because we feel he is the designer and
builder of the Cooperative Industry-Government Program that Mr.
Goldfield discussed earlier.

We have been very active in that three-phased program that he
explained to you and in fact it was our trade show here in the
United States that hosted the Japanese buying mission last
summer.

We are watching the creation of the trade committee described
by Mr. Goldfield, because it's our understanding that it will work
very closely on company-to-company specific problems. But, that's
not all that must be done in the way of Government assistance to
respond to the trade deficit.

Our approach is to work on both the Japanese home market for
original equipment and the aftermarket in Japan, 'which is largely
controlled by the original equipment manufacturers. Our efforts
have received an added push from USTR Ambassador Yeutter and
Ambassador Smith who have helped to put automotive parts first
on the bilateral kiaehda.

We think we have a strategy that will work well. It's been allud-
ed to earlier that there was a 1980 effort to improve the trade in
parts. That was scuttled before the ink had even dried, by the
VRA, the Voluntary Restraint Agreement. It seems to be the Japa-
nese feeling that having restrained the sale of vehicles they did not
need to make any effort to purchase additional amounts of United
States parts and, in fact, they have not done so.

They were supposed to be approaching $300 million in purchases
shortly after that 1980 agreement. The 1985 number is more like
$191 million of United States parts exported to Japan. So they
haven't come close to the number that was once agreed to.

We have not been idle in our market opening strategy. We have
taken a group of U.S. manufacturers to the "Made in US. Fair" in
Nagoya, last year. We have hosted the Japanese mission to the
APAA's show. We participated in the Tokyo Motor Show, which
was interesting in that there were only two foreign pavilions at the
show-the United States pavilion attempting to sell parts, and the
Canadian pavilion attempting to sell Ontario real estate which we
will get into later.

We have pressed for auto parts to be added to the MOSS talks
and we feel that the MOSS visibility will very much assist the com-
panies that are making the effort and assist strongly in makingmajor changes in this large deficit.

We apparently hit a nerve, because for the first time in the
MOSS discussions the Japanose appear to be ready to reject a pro-
posed sector-auto parts. Certainly that's the information that we
have to this date, although they have not yet made a formal re-
sponse.
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We originally planned to ask you to follow the MOSS and TFC
talks and apply the congressional pressure necessary to assure
their success, but now we have to sk you to press that there be a
MOSS talk on auto parts. We hope you will be able to give us some
assistance.

There is a lot of urgency on behalf of our industry. Despite the
record profits that the original equipment manufacturers in the
United States have enjoyed over the last couple years, that has not
been shared by the automotive supplier industry. In fact, the auto-
motive supplier industry is twice as large as the vehicle assembly
industry by any'count, so what you're saying is that two-thirds of
the automotive industry has only partially recovered from the re-
cession.

Since U.S. export of vehicles is virtually nil, there's no pulling
along to help us sell our parts overseas. We have to manufacture
parts that can be used in the vehicles that are produced and used
in the foreign markets.

In addition, the U.S. manufacturers have increasingly sourced
their own assembly content from overseas. This has combined with
other factors to cause a dramatic reduction in domestic demand for
our parts. We must become global: We want to become global. We
think we can be competitive but we need help in some cases.

Actually, with the shifting of our customer base from Detroit to
Tokyo, the very survival of the industry hinges on gaining access to
the Japanese original equipment and replacement parts markets
and that includes access to the aftermarket for their cars wherever
they are a major factor in a market.

Interestingly, Japan is the head of the list of trade problems that
we have in the parts industry, but it's not the only one. There are
other emerging auto powers such as Taiwan, Mexico, South Korea,
and we want to watch those carefully to make sure that the Japa-
nese style of one-way trade is not developing.

As a side note to that, the Koreans, who can choose to use tech-
nology from anywhere, have told us that they prefer the United
States product technology and the Japanese process technology. We
have a mission going to Korea this spring which will be attempting
to work with them.

Our results here in the United States, as Secretary Goldfield has
said, in selling to the transplanted Japanese assembly plants have
been relatively paltry. Twenty to 25 percent are the kind of num-
bers we're looking at.

We are pleased-for every firm that has won a contract, but little
of what we have sold is the kind of product that we need to be
making. They are not the model-specific engine parts, transmission
parts, driveline parts, that make up the profitable aftermarket sale
items. What they are' buying from us are more or less generic prod-
ucts such as steel, glass, carpeting and windshield wipers. Even
many of those are made in Japanese supplier plants that have relo-
cated to North America, be it United States or Canada.

We don't have figures on the Honda and NUMMI-which is
G.M.-Toyota-plants, but we feel they are in the 20 percent local
content range, too.

Three policy areas we think require some congressional atten-
tion. Very briefly, they are the foreign trade zone [FTZ] subzones,
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the United States-Canadian auto trade pact which has a big impact
on what the Japanese are doing, and the incentives for foreign
manufacturers to relocate in the United States or Canada.

Just one note from the testimony, the foreign trade subzones
allow a manufacturer to bring in automotive components which
would normally be subjected to a duty of 4 to 6 percent, assemble
them into a car with no duty, and then have them dutied at the 2.6
percent that applies to the finished car. So there's a couple of per-
cent, or anywhere up to a 4-percent savings that would be applied
just in the case of Honda and Nissan to about $900 million a year
worth of imports. So it becomes a pretty substantial incentive for
them to bring their parts in. We are giving them a little discount
on the tariff.

So we need to look at the FTZ approach, and the testimony de-
tails some of the things we think should be looked at.

Along with that, we should be looking at the Canada trade pact
since they have given up trying to sell Canadian auto parts in
Japan and have decided instead to sell real estate and invite the
Japanese to Canada. That's exactly what they were doing at the
Tokyo Motor Show.

The advantage to the Japanese there is that under the trade pact
original equipment product crosses the border duty free. The ad-
vantage to Canada versus the U.S. is that they are putting consid-
erably more government money into subsidies for the plants that
will locate there. There is quite a contest between our States and
Canadian Provinces to attract overseas plants. In general, the U.S.
tell us that Canada's package is always at least twice as good eco-
nomically as the U.S. are able to muster. So that's another one that we
should be' looking at.

Once they are there producing for their own original equipment
use, then the volume is sufficient to make them very price competi-
tive in the aftermarket, which in the case of the United States is a
very large $100 billion-plus market.

We don't see any end to this interstate and interprovincial rival-
ry, but we do ask that Congress keep a close eye on the developing
United States-Canadian free trade negotiations.

We would agree that the reasons for not buying American pi d-
ucts are primarily the structural relationship between the aa-
nese vehicle makers and the family of banking, insurance, vehicle
maker and supplier industries that are so economically linked with
common equity.

Labor cost differentials are obviously dropping off. We have been
in a very competitive situation in our own supplier industry. As I
mentioned, we haven't come out of the recession. We have actually
been providing cost reductions to the vehicle assemblers here.

But we cannot concede, like the Canadians have, that the institu-
tional barriers can't be surmounted. I don't think we want to give
up and say, "No more industry and we'll just sell real estate." So
we are suggesting the items I have already mentioned for Congress
to keep an eye on.

We are suggesting, in addition, a p arts purchase incentive plan
which would give the Japanese a definite incentive to purchase
United States content for their vehicles. The plan is detailed in our
testimony, but essentially we think it is something which could be

65-703 - 87 - 4
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used to encourage them economically to break out of the rut of sup-
plying themselves only from their own companies. It's similar to
something that the Canadians have had going and we feel it could
be as successful for us as it has been for them.

Briefly, we should also keep in mind that tax reform should not
abolish investment tax credits at a time when our industry has to
restructure itself completely to be competitive. A balanced budget
which keeps our dollar in relative relationship to the yen as it is
now would certainly be useful to every export industry. And, trade
law reform should recognize and respond to foreign practices-that
block our exports or target domination of our markets.

So I think, in closing, it's essential that we act now to allow our
industry to compete fairly in the world market lest we go the way
of American camera manufacturers, shipbuilders, and home elec-
tronics manufacturers, all of whom are not what's called by Busi-
ness Week "hollow" industries.

We need your help to get the job done and we think only the
clout of the congressional muscle can truly make the market-open-
ing talks and the TFC efforts successful. We are anxious to work
with members of the committee and your colleagues and we appre-
ciate the opportunity for this review.

[The prepared statement of Mr. McMinn, together with attach-
ments, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. MCMINN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Robert McMinn, Senior Vice President of Planning and

Development for the Automotive Parts and Accessories Association

(APAA). Thank you for this opportunity to meet with you. In the

interest of time, I will summarize my complete statement. I am

joined by Lee Kadrich, Managing Director, Government Affairs and

Trade, who developed the testimony and is here to answer your

detailed questions.

We commend you for holding this hearing to review the status of

U.S.-Japan automotive products trade. We have some disturbing

news to report on the staggering $4 billion auto parts trade

deficit that continues trending against us, with nearly a

three-fold increase since 1981. The five-year bilateral trade trend

line is attached as Appendix A. Japanese auto makers and parts

suppliers are poised to emasculate our industry. They could

control 50 percent of the content of all cars sold in America by

1989, through imports, transplanted production, joint venture

*hybrids," and more Japanese parts under the hoods of remaining Big

Four output.

We will probe behind those numbers to tell the story of Japanese

trading practices that threaten our industry's survival. More

importantly, we will review the current national policy for meeting

this threat, and seek to enlist your backing for APAA's policy
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prescription that we believe can help us survive, and actually

thrive in the global automotive industry. APAA's strategy couples

the political clout of tough market opening talks with our proposed

economic incentive. I must stress the need for the members of this

subcommittee and your Congressional colleagues, the legislative

craftsmen of American trade policy, to apply the political muscle

to get this job done.

APAA represents 1,700 members who make and sell automotive parts

and accessories. While many of our 950 manufacturer members sell

to both the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) (car companies)

and consumer markets, the lions share of industry profits are made

in aftermarket sales. Sales to OEM's provide the volume production

base and design information needed for aftermarket production.

We have another 750 members engaged in selling, members of the

distribution chain, manufacturers' representatives, export

management companies, and retailers.

I would like to briefly discuss how our industry works. In

America, cooperation between suppliers and OEM's is marked by

several characteristics. OEM's provide early product design

information to the supplier and order a base volume of production.

Suppliers produce not only for the auto makers but also for

aftermarket distribution in dealer networks and independent

outlets, a factor that keeps costs low and consumer prices very

competitive.
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As a car ages the aftermarket assumes the service load from new car

dealerships. Once new car warranties expire it is the independent

aftermarket that provides nearly all of the service on these cars.

The aftermarket also gives consumers a variety of choices in

service facilities and sales outlets for do-it-yourselers.

Parts made for OEM's are saleable worldwide, a factor that helps

the U.S. trade balance. Of course, a number of parts do not

require an OEM/supplier relationship, e.g., chemicals and

accessories. Americans already compete vigorously in the market

for fast moving products, parts that do not require specialized

tooling or development costs for producers that already make

similar products for domestic application.

APAA's president, Mr. Julian Morris, regrets very much that he

could not be here today. As the designer and builder of the

dynamic industry/government marketing opening partnership--the

Japan Inititiative--he is the founding partner from the industry

side. It was only ten months ago that APAA proposed its three

pronged plan to the Department of Commerce (DOC). Our leaders

signed on and moved swiftly to close the deal with Japan's Ministry

of International Trade and Industry (MITI). Japan's official

buying mission to APAA's 1985 Show completed the plan's first

phase, and Mr. Goldfield, DOC's Assistant Secretary for Trade

Development, has very capably executed phase two, the reciprocal

official selling mission. And, together with the talented DOC

negotiator, Mr. Clyde Prestowitz, he has initiated the third and
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ongoing stage--the creation of the Trade Facilitation Committee

(TFC) to keep the heat on contract negotiations and to deal with

any alleged unfair business or government trade practices. I have

attached as Appendix B our survey findings which describe the scope

of these barriers.

Our campaign takes a two-track assault, hitting Japan's $26 billion

OE and replacement parts markets and the $5 billion parts markets

for their cars built and sold in the U.S. With the added strengths

of USTR Ambassadors Yeutter and Smith, who have put parts trade

first on the bilateral agenda, APAA feels we have a potential

winning strategy. And, we have observed that government clout is

helping open some doors for our competitive, world class, state of

the art products.

Government and industry agree that it is now or never to avert the

Japanese takeover of America's parts industry. We must not allow

Japan to scuttle our efforts as they did in early 1981. Both

nations agreed to the severity of parts trade problems in 1980. In

fact, our three pronged plan is a revival of that campaign to spur

U.S. parts sales. That agreement died before the ink had scarcely

dried, with Japan excusing itself from TFC monitoring of their 1980

parts buying mission on the grounds that their new car export

restraints was all it would do. The U.S.. let them off the hook.

The result is that U.S. parts exports have never brushed close to

Japan's 1981 target purchases level of $300 million--a goal that

was far from significant even at that time.
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Time is short: the $12 billion cars/parts deficit of 1981 has more

than doubled. Faced with an auto parts policy void, APAA did not

stand idle. In fact, Mr. Morris was leading industry's parts

exhibt at the Made in U.S.A. Show in Nagoya, and inviting Japanese

OEM's to APAA's Show, when he got word from the U.S. Embassy that

APAA's lobbying efforts had landed parts trade issues back on the

bilateral trade agenda. I have attached a chronology of the APAA

campaign as Appendix C. The President and Commerce Secretary

recognized APAA's commitment to making U.S. firms foremost world

competitors by awarding us the prestigious "E* Award for Export

Service Excellence. But, the best reward was the industry/DOC

link-up of trade development skills and resources, best seen in the

DOC sponsorship of American industry's pavillion at the 1985 Tokyo

Motor Show.

APAA knew that an auto parts MOSS, dubbed for market oriented,

sector specific, talks would put the campaign into high gear,

demonstrate Administration commitment and keep visibility high. Our

industry lobbied hard for the MOSS treatment. We credit the

Administration for putting its money on auto parts MOSS as its sole

request for a new round. Japan's veto, the first known of its

kind, demands that the Administration, Congress and industry stand

tough in demanding MOSS status. We have hit the nerve, and Japan

recoiled at the thought of Americans making sales in the $26

billion home market. This time there can be no excuse, and

certainly not the reported Japanese objection that MOSS would cut

into their $1 billion plus OE shipments to American assembly

plants. Can you imagine?
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American firms barely can sell a lick of the $10 billion in OE that

goes into building cars destined for our market, much less share in

the remaining $13 billion OE market or the $3 billion aftermarket.

Yet, Japan would thwart market access talks. Japanese OEM's and

suppliers fear it might cut into their drive to have it all in the

U.S., too. MOSS, it would appear, is in danger of becoming a

victim of its own success, with the Japanese anxious to duck the

high visibility and the concessions. I have attached as Appendix D

a memorandum describing the high status involved which we used in

lobbying for MOSS.

We originally planned to ask you to closely follow the MOSS and TFC

talks and to apply pressure to assure their success in the long

haul. But, we now must urge you to press Japan to come to the MOSS

negotiating table in good faith. Should they refuse to deal with

nontariff business and government barriers to U.S. parts exports,

we feel there is little hope for a good faith effort in resolving

specific grievances raised by U.S. firms in the TFC.

Our urgency is warranted, for our industry clearly is in a state of

wrenching transition. The record profits of the U.S. OEM's belie

the fact that TWO-THIRDS of the U.S. automotive industry--the

suppliers--have only partially recovered from the auto making

depression. With U.S. car export production only a shadow of its

former self and with virtually no American car exports pulling U.S.

made replacement parts behind them, demand for our products is

down. U.S. OEM's have stepped up their outsourcing to contain

costs on their remaining production. And, anxious to shed
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unprofitable small car lines, they have added to the flood of

Japanese imports bearing little if any U.S. content by hiring

Japanese partners to make their small car lines. Our domestic

aftermarket sales erode further as Japanese made cars gain more

prominence in the U.S. car population. And, Japanese auto makers

manipulate markets worldwide foisting their closed dealership and

supply networks on other aftermarkets.

With more of our customer base shifting from Detroit to Tokyo, the

very survival of our industry hinges on gaining access to Japanese

OE and replacement parts markets. There are fewer of us than there

were five years ago, and unless American firms can crack parts

markets wherever Japan builds and sells cars, we will lose many

more plants and.400,000 or more prime manufacturing jobs forever.

Despite our efforts though, we are stymied by a lack of broad-based

U.S. industrial policy and the unfair trading practices of other

nations and their industries. Japan heads that list, but unfair

trade practices in other emerging auto powers such as South Korea,

Taiwan and Mexico demand action now to avoid a repeat of

Japanese-style one-way trade.

How has Japan's approach to the world automotive market disrupted

our industry? As we have shown, Japan would like free trade to

be a one way street, selling freely here while barring all but a

few products which they themselves cannot produce economically.

Japanese firms compete with us worldwide and enjoy the competitive
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edge of selling to the growing worldwide aftermarket, a lucrative

market that we cannot enter.

American suppliers need not travel to Japan to face rejection, for

they can find it right in Japan's U.S. assembly plants. Total U.S.

parts exports to Japan in 1985 were a paltry $190 million.

American firms don't fare much better in their own backyard. Take

the case of the much publicized list of U.S. suppliers doing

business with Nissan Motors U.S. automobile trucks plant in

Tennessee, which I have attached as Appendix E. While we are

pleased for every firm that won a contract, we would caution that

little of what we define as parts is included. Many of the

products are generic--such as steel, glass, carpeting,

sealants--and don't buy us anything in aftermarket sales or export

opportunities. Nissan car production fits the same mold, with

every major system, from engines and transaxles to brakes and

electrical, coming from Japan.

While Honda and NUMMI (GM-Toyota) have not disclosed their local

supplier relationships, we have it on the word of top Japanese

analysts that 80 percent of the parts and components assembled here

by Japanese OEM's originate in Japan. Even more distressing is the

fact that a good share of so-called 20 percent local content is

supplied by a growing network of traditional Japanese suppliers who

have followed transplanted OEM's to the U.S. and Canada.

Why should it be any different here? After all, they are trying to

defuse Congressional hostility and avoid the hanging sword of
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protectionism. They respond to clout. But, to date, they have

found nothing but easy access, be it for a flood of landed cars, or

what is the rough equivalent of a growing number of knock down car

kits.

Three policy areas require immediate Congressional attention, Mr.

Chairman, if we are to prevent Japan's and other nations' auto

industries from exploiting U.S. openness to our industry's peril.

Congress should order the DOC Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) Board to

stop further proliferation in FTZ subzone grants to auto making

plants, until DOC takes steps to reform the accountability of this

$2 billion program, and until the public policy pros and cons can

be weighed. Use of the zones has soared from one in 1981 to 12

today, with another 10 applications expected soon. Subzone

activity reporting is so inadequate that we only have 1984 data.

Even worse is the fact that although two firms, Honda and Nissan,

accounted for 40 percent of foreign goods entering subzones--$900

million worth--the Board can not break out parts and components for

car assembly versus plant equipment. In return for the hefty duty

savings--parts are taxed at 2.6 percent car duty rather than the

average 4-6 percent parts tariff--Japanese OEM's promised to

increase their local sourcing. Other than buying from transplanted

suppliers who set up shop next door to underused American

suppliers, no boost in local sourcing is on the horizon.

The method for weighing the public benefits also needs revamping,

from a micro approach that looks at the gain to a local community
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to a macro approach that looks at the national economy. As the UAW

has noted, transplanted Japanese auto making plants only give

one-fourth of the job benefits that a U.S. plant gives because the

parts are made in Japan. One would think that the use of an

input/output model would raise some red flags. With American

suppliers scrambling for a piece of Japanese OE markets, this is

hardly the time to be giving multi-million subsidies to Japanese

parts imports. We must stop the export of American jobs and

profits.

Our Auto Pact with Canada presents another opening for abuse.

Lured by attractive Canadian government/industry packages, Japanese

and other unintended third parties launch Original Equipment

duty-free into the U.S. We contend that that Auto Pact must be

reviewed. But, the immediate concern is that should the

U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement talks go fast track, Congress

should direct our negotiators to keep aftermarket trade off the

table. To do otherwise would allow a duty-free blitz on our huge

$100 billion aftermarket, with the 4-6 percent duty savings being

banked as pure profit. My testimony before the Senate Finance

Comittee explains our position and is attached as Appenix F.

Canada has so much bounty to give that our states complain that

even their best packages are only half of the Canadian loaf. Of

course, we would caution states against greasing the market entry

for Japanese competitors at the expense and peril to existing

suppliers, especially their own long established taxpayers. While
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we don't see any end to this interstate rivalry, we do urge that

Congress prohibit states and cities from using federal funds to

import foreign manufacturing.

Why don't the Japanese OEM's buy American products, and what made

it so bad that Canada gave up on exporting? Japan ostensibly has

no tariff barriers, so that is not the cause. We agree with our

Canadian friends that the primary reason is the Japanese OEM's

close ties to their,% lier families, trading companies and banks

that present massive institutional barriers. Needless to say,

Japan has its sight set on removing the U.S. as the world's leading

automotive products producer, and if they can grab all the profits

they will. Other factors cited, such as labor cost differentials,

are not of themselves insurmountable. The underlying cause is that

they simply have not yet found it in their best interest to buy

from us.

We will not concede, as have the Canadians, that the institutional

barriers cannot be surmounted. Rather, we urge prompt

Congressional enactment of our Parts Purchase Incentive

Plan--tailored after Canada's duty remission program--that we

believe will press those Japanese car companies' self-interest

buttons to lift those barriers. We believe the Plan would create

American jobs, equip vehicle imports with American equipment and

set off a chain reaction of growth in aftermarket sales. The

incentive to buy would be a dollar of credit against vehicle duty

for each dollar of American product purchased by foreign based auto
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makers. Instead of the incentive offered under current "American

Goods Returned" law, our credit approach puts a real economic

incentive in front of the Japanese. I have attached copies of our

Plan Rationale, legislative draft, legislative analysis, Canadian

duty remission law and regulations as Appendices G, H, I, J and K.

Let me discuss briefly some of the other items on our agenda.

Tax reform must keep the Investment Tax Credit and be built to meet

the long term tests of global competition. At a time when Japan

plans to beef up capit*-formation breaks, it is no time to gut

ours.

Congress and the Administration must continue their ordered march

to a balanced budget. That step together with the Congressional

push for sound international monetary policy gives us hope that the

current yen:dollar relationship will be mnre than a passing fancy.

Trade law reform must respond squarely to foreign practices that

block our exports or target domination of our market. Then,

Congress must push to make sure the laws are enforced.

In closing, let me first note that it is now or never if we are to

save a pillar of our national ecomony. How will the game end if we

don't get help. We need only look to other industries who faced

the question and now are defunct: cameras, watches, consumer

electronics, and shipbuilding. The answer is Japan will have it

all.
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We need your help to get the job done. First, help us get MOSS,

and then support those negotiations as well as the TFC effort. Our

negotiating strength is only as good as the Congressional muscle

behind it. By combining clout with. our Parts Purchase Incentive

Plan, the U.S. would present the Japanese with a strong package of

political and economic reasons for Japanese OEM's to develop

suppliers outside their families.

Together with our other recommendations, we have a plan designed to

meet the tests of the real world of trade and all of its market

distortions.

We are anxious to work with the members of this committee and your

colleagues to get started on our proposals and the development of

other viable solutions.

We appreciate this opportunity to review the bilateral parts trade

picture, with all of its challenges and opportunities. We would be

happy to answer any questions you may have.
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APPENDIX A

U.S.-JAPAN TRADE IN MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 1981 - 1985

(in thousands of dollars)

Exports to Japan

Imports from Japan

Trade Balance

1981

118,991

1,821,699

-1,702,708

1982

127,847

1,822,344

-1,694,497

1983

148,368

2,112,954

1,964,586

1984

179,205

2,939,927

2,769,722

1985

191,000

4,200,000 (1)

4,000,000 (2)

Includes estimated $1.2 billion in Foreign Trade Zone subzone imports by Japanese OEM's
Trade imbalance reflects the above

1.

2.
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A IP A APPENDIX B

AUTOMOTIVE A
PARTS S
ACCESSORIES
ASSOCIATION

May 1, 1985

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION ON U.S.-JAPAN AUTO PARTS TRADE PROBLEMS

As the representative of more than 850 U.S. automotive product
manufacturers facing unprecedented levels of Japanese import
penetration while being denied significant share in the Japanese
car company-controlled markets, the Automotive Parts & Accessories
Association (APAA) recommends two principle objectives for
bilateral parts trade talks the week of May 6:

1) That our USTR negotiators ask their trade policy
counterparts to agree to the establishment of a separate
working group dedicated to bilateral parts trade problems.
The issue of severely limited market access to Japan's
original equipment and replacement parts markets has
troubled U.S. suppliers since the late 1970's and has
worsened each year to the point of industry crisis.

2) That USTR negotiators ask to review the plans of nine
Japanese auto companies for boosting automotive product
imports. These plans are to be prepared by individual
company task forces for presentation to MITI in May, and
their provisions will have great bearing on attaining U.S.
export objectives.

ACTION ON IMPEDIMENTS TO U.S. EXPORTS URGENTLY NEEDED

Earlier initiatives launched by the USTR in 1980 culminated in the
establishment of a Trade Facilitation Committee (TFC) devoted
solely to parts trade problems. Designed to monitor U.S. sales
progress associated with the 1980 Japanese government-sponsored
auto components purchasing mission, the TFC also functioned as a
forum for resolving disputes over alleged trade barriers. Although
the program was an excellent foundation for progress, the effort
was abandoned in 1981 when the newly inaugurated Voluntary
Restraint Agreement (VRA) superceded the parts trade issues.

While the government has not formally monitored industry's trading
situation since 1982, a recent APAA survey of industry
manufacturers probed impediments to selling to Japan's car
companies--or original equipment manufacturers (OEM's)--and to the
non-OEM-controlled aftermarket.

5100 FORBES BLVD, LANHAM. MD 20706, 3011459-91 10. TELEX: 4090739-APAA INT(VIA IT)
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May 1, 1985
Page two

Forty firms representing a composite of the American supplier
industry participated in the survey. They include producers of
component parts for all the major systems of an automobile, as well
as manufacturers of accessories, car care products, chemicals and
service equipment.

While 31 of these firms indicate that they have tried to penetrate
OEM-controlled markets, only 14 have attempted inroads in the
non-car company-controlled aftermarket. This difference is due
largely to the fact that most U.S. overtures to source original
equipment have failed, thereby denying the economies of scale
necessary to produce for the aftermarket.

The balance of this report will discuss the survey findings.

JAPANESE OEM PRACTICES TRAT THWART U.S. EXPORT SALES

The difficulties encountered in trying to break into the car
company-controlled markets belie claims made by MITI and JAMA in
1980. At that time they boasted that car company actions taken
prior to, during, and after the parts purchasing mission had
created equal opportunities for U.S. suppliers seeking to bid on
contracts.

Far from the openness that the 1980 mission was to usher in, the
following discussion of U.S. firms' experiences shows that the lock
on the home markets remains tight. MITI would do well to raise
these concerns with their auto makers when they review their import
action plans. Findings are arranged in order of frequency cited.

1. Unfair advantages given to Japanese suppliers (17)
Thecommon thread running through the industry remarks is that
regardless of who solicits sales talks, U.S. suppliers or Japanese
OEM's, the bottom line is the same: no sale. Invariably, the OEM's
tip the playing field advantage to their own supplier networks or
*families.*

Leading manufacturers of engine parts, fuse-blades, breaks, and
chemicals all observed the same blunt messages we only buy Japanese
products. This, in spite of the fact that these firms' sales
flourish in other markets, and in spite of the desire to, if
nothing else, at least source equipment for cars destined for U.S.
markets.

2. Unreasonable delays in negotiations (13)
A major manufacturer of seals contends that .apanese foot-dragging
was a leading cause of their failure to gain sales from the 1980
purchasing mission.
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Page three

In another instance, a Japanese OEM approached a major U.S.
manufacturer of car care products. They asked for samples, data
shoots and specifications, only to refuse further contact. In many
cases, the practice of wearing down the competition reaps the extra
advantage of keeping lucrative aftermarket sales solely to family
OE suppliers.

3. Difficulty in obtaining information needed for bids (9)
Although Japanese OEM's have presented many elegant charts on how
to seek approval for U.S. products, U.S. suppliers cite the
withholding of information as a common barrier.

A producer of thermostats and electrical equipment reports that his
firm did not get enough information to submit a competitive bid.
Nonetheless, they submitted samples for approval, never to be heard
from again.

4. Unreasonable engineering or design standards (7)
A spark plug manufacturer relates a classic story of how a
differentiation in standards can effectively block U.S. OE sales.
In this case, Japan uses a JAS rather than the SAE/ISO standard
used elsewhere.

5. Frequent product modification requests (7)
A supplier of gaskets relates a characteristic story. The company
not only received inadequate time to meet specifications, but the
OEM made numerous changes. Given the constantly changing demands,
the firm gave up hope for Japanese sales.

GOVERNMENT RELATED NONTARIFF TRADE BARRIERS

The survey revealed a number of instances where U.S. firms seeking
to enter the *independent" Japanese aftermarket -- that portion not
controlled by the OEM's -- are hindered by government
inspection/safety standards. APAA is most pleased that the heads
of Nissan and Mitsubishi left the April 22nd government/industry
meeting pledged to seek reform of regulatory and bureaucratic
hindrances to parts trade.

1. Major shock absorber manufacturers report the use of safety
certification as a hurdle. Japan's government must approve all
catalogues for imported shocks. And, each of Japan's 50
prefectures is technically obliged to inspect the equipment.

Japanese motorists who fear failure of their annual vehicle
inspection because of *non-genuine" shocks reportedly switch
Japanese-made for U.S.-made shocks to pass inspection.
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There also are reports of independent aftermarket installers
repainting white U.S. shotks black in order to simulate the
original equipment.

2. A lighting producer relates that their aftermarket access is
hampered by a regulation that the bulbs in both headlights must be
the same brand. Even though the company offers a replacement bulb
identical to the original equipment, their sales are blocked by
this same-brand requirement.

3. An automotive paint manufacturer finds market access blocked by
a rule prohibiting storage of more than three paint drums in any
one warehouse. Native firms with their own storage facilities are
not affected.

4. A manufacturer of speed control devices complains that
government approval has proven highly elusive. Without the
approval, there would be no hope of independent aftermarket
installation. Rather, installation would be OEM - controlled.

5. An additive manufacturer reports that problems in meeting
aerosol can specifications for wall thickness and maximum size will
force them to produce locally under license.

BARRIERS POSED BY THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Eleven respondents noted enormous obstacles to market entry posed
by Japanese distribution practices. The most prevalent complaint
is that Japanese distributors limit penetration by demanding
exclusive distribution rights.

Two examples typify other problems.

1. A spark plug company relates that the key barrier to its
aftermarket distribution is the stranglehold that the OEM's have on
aftermarket distribution, a grip that yields them a 70 percent
aftermarket share (vs. less than 20 percent domestic OEM share in
the U.S. aftermarket).

2. A leading engine parts maker, who for lack of Japanese OE
business cannot compete in the Japanese aftermarket, also finds
that no one will handle its line of competitive replacement parts
for U.S.-made vehicles in Japan.
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APPENDIX C

January '85

Through APEC, APAA convinces the U.S. Department of Commerce

to develop a program aimed at using government promotion and

policy to help the auto parts industry boost sales to Japan.
March '85

Prompted by APAA documentation prepared on the auto parts

industry's behaiZ. agreement by Departments of State, Commerce

and USTR is reached to place auto parts on the U.S.-Japan

bilateral negotiating agenda.

APAA spearheads an auto parts industry showcase of U.S. auto
products at Japan's "Made in USA" trade fair in Nagoya, Japan.

Julian Morris, APAA president, meets with Deputy USTR

Ambassador Mike Smith in Japan to review details of U.S.-Japan

parts trade problems.

Morris also meets with key officials of Japanese government

and industry to examine trade potential and problems. He issues

an invitation to attend the APAA Show in August.
April 185

At a meeting of the U.S.-Japan Trade Committee, USTR

negotiators indicate that if momentum of increased Japanese

buying of U.S. parts and accessories is not evident soon, U.S.

would formally move to begin formal bilateral negotiations.

April/May '85

Japan Prime ministerr Nakasone urges private sector companies

including car companies to set import goals. APAA responds

immediately with sales literature and roster of over 100 APAA

members as a demonstration of U.S. auto parts companies seeking

business with the Japanese.
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may '85

APAA prepares for Commerce Secretary Baldrige and the Office

of the SpecialTrade Representative a compendium of barriers

constructed by the Japanese government and auto industry to

thwart U.S. auto parts sales.

Senators Lugar, Levin, Reigle, Heinz and Eagleton write to

Japan's Minister of International Trade and Industry,

emphasizing that auto companies are largest beneficiaries of

record high U.8.-Japan trade deficit and encouraging car

companies to take an active role in import promotion program in

order to avoid further trade difficulties.

On the occasion of the Bonn Economic Summit, U.S. again

presses Japan on U.S. auto parts purchases.
June 185

APAA meets with Commerce Department's Office of Japan to

suggest a three-part initiative to pry open Japanese markets.

The three-part plan, consisting of a Japan government backed

trade mission of Japanese buyers to the APAA Show, a reciprocal

selling mission of U.S. companies and establishment of a

U.S.-Japan auto parts trade facilitation committee to investigate

trade problems, is accepted and implementation proceeds.
July '85

A Congressional delegation, briefed by APAA, travels to

Japan to discuss auto parts issues, encourage progress and

express U.S. concerns about auto parts trade deficit and reports

of barriers to trade. Earlier invitation by Morris to Japanese

buyers to attend the APAA Show is reiterated by Congressional

delegates.
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Japanese formally accept invitation to APAA Show after

discussions between top officials of U.S. Department of Commerce

and Japan's Ministry of International Trade and .Industry.

Work proceeds between APAA and Japan Automobile

Manufacturers Association to arrange functions at APAA Show to

bring parts buying companies and APAA members together.

August '85

First goal of three part. APAA Japan Initiative is reached

with attendance at the APAA Show of a 48-member delegation from

nine Japanese car companies and three export trading companies.

In his first visit to Japan as USTR, Ambassador Clayton

Yeutter tells MITI Minister Murata that it is in Japan's best

interest to encourage private sector imports of parts. In a

letter to APAA president Morris, Yeutter promises to continue

push to open markets.

Industry Sector Advisory Committee, an advisory group to the

Department of Commerce and the USTR's Office of which Morris is a

member, votes overwhelmingly to endorse Commerce's U.S. Export

Initiative for Japan which incorporates APAA's initiative

program. The Initiative, an outgrowth of APEC's directive in

January, promises one major market opening event per year.

APAA begins work with Representatives Levin and Kaptur on

developing a program for a conference on trading with Japan.

November '85
APAA assists APEC in arranging contingent of U.S. auto

products suppliers to participate in the 20 booth U.S. Pavilion

at the Tokyo Motor Show.
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January '86
APAA inspired "Trading with Japan' conference in held for

150 U.S.industry participants in Southfield, Michigan, sponsored

by the Northeast/Midwest Congressional Coalition with assistance

from APEC, JAKA and the Japanese Embassy. Participants include

representatives from the Japanese car companies, JANA and the

Japanese Embassy.

February '86

As a result of a year long push by APAA, serious

consideration by Departments of State, Commerce, Treasury and

the Office of the USTR commences on adding auto parts to the MOSS

(Market Oriented Sector Specific) agenda. By agreement between

President Reagan and Prime Minister Nakasone, the highly

selective MOSS negotiations command top resources and attention

by both governments. Limited to a maximum of four industries

MOSS talks are aimed at achieving major breakthroughs to help

reduce the gigantic bilateral trade deficit.

Chief negotiators from the Commerce Department and USTR give

APAA clear signal to seek MOSS selection aggressively.

Representatives Rostenkowski, Dingell, Gibbons, Wright, plus

other major Congressional leaders add their weight by calling on

the Administration to add auto parts to MOSS.

APAA staff meets with DOC chief negotiator to develop US

agenda for trade facilitation committee between US and Japan.

Issues to include concerns about the influx of Japanese suppliers

into US market, interwoven relationships between Japanese car

companies and their suppliers, and Japanese government and

industry barriers to trade.
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&Dril L86
Department of Commerce leads an APAA backed trade mission to

Japan, consisting of parts executives interested in a greater

share of the Japanese controlled markets in the US, Japan and

elsewhere. Mission is preceded by a full day's briefing by

officials from the Departments of State and Commerce, the USTR's

Office and the White House. US Embassy arranged meetings in Japan

are set with car companies on executive, sales and technical

levels.

First meeting of U.S.-Japan auto parts trade facilitation

committee is held in Japan to begin pursuing specific trade

problems identified by' APAA. Heading the committee for the U.S.

parts industry are chief DOC negotiator Clyde Prestowitz and

H.P. Goldfield, Assistant Secretary of Commerce.
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APPENDIX D

February 5, 1986

TO: Sara Bowden, International Economist, Office of Japan, DOC

FR: Lee Kadrich, Managing Director, GoVernment Affairs & International
Trade, APAA

RE: ANALYSIS OF PRESENT AND FUTURE JAPANESE VEHICLE EQUIPMENT NEEDS

I. JAPANESE AUTO PARTS PRODUCTION

(Million Yen)

(Percentage Growth Over Prior Year)

OE AFTERMARKET TOTAL

1980 3,816,925 828,578 4,792,501
(+15%) (+7%) (+15%)

1981 4,086,197 644,200 4,936,109
(+7)' (-221) (+31)

1982 4,196,496 672,314 5,073,393
(+31) (+5%) (3S)

1983 4,852,619 739,103 5,852,602

(+16%) 4+10%) (+15%)

1990(est) 10,000,000(1) 1,052,461(2) 10,974,000(3)

(1) Based on 10.1% average annual growth

42) Based on 4.5 average annual growth,
estimated by Pacific Projects, Ltd.

(3) Based on four-yeax average annual growth of 9%

5100LFOPSES BLVD,, LANHKM MD 207066 301145%9110, TELEC: 4900 -APM INT(VI rT'I
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Japanese Auto Parts Production
Page two

II. SOURCING U.S.-BASED JAPANESE ASSEMBLERS AND THE U.S. AFTERMARKET
FOR OUR JAPANESE-MADE VEHICLES

OE Potential:

According to Japan Auto Parts Industries Association, cited in JETRO's
1985 edition of Your Market in Japan: Automotive Parts, Accessories and
Supplies, Japanese automotive parts production for fiscal '83 (Apr. 1,
1983-March 31, 1984) breaks out accordingly:

Total (Net of.Exports) 5,877.4 billion yen ($24.7 billion)

OE Consumption (830) . . $20.5 billion

Aftermarket: (12.0%) $ 3.0 billion

Based on 7.2 million passenger cars produced in J3pan during the
period, average OE consumption per vehicle is $2,900.

Using the $2,900 figure, one can estimate that the 270,000 units
produced in the U.S. by Japanese car makers (150,000 Honda cars and
120,000 Nissan trucks) could have required as much as $783 million
worth of OE.

U.S. based production by Japanese OEM's should increase to 770,000 by
1988, a five-fold increase in production. Using constant 1984 dollars
this production level would require an estimated $2.3 billion worth of
OE.

Aftermarket Potential

According to the study done for DOC by Western Rdserve Associates,
(March, 1985), the U.S. replacement parts markets for Japanese had a
retail value of $3.7 billion in 1982. Sales which are expected to rise
at 9.5 percent per year through 1990, should reach $5.7 billion in 1986
and $8.0 billion in 1988.

Total Potentiai - 1988

$ 2.3 billion OE
3.0 billion aftermarket (adjusted for WSD prices)

-977 billion
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Japanese Auto Parts Production
Page three

III. U.S. SUPPLIER SHARE IN TOTAL JAPANESE PARTS MARKETS

Pacific Projects, Ltd. estimates that U.S. suppliers accounted for 51%
of the total foreign share in Japan's parts market in 19831

U.S. sales $125 million

Total imports $246 million

Total Japanese market including imports $ 26 billion

U.S. Share of Total - 0.001

Since Pacific Projects estimates approximately 8 percent annual growth
in U.S. exports and total foreign shipment to Japan, the 1988 figures
may be estimated at:

U.S. sales $195 million

Total imports $385 million

Total Japanese Market including imports $ 40.4 billion

U.S. share of total - 0.005

IV. CURRENT U.S. SHARE OF TOTAL JAPANESE PARTS MARKETS IN THE U.S.

Total 1984 U.S. imports of Japanese parts, including those used in both
Japanese and domestic vehicle assembly plants designated as FTZ
subzones, exceeded $4.2 billion.

Against these imports were a total OE demand of $1 billion (including
Honda, Nissan, and the start-up of NUMMI production) and, aftermarket
demand was gauged at $1.5 to $2.0 billion.

U.S. Share in the U.S. Aftermarket for Japanese Vehicles:

The WRA study noted above argues that the independent aftermarket
producers held a 45% share of total $4.0 billion retail aftermarket in
1984. Independent share is projected to rise above the 50% mark by
1988, with growth of 1-2% per year. However, similar projections made
by JAMA in 1980 projected a 60 percent independent share in this
aftermarket by 1985. We believe the WRA estimates also will miss the
mark.
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Japanese Auto Parts Production
Page four

U.S. Share in O Markets

While thi projections for the aftermarket are dubious, we have even
less to go on in estimating American firms' share in the OE market for
U.S.-based Japanese OEM'&.

The attached list shows Nissan's material and component suppliers as of
1984. Honda and NUMMI have not disclosed their local suppliers.

Net of foreign-based firm Nissan sourced $130 million for the
production of 120,000 light trucks. The average value of local content
per unit is under $1,100, about 40 percent of the total content.

NOTE: DOING THE SAME CALCULATIONS AT TODAY'S MORE REALISTIC EXCHANGE
RATE OF 200 YEN TO THE DOLLAR, TOTAL JAPANESE OE CONSUMPTION WOULD BE
$23.2 BILLION, THE AVERAGE OF CONSUMPTION PER UNIT WOULD BE $3,200, AND
THE NISSAN CONTENT RATIO WOULD DIP BELOW 35 PERCENT. The average for
all three current operations very likely runs below 25 percent,
especially in light of Toyota's public complaints about difficulties
finding *qualified' local sources.

V. POTENTIAL GROWTH IN U.S. SUPPLIER SALES ABSENT GOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION

Unless U.S. government pressure comes to bear through the MOSS talks,
demanding significant Japanese market opening steps, we must conclude,
as have a number of noted analysts, that American suppliers will
experience a permanent 20% to 30% decline in sales through the end of
the decade.
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APPENDIX E

RAM
PAOFIC For Release

AiJTOM TN E A gt 1 , 1985
.O-OPMTi( JAPANESE AUTO PARTS INDUSTRY August 1, '1995

INTEREST 1S CANADIAN INVESTMENT GROWS

TORONTO -- Long-term lower operating costs and access to an

integrated North American market are two of many reasons that

Japan's automotive parts makers are showing greater interest

in investing in Canada, according to recent Japanese industry

findings.

Two vice-presidents of Pacific Automotive Co-operation,

Inc. (PAC), Toronto, returned to Japan last month to present

these and other assessments of the Canadian investment

climate and unique characteristics of Canada's auto parts

manufacturers to Japanese auto parts companies. Mr. N.

Takahashi and Mr. T. Ueda also discussed possible investment

intentions of the Japanese firms.

uIn a series of seminars and individual company

meetings, our effort to promote investment by Japanese parts

manufacturers in Canada received wide attention," said

Takahashi. "In all, 69 major companies attended three

seminars, with most undertaking to seriously study

investment in Canada and a few actually looking at

very immediat2possibilities. In addition, we

were pleasantly surprised to find the seminars widely reported

in the Japanese business media."
-w.e 1406
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The PAC seminar series wa* the first organized attempt

within Japan to promote Canada as an attractive market

for auto parts investment by providing a systematic,

in-depth study of the Canadian automobile investment

climate and industry capabilities, he said. "Because of

the current strong interest of Japanese auto parts makers

in investing in North America, they expressed an avid

desire to learn more about investment opportunities in

Canada.0

The recent seminar series resulted from a perception

that Japanese auto parts makers generally had only a

superficial familiarity with the Canadian auto sector and

investment potential. Because many parts makers are actively

pursuing plans for increased North American investment, PAC

felt that now was an opportune time to direct their attention

to Canada. As the Canadian auto industry has been relatively

low-profile compared to the U.S., it was necessary to

provide a detailed description of Canada as a viable alternative

to investment in the U.S., said Takahashi.

'The information we presented to the Japanese industry

surprised many," he said. *For instance, the Canadian

parts market is larger than the average Japanese businessman

expects, in part because current vehicle production is

greater than one-tenth of U.S. production, the old rule of

thumb used by many foreign observers (including Japanese) of

Canada. In fact, with Canadian total vehicle production nearly

2 million units per year and American production at about

11 million units, the ratio is closer to 20 percent."
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Because of the provisions of the Auto Pact, the Canadian

and U.S. parts markets are highly integrated and parts

manufacturers in Canada have easy access to the U.S. market,

a fact that aroused great interest, he said. *The Auto

Pact actually makes it easier for parts firms in Canada to

export to the U.S. market rather than trvina to enter

Canada from the U.S. side. We suggested to the Japanese

parts makers that, when launching in North America, it is

easier to come to Canada and start by selling to the Canadian

market and to the Canadian operations of the Big Fours

after success here, then spring-bQ rd into the U.S. market.

This could be done in Canada through an operation started

from scratch, through liceneing or technology transfer or

through joint venturing with a Canadian counterpart."

Takahashi said that the Japanese were also impressed by

manufacturing cost comparisons demonstrating that while the

initial investment cost iu higher in Canada than the U.S.

(with government incentives often more clearly stated at the

outset by states as opposed to Canadian juristictions)

the operational running cost is lower in Canada than in the

U.S.

65-703 - 87 - 5
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*For instance, we showed vehicle assembly labor base

pay in Canadian dollars is $10.48 in Canada versus $13.20

in the U.S.; by the time other payroll compensations and fringe

benefits are added, the differential is $20.73 in Canada

versus $30.52,0 said Takahashi. "Likewise, in comparing

labor costs of a medium-size non-union auto parts maker

in Ontario versus Tennessee, the difference in total

compensation par hour is $9.55 in Ontario and $10.90

in Tennessee.

The higher initial cost in Canada is o*slv due to land

prices, he said. *in Chatham, Ontario, for instance,

land is $20,000 - $40,000 per acre compared with $10,800 per

acre in Battle Creek, Michigan or $13,500 - $18,900 in

Lexington, Kentucky. Building leasing costs are about

the same."

However, ongoing utility overheads are markedly less

expensive. Electricity is $39.86 Per 1,000 kLlowatt

hours in Ontario compared with $125.56 in Kentucky, a

typical U.S. cost. Natural gas is about $21.10/1,000 m
3

in Ontario compared with $29.57/1,000 m3 in Kentucky, he said.

"In fact, the average industrial electricity rate in Ontario

is less than $4.00 cer 100 kilowatt hours. lower than any

other OECD country and less than half the $9.00 paid by

firms in 4apan," Takahashi said. "These low onerav costs --

coupled with lower labor rates, steel materials and other

major supplies at about the same level as the U.S. or cheaper --

are very attractive to potential Japanese auto parts investors."
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The PAC seminar's also reviewed trends in purchasing

policies of North American auto makers, such as increased

switching to out-sourcLnq to reduce costs, greater emphasis

on whole system component purchase and introduction of

Just-in-tine inventory and manufacturing systems.

"Potential investors were also impressed with the strategic

location of Ontario which is only a single day's truckinq

of 120 million consumers and 53 percent of the North American

iadustrLal market and with the export consciousness of Ontario,

where total exports per capita are more than triple that of

Japan or the U.S.,* Takahashi said.

PAC also outlined the extent of the automotive industry

in Canada, pointLnq out that there are 34 major assembly

and in-house parts plants in Canada of member companies

of the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers' Association, and

that there are 801 auto parts makers in Ontarto with the

domestic industry characterised by small firms (60 percent

of manufacturers in Canada have less than 100 employees)

and multi-national content (30 percent of total production

value is in-house parts and 40 percent is from branch-plant

operations).
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Auto parts suppliers in Canada thus tend to not have

a high A A 0 capability to manufacture sub-components

and because of their smaller size, many firms lack

high expertise in production engineering and marketing

(a major strength of the Canadian industry is in the

stamping and pliatic moulding), he said. As well,

there a number components that are not manufactured

at all in Canada, including distributors, alternators,

starting motors, fly wheels, fuel injection systems,

electronic control units and sensors, fuel pumps, engine

mounts-fluid, front hub assemblies, steering columns,

rack-and-pinion gears, steering systems, front brake

calipers and rotors, rear brake assemblies and brake

master cylinders.

OWe recommended that the Japanese auto parts makers

consider most strongly for Canadian investment such items

as motors, mirrors, clocks, meters, instruments clusters,

controls, switches, cables, heaters, oil seals and car

audio systems,O said Takahashi.

OCertainly, there are a number of promising areas for

investment in Canada including system components because

there is little competition, electronic devices because

of Canadian transportation efficiencies, assembly parts

because they are moderately intensive in labor which is

more attractively costed in Canada, and electronic devices

and trim parts because of the compact car technology

-utilization in Canada," Takahashi said.
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"We believe our presentation had.biahb crdLihi*y

because PAC is staffs&by Japanese automotive businessmen

who view Canada through the same eyes and from the same

assumptions as the people to whom we presented, and we

are seen to be unbiased in our conclusions," he said

The seminars dealt only with the originalequipment

market not after market parts.

The Japanese parts makers responded very positively to

Canada as an investment candidate, Takahashi said.

.Although we don't think that greatly increased investment

here will materialize immediately from these seminars, we

are glad to see the Japanese interest in Canada is steadily

increasing. To match this greater attention, it-is up to

individual Canadian companies'to come forth with specific

proposals. Successful negotiations will depend on the

ability of Canada to cultivate parts makers capable of

being investment partners with Japanese counterparts and

the availability of attractive investment incentives

competitive with those offered by the U.S."

PAC was incorporated in Toronto in March 1984 to assist

the growth of the Canadian and Japanese auto parts industries.

Its founders include 11 members of the Japan Automobile

Manufacturers Association and 21 members of the Japan Auto

Parts Industries Association.
-30-

For further information:

Mr. Takeshi Tanahira or Mr. Noboru Takahashi
President Vice-President

Pacific Automotive Co-operation, Inc., (416) 222-0700
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Ageutments annomced by PAC

OCPANY NME

(1) magna International Inc.
Niles Parts Co.

(2) Progressive Moulded Products

Uui QK)msai Sango

(3) G.S. Woolley 1978 Ltd.

Mazti Industrial Co.

(4) WateuviL.a C4.luiar Prodcts
Tayoda ro eaL

5) ULar Sieglar Co.
INO Spring Co. Ltd.

i6) WatervLU . Cellular Prodtucts
Incum ITP Co. Ltd.

!'zuri the past ar

Aagt 1984

Noveabar 1984

PHombser 1984

Nbvwtear 1984

may 1985

my 1985

NM J= OF AGREHEr

License agrement for

electronic Pamt

Technology tra fer and

s~b-comtract agreowmnt

joint veture for

ablem manufact ring

Engiering assistance-
agremamnt for weather-
strip peodcion

astual tatmmogy
assistance agreant
for auto seats

Joint venture for
in tment panel
manufacturing

/ -

r . -
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STATEMENT OF

ROBERT W. McMINN

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF

PLANNING/DEVELOPMENT

FOR THE

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES ASSOCIATION, INC.

PRESENTED TO

THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

APRIL 11, 1986

RE: U.S.-CANADA FREE TRADE AGREEMENT
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Robert McMinn, Senior Vice President of Planning and

Development for the Automotive Parts and Accessories Association

(APAA). Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you today.

Mr. Chairman, we are here today to ask you and the committee to

urge our negotiators to keep automotive aftermarket trade off of

the bilateral bargaining table. BotP Ambassador Yeutter and

Secretary Baldrige learned our views early on, following Prime

Minister Mulroney's September 26, 1985 proposal. We are pleased to

say that Ambassador Yeutter has tapped us as advisors. APAA is

largely playing that role through our president, Julian C. Morris,

who serves on the Transportation Equipment Industry Sector Advisory

Council (ISAC) 16.

APAA is a trade association located in Washington, D.C. Our

association represents 950 manufacturers producing parts,

accessories, tools, equipment and supplies for consumption in the

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) (car companies) and consumer

markets. It is the consumer markets, the aftermarket, where our

industry makes its greatest profits and where most of our members'

products are sold. We have another 700 members engaged in selling,

as members of the distribution chain, manufacturers' representa-

tives, export management companies, and retailers.
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The aftermarket is vital to the nation's economy. In fact, our

financial health means more to America's economic well-being than

even that of the OEM's. Not only do we have more companies -- some

40,000 firms engaged in automotive supply -- but we also have

double the employment of the OEM's and their dealers. The

automotive supplier industry also is essential to American military

might, as demonstrated by past mobilization efforts. And, in the

vital area of trading strength, our industry plays a key role. In

1985, industry firms exported $13.7 billion worth of parts and

accessories, including $9.3 billion -- 70 percent of the total --

to Canada.

Given Canada's place as America's leading trade partner, it is

understandable that the Macdonald Commission Report on Canada's

economic future made the free trade proposaLits centerpiece. We

also recognize that the concept has many Administration and

Congressional proponents who wish to eliminate tariff barriers

between principal trading partners. We believe the proposal is

worthy of the serious study undertaken by this committee, and we

recognize that there are sure to be some industry sectors in both

nations where a free trade agreement would prove mutually

beneficial.

APAA does not believe that this would be the case for the

automotive aftermarket industry. As inviting as "free trade"

sounds to an industry whose survival hinges on gaining access to

global original equipment (Or) and replacement parts markets, it

2
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takes a fair and open trade regime to make it work. We have thiq

with Canada, but we do not have it with one unintended third party

that would beni *fit by the agreement -- Japan -- and we may not have

it with Korea and others that settle in Canada.

Japanese suppliers are heeding the siren call of Canadian

government/industry investment enticements. Under a free trade

regime, these Japanese firms would get a huge bonus: aftermarket

exports launched duty-free from Canadian bases into America's $100

billion plus aftermarket. They could bank the average 4-6 percent

duty savings as pure profit.

While the U.S. aftermarket is the major prize in world parts trade,

Canada's aftermarket, while important, is but one-tenth the size of

ours. On paper, the removal of their high 9-10 percent aftermarket

tariff walls may look like a major break for U.S. exporters. But,

if access to a smaller Canadian market must come at a cost to

domestic market competitiveness by ending our minimal U.S. tariff

protection, then it is too high of a price to pay. Were it truly

trade between the two domestic industries, the issue could be

viewed in a different context.

Both nations' parts industries have found their survival threatened

by Japanese barriers that thwart OE sales and take a toll on

aftermarket sales in North America, Japan, and in export markets

dominated by Japan. However, the similarity ends there, now that

Canada's response to the threat has shifted radically. I witnessed

3
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their new strategy at the Tokyo Motor Show last fall, where the

U.S. and Canada had the only two foreign pavilions. While our

firms tried to sell U.S. made products, Canada was selling Ontario

real estate.

It is important to note that prior to this new approach, Canada had

a longstanding commitment to gaining market access for its parts

and accessories manufacturers. Concern for its supplier base

spurred the 1975 implementation of a duty remission program for

imported vehicles. The objective was to induce foreign based

-auto makers to buy Canadian content, by netting out the value of

that content from the dutiable value of the car maker's shipments

to Canada. The 10 percent plus Canadian tariff makes this a

valuable incentive. (Copies of the statute and Implementing i

regulation are attached as Appendices A and B).

In one spin-off of this program, Canada offered Volkswagen (vw)

duty free importation of cars into Canada in exchange for their

manufacture of parts in Canada for export to VW's U.S. assembly

plants. That plan was cut short by the auto making depression and

the deep plunge in VW's equipment demands.

Finally, Canada's 1983 Private Sector Task Force on the Motor

Vehicle and Parts Industries named a domestic content requirement

as the cornerstone of its recommendations to the federal

government. The task force proposal effectively would broaden the

Auto Pact content stipulations to apply to Japanese and other

foreign vehicle producers who market cars in Canada.

4
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U.S. AUTOMOTIVE PARTS TRADE POLICY

In the U.S., APAA has worked with the Department of Commerce (DOC)

and the Office of U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) to begin

development of our own program for the aftermarket. While we have

joined Administration ranks in denouncing domestic content as bad

economics that would threaten both short-term and long-term

industry vitality, we still hope to gain Congressional enactment of

the Automotive Products Export Council (APEC)-developed Parts

Purchase Incentive Plan, tailored after the Canadian duty remission

program. (Copies of our Plan legislative draft and analysis are

attached as Appendices C and D).

Our Plan would be the lever -- an economic incentive -- to pry open

Japan's closed OEM's and spur U.S. export sales. During last

year's Tokyo Motor Show, Patrick Lavelle, then president of the

Automotive Parts Manufacturers Association of Canada, told The

Japan Times that their strategy shifted gears because export

efforts *were doomed to failure." The reason cited: Japanese auto

makers' close ties to their supplier families barred market entry.

We will not concede these institutional barriers as insurmountable.

Rather, let us put our Plan to work, and we will press those

Japanese car companies' self-interest buttons to lift those

barriers.

We believe the Plan would create American jobs, equip vehicle

imports with American content and set off a chain reaction of

.5
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growth in aftermarket sales. The incentive to buy would be a

dollar of credit against vehicle duty for each dollar of American

product purchased by foreign based auto makers. The credit would

be available against an auto maker's shipments to the U.S.,

regardless of whether the incoming cars bear the American content,

opening new markets to our exports. Current "American Goods

Returned" law follows the Canadian program's deduction approach,

netting out U.S. content before applying the duty. But, unlike

Canada, where a 10 percent automobile duty makes for significant

savings, the U.S. automobile duty is only 2.5 percent. Instead of

the incentive offered by current law, our credit approach puts a

real economic incentive in front of the Japanese.

The linchpin of the U.S. parts program is the industry/government

Japan Initiative to crack Japanese car company-controlled markets.

Through the exchange of buying and selling missions, begun with the

Japanese government sponsored parts purchasing mission to the 1985

APAA Show, and the creation of a bilateral Trade Facilitation

Committee (TFC) to help smooth the rough edges in private contract

talks, we have a program to build American supplier opportunities

wherever Japan builds and sells cars. This market opening campaign

is on the move today, literally, with 12 American suppliers

concluding a week long executive level selling mission to Japan's

nine OEM's. The first TFC meeting takes place today, chaired by

high level negotiators from DOC and the Ministry of International

Trade and Industry (MITI).

6
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Having looked briefly at the policy objectives of Canada and the

U.S., we find a fundamental difference. In sunary, it is

Canadian industry support of domestic content versus the U.S.

industry/government market opening initiative, preferably assisted

by the leverage that our Parts Purchase Incentive Plan would

provide. The bottom line is the same, however, as both industries

work feverishly to develop new customers -- namely Japanese car

makers -- to supplant the sagging parts demand of traditional Big

Four customers.

While we have no quarrel with healthy competition, we must object

to the playing field being tipped to Canada's advantage. We cite

the well-reported Canadian government bounties to lure new Japanese

supplier investment to Canada. In fact, it was with Canadian

government blessings that the newly founded Pacific Automotive

Co-operation, Inc. embarked in 1984 on a zealous mission to

stimulate both the Canadian and Japanese parts industries.

Staffed by Japanese auto executives and directed by officials of

the Japanese Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) and the

Japan Auto Parts Industries Association (JAPIA), PAC is waging an

ambitious campaign to entice Japanese suppliers to take some of the

sting out of U.S. political frustration with the mounting parts

trade deficit, by entering the U.S. through the back door.

What makes all of this even more threatening is PAC's push for

Japanese suppliers to use Canada as a springboard to launch

.7
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duty-free original equipment exports into both domestic and

Japanese car assembly plants in the U.S. This duty-free treatment

is guaranteed by the Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965 (APTA)

and the special Auto Pact between the U.S. and Canada authorized by

that Act. Briefly, it permits most motor vehicles and OE parts to

cross between nations duty-free.

While this is not the forum to discuss the Auto Pact, a review of

these recent Pact developments helps underscore our alarm with

unintended third parties benefiting by the program, and forewarns

of similar exploitation of a free trade aftermarket agreement. I

have attached as Appendix E a PAC press release that highlights

their selling pitch including the very salient point of duty-free

treatment. Perhaps this fits the letter of the Auto Pact, but it

clearly does not conform with the spirit. Moreover, it seriously

undermines our market opening initiatives. Yet, if we can find a

silver lining in this new Canadian strategy, it is the red flag it

raises against exposing our domestic aftermarket to the same

danger.

But, Japan is reacting to political pressure from both countries.

Its chief response is to move more of its vehicle production to

North America. Reluctant to choose from U.S. suppliers who are

capable of supplying the entire gamut of Japanese auto

manufacturing needs, Japanese car makers prefer to establish their

own supplier families nearby. Faced with U.S. industry resistance

to a network of new plants setting up next door to underutilized

8
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American plants, Japanese firms are finding PAC's sales pitch most

appealing. Not only will Canada welcome their suppliers, but the

Japanese can locate close enough to the U.S. assembly plants for

just-in-time delivery. All is done duty free and in full

compliance with the Auto Pact.

Obviously, Canada offers advantages beyond a receptive climate.

The strong U.S. dollar, that has hampered our firms' access to

foreign markets, becomes a potent club against us as our chief

trading partner offers a built in 25 percent plus discount on every

component and car shpped to the U.S.

Add to this the lure of government grants and lower operating costs

in the key areas of wages, utilities, and materials, and it is easy

to see that our parts trade deficit with Canada could mount swiftly

as Japanese suppliers exploit the Auto Pact to sidestep U.S.

political pressures. Even before any Japanese, Koreans or other

transplants take appreciable advantage of the favored treatment,

the bilateral trade figures are trending against us. As the

statistical table, attached as Appendix F shows, the U.S.-Canada

parts trade surplus has shrunk from $2.2 billion in 1981 to $1.0

billion in 1984 and to only $500 million last year. And, our

deficit in car trade has pyramided from $1.1 billion in 1981 to

$5.5 billion in 1985.

It is imperative that we not aid this onslaught by making our

aftermarket industry more vulnerable. Even with the status quo, we

9
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know that Japanese suppliers to American OE markets will enter our

aftermarket with the same competitive advantages cited above.

Moreover, their OE production base will help lower the cost of the

extra units produced for the U.S. aftermarket, making their price

competitiveness even more formidable.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, APAA beleives that our minimal

aftermarket tariffs must remain intact to absorb some of the shock

of the price advantage that the exchange rate alone guarantees.

Elimination of these tariffs could set off a chain reaction of

declining competitiveness at home, lower output, job losses and

more off-shore sourcing. Moreover, our industry/government Japan

market opening campaign will be undermined if we allow a Japanese

sleight of hand that cuts their parts surplus with the U.S. by

eating into our already reduced parts trade surplus with Canada.

Our views are well known to Ambassador Yeutter. But, the most

important voices needed now are yours, Mr. Chairman, and those of

the conmiittee members, directing our negotiating team to exclude

automotive aftermarket trade from the agreement, and to focus

instead on sectors where benefits would be mutual.

The U.S. and Canadian auto making and supplier industries are so

integrated that our General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

partners have for 21 years permitted us to enjoy bilateral duty

privileges which are denied them. As comon as is our evolution so.

10
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is the threat posed by foreign firms and governments that deny the

market access available in North America. Where our countries

develop policies for responding to that threat, we urge that the

U.S. adopt the best of Canada's program, especially through prompt

Congressional enactment of our Parts Purchase Incentive Plan. And,

we must oppose policies inimical to American supplier industry

interests. Once we have stopped the immediate threat posed to our

aftermarket by the free trade proposal, we can move to explore the

balance of our automotive trade relationship and determine what, if

any, common interests we wish to pursue.

We appreciate this opportunity to share our views and would be

happy to answer any questions you may have.

11
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In 1960, the U.S. produced over 52% of the cars made worldwide; Japan

produced only 1.3%. In 1970, the U.S. share had fallen to 29%; Japan

was up to 14%. By 1980, Japan had passed us as the frontrunner of

car producing nations with over 24% of the world market; we were down

to under 22%.

The unnatural growth in productivity and price competitiveness of the

Japanese auto parts industry is not simply a function of optimal

management practices and production techniques. The Japanese vehicle

manufacturers have a long established family relationship with most

of their parts suppliers consisting of interlocking directorships and

equity positions, under the aegis of the Central Bank's traditional

practice of selective access to credit. This has resulted in a

highly nationalistic, in-bred, protected and virtually impenetrable

vehicle manufacturer-supplier environment in that country.

With the title of the world's #1 auto producer under their belt, the

Japanese now have set their sights on usurping our position as the

world's leading parts producer. It plans. to reach that goal in the

1980's. In a 1980 report by its Long Term Credit Bank, Japan boasts

that "export ratios of most of the independent auto component

companies will rise, and some of them are setting up production

abroad," in the United States, it should be added.
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Decades of protectionism, such as amazingly low tax rates, enormous

asset depreciation and deferred taxes for costs of developing new

export markets, kept competitors at sea. It has paid off for the

Japanese. As Conerce Secretary Baldrige puts its the Japanese

protected their industry from infancy through a strong growth period,

it made them strong with subsidies and then turned industry loose on

the world and called it free trade.

U.S. parts suppliers face a depressed home market, the potential loss

of 400,000 industry jobs forever, and sharp rises in foreign made

vehicles here and elsewhere in the world. Exporting is essential.

We must export to assure the economies of scale that keep our costs

and prices internationally competitive.

The toll for being locked out of the aftermarket for Japanese

vehicles in Japan, here and in third countries has risen considerably

in recent years as the worldwide car population fills increasingly

with Japanese vehicles. In 1960, Japan exported 4.2i (7,000 units)

of their domestic vehicle production. In 1985 the Japanese exported

over 580 or nearly 4.5 million vehicles. By contrast we export under

8% of our domestic production. Over 50% of the Japanese cars

exported in 1985 ended up within the borders of the U.S. Less than

1% of our U.S. cars exports were able to penetrate Japan's home

market.

The U.S. Government has attempted and failed to promote U.S. made

auto parts through negotiations and sponsorship of industry trade

missions. At the time of the last trade mission to the U.S. in

/1"
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September 1980, both governments set a goal of $300 million in

purchases by the Japanese auto manufacturers with significant gains

thereafter. It is an understatement to say that the Japanese fell

short of that goal. They purchased only a paltry $119 million in

parts in 1981, and a mere $128 million in 1982, particularly

unsatisfactory in light of our $1.7 billion parts trade deficit with

Japan. And by 1985 Japan's parts exports to the U.S. surged past the

$4 billion mark, while the value of U.S. shipments to Japan only

inched ahead to the $190 million level.

We contend, and the Comerce Department backs us up, that this

staggering imbalance is not caused by the lack of quality or price

competitiveness on the part of U.S. made products. Nor can the root

of the problem be attributed to a strong U.S. dollar, high interest

rates or U.S. apathy in developing the Japanese market.

The fundamental cause is Japan's longstanding policies and practices

which encourage exports and discriminate against imports.

In spite of the recent demise of the Japanese import duty, the

delivered prices of foreign vehicles in Japan remains significantly

high. This is due to the import bias which tinges the Japanese

comodity taxes a tax which exempts .exports but is imposed on

imports. Then there are the certification requirements, local

distribution methods, and road taxes which discriminate against the

larger engines of U.S. models.
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These obstacles combined with a panoply of other non-tariff barriers

against U.S. origin parts -- including the withholding of parts

specifications developed behind doors closed to Ug an unwieldy parts

approval system; and that uniquely strong alliance between vehicle

and parts markers -- generally have conspired to prevent outside

competitors from penetrating the walls of their safe and secure

world.

Failure to crack the original equipment market for Japanese vehicles

also precludes us from the highly lucrative replacement parts market.

we want to become recognized as authorized suppliers from which

dealers and buyers of Japanese vehicles around the world can

confidently purchase replacement parts.

The time to act is now... before the aftermarket goes the way of the

U.S. electronics industry, another once strong U.S. industry fallen

victim to Japanese domination through unfair trade policies.

Each member of the Automotive Products Export Council (APEC) is

painfully aware of the injury our industry has suffered. Japan, in

particular, is responsible for this injury. Unlike the U.S., it

belongs to the wone way trade school of thought. While the Japanese

inundate our markets, they will not afford us access to their huge

market.
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We must stop the injury to our industry from becoming chronic. The

times call for extraordinary and immediate steps.

To do so, we propose free trade incentives rather than trade

restrictions. Unlike punitive measures undertaken by other nations,

our plan would offer reward. Rather than repelling a nation's goods,

we would make two way trade mutually beneficial. Had our Parts

Purchase Incentive Plan been in effect in 1985, foreign vehicle

manufacturers could have saved nearly $1.6 billion on their exports

to the U.S. They could have duhe so by purchasing an equivalent

amount of U.S. made parts and accessories.

The Parts Purchase Incentive Plan we propose is a variation on a

familiar theme of duty remission -- already on the books. Item

807.00 of the Tariff Schedule gives firms in foreign nations some

incentives to purchase U.S. components for assembly into finished

goods for sale in the U.S.

For example, a vehicle manufacturer in a foreign country may purchase

U.S. automotive components for assembly into finished vehicles. If

those automobiles or light trucks are sold in the U.S., the value of

U.S. content added may be deducted from the total value. This would

give the value for duty. Since the amount to be charged for duty is

lower, the duty paid would be lower.
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The exhibit shows motor vehicle imports under Item 807.00 from Japan.

1984 MOTOR VEHICLE IMPORTS (ITEM 807.00)

(in thousands of dollars)

COUNTRY TOTAL VALUE ($) DUTY FREE VALUE DUTIABLE VALUE

JAPAN $7,913,794 $ 52,557 $7,861,237

In 1984 vehicle manufacturers in Japan which imported components from

the U.S. and made use of Item 807.00 duty remission saved $1.4

million in duty. The savings came from assessing the duty on a

smaller amount, having first deducted the value of the U.S. content.

Item (A) shows how the current law works. An average $6,400 Japanese

car import with no U.S. content lands in the U.S. The 2.6% ad

valorem duty rate would apply to the $6,400 total value. The $166

duty would make the landed cost of the vehicle $6,566. If the

vehicle manufacturer has used $300 worth of U.S. components, the $300

would be deducted from the $6,400 total value. This would give the

dutiable value of $6,100. When the 2.6% duty rate applies to the

$6,100, the duty owed is $159. The manufacturer has cut $7.00 from

the duty.. .hardly a strong incentive to purchase U.S. goods.

(
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Example (A)

Current Law - Cars

U.S. Parts Ad Valorem Duty Duty Landed Value of
Purchases $ Value $ % $ Cost Deduction,

$6400 -0- 6400 2.6 166 6566 -0-
300 6100 2,6 159.00 6559 7

Car
1000 5400 2.6 140.00 6540 26

By purchasing $1000 in U.S. automotive products, the landed cost

would be $5,400. By using U.S. content for more than 15% of the

vehicle, the manufacturer would save $26 in duty.

Example (AA) shows the same type of comparison for automobile trucks.

With no U.S. content, the 25% duty rate applied to the average

automobile truck's value of $4288 adds $1072 to the vehicle's landed

cost. Purchases of $600 would reduce the dutiable value from $4288

to $3688. Applying the 25% duty rate, the duty would be $922. This

makes the vehicle landed cost $5210. The manufacturer has saved $150

by purchasing $600 of U.S. automotive products.

Example (AA)

Current Law - Automobile Trucks

U.S. Parts Ad Valorem Duty Duty Landed Value of

Purchases Value $ t $ Cost Deduction

$4288 -0- 4288 25.0 1072 5360 -0-

Light 300 3988 25.0 997 5285 75

Truck 600 3688 25.0 922 5210 150
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When the duties are high, as in the case of automobile trucks,

vehicle manufacturers get much more bang for the buck out of the Item

807.00 remission. However, the low auto duty rate, scheduled to go

lower, offers far less incentive to purchase U.S. automotive

products. This is not the only important limitation of the current

law.

It also requires the parts to return on vehicles to the U.S., causing

American parts and accessories manufacturers to lose what otherwise

could be valuable replacement parts sales for U.S. products destined

for foreign markets.

Despite the limited incentive for purchasing car components under

Item 807.00, the exhibit we looked at earlier shows a high level of

interest by vehicle manufacturer. in Japan. That level of interest

given a limited program offers some exciting prospects for use of our

Plan.

Under the Plan, the credit incentive would be much more generous.

One important improvement to the law would spell the difference.

Foreign-based auto makers could receive a credit against the vehicle

duty owed -- a dollar of credit for each dollar of U.S. product

purchased.--Thw-cvdit approach would cut the tax, or duty, itself,

rather than cutting the amount to be taxed as does the current

deduction approach -- a greatly enhanced incentive to buy American.
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Example B shows a manufacturer using $100 in U.S. automotive

products. The $6400 value of the car would have the full duty of

2.6% assessed. The $166 in duty then would be reduced by the $100 of

products purchased. This leaves only $66 in duty. The following

lines show that the amount of dutiable value does not change, as it

does under current law. Rather, when $300 in purchases have been

made, the $166 duty is eliminated. The car lands duty free. Of.

course, the maximum credit allowed is the amount of duty that

normally would be due. For a $6400 car, regardless of the amount of

product purchased over $166, the credit would never exceed $166.

Example (B)

Parts Purchase Incentive Plan - Cars

U.S. Parts Ad Valorem Duty Duty Landed Value of
Purchases $ Value $ % $ Cost Credit $

$6400 $100 $6400 2.6 166 6566 100

300 6400 2.6 166 6400 166
Car

600 6400 2.6 166 6400 166

Example (BB) shows an average automobile truck import with a total

value of $4288. The 25% duty is applied in each instance, and the

duty owed is always $1072. The credits against the duty owed are

shown for the various purchase levels of $100, $300 and $600. The

maximum credit permitted is $1072.
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Example (BB)

Parts Purchase Incentive Plan - Automobile

U.S. Parts Ad Valorem Duty Duty Landed

Purchases S Value S a S Cost

100

300

600

4288

4288

4288

25.0

25.0

25.0

1072

1072

1072

5260

5060

4760

Trucks

Value of

Credit S

100

300

600

COMPARISON OF DUTY OWED

Landed value of car

2.6t duty when car has

no U.S. parts

Duty charged if $100 in

U.S. parts were purchased

Duty saved by manufacturer

Present Law

$6400

166

163.80

2.20

Parts Purchase

Incentive Plan

$6400

166

66

100

Under the Plan, a vehicle manufacturer in a foreign country would

purchase U.S. parts and accessories, and have them shipped to one of

its foreign plants. The Secretary of Comuerce would devise the means

to monitor the purchase orders and exports. The manufacturer then

exports cars and/or automobile trucks to the U.S. When they land,

the duty rates are applied, 2.6% for cars and 25% for automobile

trucks.

$4288

Automobile

Truck
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In another major improvement to current law, the Plan would base the

auto mti s's duty credits on the total amount of products purchased,

with no stricture that the parts reenter the U.S. Ideally, the car

makers would install the products or stock them as replacements for

use anywhere in the world -- opening the highly lucrative global

aftermarket. In fact, even if none of the parts and accessories

reenter the U.S., the credit would not be jeopardized.

1985 MAXIMUM PARTS PURCHASE

IMPORT TYPE UNITS

INCENTIVE PLAN CREDITS

AVERAGE MAXIMUM TOTAL MAXIMUM
.eCRRDrT I| CRRDTT (11

Japanese Cars 2,527,479 166 419,561,514

Japanese Automobile

Trucks 804,006 1,072 861,894,432

All other Cars 722,659 327 236,309,490

All other Automobile

Trucks 31,312 1,948 61,000,000

TOTAL MAXIMUM CREDIT

(ALL SOURCES) 1,578,765,436

Of-all the advantages that recommend this plan, none is greater than

the volume of sales and jobs it would generate for our suppliers.

Manufacturers of cars and light trucks in foreign countries could

land their vehicles in the U.S. duty free, by using an average of

$161 in automotive products per $6400 car and $1072 in products per

$4288 automobile trucks. They would save $1.6 billion in duty, and

that translates into $1.6 billion in U.S. automotive product exports.
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Additional sales of $1.6 billion would more than pay for the Plan

through revenue feedback from higher corporate and personal tax

receipts and transfer payment savings.

Commerce Department calculations cite a cost to the Treasury of $1

billion in lost revenues and transfer payments for every 30,000

unemployed workers. Secretary Baldrige has also cited statistics

that every $1 billion in manufactured exports yield 33,000

manufacturing jobs. Hence, our Plan could have generated 52,800 jobs

in original equipment supply alone. The benefit to the Treasury from

those 52,800 workers would total $1.76 billion -- more than enough to

offset the cost of the program.

Let's also look at the income 52,800 jobs can add to the economy. In

1985, a U.S. automotive supplier industry worker earned an average of

$12.82 an hour in wages. Fifty-two thousand eight hundred workers

earning $513 a week would add more than $1.4 billion in earnings.

The Transportation System Center estimates that a dollar of lost

purchasing power leads to a two-dollar decline in local income. Use

of our program to stimulate $1.6 billion in exports could reverse

that bleak trend for 52,800 workers and their communities -- adding

more than $2.8 billion to local income. This means 52,800 workers,

who otherwise would curb their purchases and draw down their savings,

once more could be consumers and savers.
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A BL APPENDIX H

To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States to create a
passenger automobile and automobile truck part and accessory
duty remission item classification. Be it enacted by the
Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,

SECTION I. FZNDNOSv PURPOSE.

(a) FINDINGS. - The Congress finds that -

(1) in recent years the United States has been inun-
dated with importations of foreign-built passenger auto-
mobiles and automobile trucks,

(2) these importations have been stimulated in large
part by the low duty rates imposed on passenger automobiles
by the United States,

(3) as a result of the large volume of importations of
foreign-built passenger automobiles and automobile trucks,
the United States automotive industry has suffered immea-
surable economic injury,

(4) the economic injury which has occurred has not
been limited to the domestic automotive industry but has
also been felt by'domestic suppliers of automotive parts and
accessories,

(S) unusual and immediate measures are required to
reverse the economic injury to the United States automotive
industry and to prevent further injury.

(b) PURPOSE. - it is the purpose of this Act to provide an
incentive for motor vehicle manufacturers in foreign
countries to purchase UniteA States automotive components by
establishing a passenger automobile and automobile truck
part and accessory duty remission item classification under
the Tariff Schedules of the United States wtch would allow
for the remission of duties on imported passenger automo-
biles and automobile trucks under certain circumstances.

SECTION 2. MOTOR VEHICLE PART AND ACCESSORY REMISSION
CLASSIFICATION.

(a) IN GENERAL. - Subpart 8 of Part 3. of Schedule A of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States (19 United States Code
1 1202) is amended by inserting the following new item,
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ITEM 807.50

."motor vehicles classified under Item 692.10 and Item
692.02 of the Tariff Schedules, manufactured in a foreign
country which have installed thereon parts and accessories
produced in the United States Which (a) were exported in
condition ready for assembly without further fabrication,
(b) have noat lost their physical identity in such articles
by change in form, shape or otherwise, and (c) have not been
advanced in value or improved in condition abroad except by
being assembled and except by operations incidental to the
assembly process such as cleaning, lubricating, and paint-
ing. Providing that such United States origin parts and
accessories have been exported from the United States, the
imported motor vehicles may contain motor vehicle parts and
accessories equivalent to and in lieu of the United States
motor vehicle parts and accessories exported from the United
States.w

(b) DT RATE. - The duty. ascrLbod to Item 807.50 shall be
as follows i

OA duty upon the full value of the imported motor
vehicle, which duty is reduced by the cost or value of such
products of the United States, even though products in lieu
thereof may have been installed on the motor vehicle. (See
headnote 3 of this subpart. )

SECTION 3. CADUOTE REVISION.

(a) IN GENZRAL. - Readnote 3 of Subpart 3 of Part I of
Schedule 8 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (19
United States bde 5 1202) is amended by altering the title
of the headnote from "Articles assembled abroad with compo-
nents produced in the United States" to "A.rticles assembled
abroad with components produced in the United States or
components in lieu thereof."

(b) InCLUSION OF ITD4 807.50. - Readnote 3 shall be amended
to apply to Item 507.50 as well as Item 807.00.

(c) REVSION OF READIOTE 3(b). - Ieadnote 3(b) is amended
by redesignating such headnote as 3(c) and by amending the
first sentence by inserting at the beginning thereof the
clause - "For purposes of Item, 07.00.0

Cd) ADOM 3(b) 3.ELACD4Efr. - Subpart a Readnotes of
Part I of Schedule 8 of the Tariff Schedules is amended by
inserting the following new eadnote 3(b).

/65-703 - 87 - 6
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For purposes of Item 807.50, the
value of the products in lieu of pro-
ducts of the United States assembled
into the imported articles shall be
deemed the same as the value of products
of the United States as referenced in
the above sections (a), Mi) and (ii).1

(e) HEADNOTE 3(d). - Subpart 3 Headnotes of Part 1 of
Schedule 8 of the Tariff Schedules is amended by inserting
the following new Neadnote 3(d).

"For purposes of item 807.50, the
duty on the imported article shall be at
the rate which would apply to the
imported article itself, as an entirety
without constructive separation of its
components, in its condition as imported
if it were not within-the purview of
this subpart. If the. imported article
is subject to a specific or compound
rate o! duty, the total duties shall be
reduced by -An amount equal to the cost
or value of such products of the United
States installed on the imported arti-
cle. Should products in lieu of pro-
ducts of the United States be installed
on the imported article their cost or
value shall be deemed the same as the
cost or value of the products of the
United States for which they are substi-
tuted. Under no circumstances will a
credit be granted for the value of pro-
ducts in excess of the duty due."

(f) READNOTE 3(e). - Subpart 3 feadnotes of Part 1 of
Schedule 8 of the Tariff Schedules is amended by inserting
the following new Readnote 3(e)..

"for purposes of Item 807.50, all
parties who meet the general requirements and
applicable regulations of Item 807.50 shall
receive the duty treatment specified therein
during 1983. Thereafter, any party reque4t-
ing Item 807.50 treatment during any given
year must for the immediate prior year (first
base year) meet the following criteria,

The requesting party's per-
centage, as calculated in United
States dollars, of its purchases
of United States origin passenger

-3 -
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auto, bile and/or automobile
truck parts and accessories to
its exports of passenger automq-
biles and/or automobile trucks to
the UniteA States must either in-
crease or remain constant over
the previous year (second base
year).

In the event there is any decrease in
dollar volume of purchases of United States
origin parts and vccessories in any given
year .by the requesting party, such party will
be inelLgible to receive Item 807.50 treat-
ment for the immediate subsequent year. This
ineligibility shall apply even though there
may have. existed a corresponding or greater
decrease in exports of passenger automobiles
and/or automobile trucks to the United States
resulting in an overall percentage increase
or percentage constant in purchases of United
States origin parts. and accessories to ex-
ports of passenger automobiles and/or auto-
mobile trucks to the United States.

Once a decrease in dollar volume of pur-
chases of United States origin parts and
accessories has occurred, the requesting
party will again be eligible to receive item
807.50 treatment once the previous high in
dollar volume of purchases of United States
origin parts and accessories has been reached
or surpassed. For purposes of such calcula-
tions, the previous high in purchases of
United States origin parts and accessories
shall remain the base figure until it has
been surpassed. The base figure for exports
shall be the actual figure for the base year
in use."

SECTION 4. AUTHORITY TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS.

The Secretary of the Treasury is expressly authorized
t o promulgate and implement regulations for the regulation
of the foregoing legislation..

SECTION S. EfCTIVE DATE.

The amendments made by Sections 2(a) and (b), Sections
A(4), (b), (c), (d), (e) and f) and Section 4 shall apply
with respect to articles entered or withdrawn from warehouse
for consumption on or after January 1, 1983.

- 4 -
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SECTION 6. STUDY TO DETERMINE WAYS TO INCREASE THE USE OF
AMERICAN-MADE NEW AND REPLACEMENT PARTS BY FOREIGN
MANUFACTURERS AND OF DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES
AFFECTING DOMESTIC. PRODUCTION OF MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS

Within one year after the date of the enactment of this
act, the Secretary of Commerce shall undertake an investi-
gation and submit to Congress a written report determining
how to increase the use of American-made new and replacement
motor vehicle parts by foreign manufacturers. The investi-
gation and report shall also encompass the policies and
practices that are used by vehicle manufacturers to cause
United States motor vehicle dealers to choose foreign-made
replacement parts for motor vehicles rather than domes-
tically produced parts. Such report shall include but not
be limited to recommended administrative or legislative
action that the Secretary considers appropriate to increase
the use of American-made new and replacement motor vehicle
parts by foreign manufacturers and to assure that domestic
producers of replacement parts are accorded fair access to
the United States market for such parts.

- 5-
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APPENDIX I

PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO GRANT RELIEF TO THE
UNITED STATES AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY BY CREATING

AN INCENTIVE FOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS IN
FOREIGN COUNTRIES TO PURCHASE UNITED STATES

ORIGIN AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS

A. Introduction And Proposal Outline

Foreign-made passenger automobiles and automobile

trucks have inundated United States' markets in recent years.

Our low duty rates on these items in large part stimulated the

imports. Schedule 6 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States

sets no quota restrictions and assesses a low duty rate of 2.8%

ad valorem on passenger automobiles. Foreign vehicle manufac-

turers place great weight on our low duty rates, evidenced by the

negative reaction to a reclassification raising the duty on auto-

mobile truck cab and chassis from 4% ad valorem to 25% ad

valorem. Our duty rates contrast starkly with those of our major

trading partners, such as France, Italy, Germany, The United

Kingdom and Canada which impose duty rates on automobiles as high

as 14% ad valorem. Many of these nations also restrict the

number of vehicle imports.

The flood of foreign-built passenger automobile and

automobile.truck imports has caused the United States automotive

industry immeasurable economic harm. The injury has devastating

effects that reach well beyond vehicle manufacturers to the

thousands of original equipment and replacement parts suppliers.

The damage is rending the entire United States economy. The

injury must not develop into a chronic condition. We must take

extradordinary and immediate steps to halt that deterioration.,
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Our plan offers foreign vehicle manufacturers the

incentive to save hundreds of millions of dollars by purchasing

United States made automotive products. The plan would create a

new passenger automobile and automobile truck component duty

remission item classification under the Tariff Schedules of the

United States. This is a novel approach to the duty remission

provisions now in the law. The current duty remission provisions

permit the value of United States made parts to be deducted front

the value of the vehicles upon which they enter the United

States, before the duty is applied.

The effective duty reductions have afforded little

incentive for purchasing products made in the United States and,

since the parts must return on vehicle imports .to this country,

the current provision foregoes the prospect of installing United

States made products on vehicle shipments to third markets. Our

plan addresses both limitations. First, it provides a credit

that could reduce the amount of duty on a vehicle import one

dollar Zor every dollar of United States product which the manu-

facturer purchases. While current law cuts the amount to he

taxed, our plan cuts the tax itself. Second, our plan opens the

door to valuable aftermarket sales opportunities worldwide, since

installing United States origin parts on vehicles bound for other

countries does not jeopardize the credit.

The first stage in the voluntary plan is for the

vehicle manufacturers in a foreign country to purchase United

States origin parts and accessories. The Secretary of the
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Treasury will prescribe regulations to monitor the purchase

orders and exports.

In the second stage, when the vehicle manufacturer

exports to the United States, Customs officials will calculate

the amount of duty on the full value of the automobi-les and

automobile trucks at the rate of 2.8% ad valorem and 25% ad

valorem, respectively. The duty then will be reduced by an

amount equal to the cost or value of United States origin parts

and accessories purchased if either such parts and accessories or

equivalent parts and accessories are installed on the motor

vehicle.

Vehicle manufacturers in foreign countries who partici-

pate in the voluntary program will pay effective duty rates well

below 2.8% ad valorem and 25% ad valorem. In fact, there is

incentive for them to purchase enough United States products to

land their vehicles in the United States duty free. However,

under no circumstances will a credit for the value of parts be

granted in excess of the duty otherwise due.

The proposed program would be Iavailable to all foreign-

based motor vehicles manufacturers during its first year of

operation. Thereafter, the program would only be available to

foreign-based motor vehicle manufacturers who for the prior year

maintained or increased the percentage as calculated in United

States dollars, of their purchases of United States origin auto-

motive parts and accessories to their exports of motor vehicles

to the United States. In the event there was a decrease in

dollar volume of purchases of United States origin parts and
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accessories in any given year, 'the foreign-based manufacturer

would be ineligible to receive the duty credits for the immediate

subsequent year. This ineligibility would apply even though

there may have existed a corresponding or greater decrease in

exports resulting in an overall percentage increase or percentage

constant in purchases of United States origin automotive parts

and accessories to exports of motor vehicles to the United

States. Once a decrease in dollar volume of purchases of United

States origin parts and accessories has occurred, the foreign-

based manufacturer would again be eligible to participate in the

program once the previous high in purchases of United States

origin parts and accessories has been reached or surpassed.

The program will be totally voluntary and the Secretary

of the Treasury will prescribe regulations for its implementation

and functioning.

8. Section Analysis of Proposed Legislation

Section 1 of the proposed legislation outlines the

findings of Congress and purposes of the Act.

Section 2 of the proposed legislation provides for a

new item classification in the Tariff Schedules of the United

States. This item classification could effectively lower the

duty rates provided by the Tariff Schedules. It reduces the

amount of duty due by an amount equal to the value of the United

States origin parts and accessories which the vehicle manufac-

turer purchases and may install on motor vehicles.
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The new item classification imposes a duty upon the

full value of the passenger automobile or automobile truck. That

duty Ls then reduced dollar for dollar by the cost or value of

United States products purchased, even though the manufacturer

may install non-United States made equivalent products on its

exports to the United States. However, a credit will not be

granted for the value of purchases of United States origin

products in excess of the actual duty due.

Section 3 of the proposed legislation makes the

necessary amendments to the applicable headnotes in order that

the value and cost of the United States parts and accessories or

parts and accessories in lieu thereof can be determined for duty

purposes. It further provides that after the initial year of the

program, eligibility for the program will be directly linked to

the dollar volume of automotive parts and accessories purchases

as they relate to the volume of motor vehicle imports. Once the

amendments are enacted, the revised headnotes will read as

follows:

3. Articles assembled abroad with components
produced in the United States or components in lieu
thereof. -- The following provisions apply only to

f Items 807.00 and 807.50.

(a) The value of the products of the United
States assembled into the iported article shall be --

(i)tho cost of such products at the time of
the last purchase; or

--i)if no charge is made,-the value of such
products at the time of the shipment for
exportation,

as set out in the invoice and entry papers; except that, if the
appraiser concludes that the amount so set out does not represent

- 5 -
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a reasonable cost or value, then the value of such products shall
be determined in accordance with section 402 of this Act.

(b) For purposes of Item 807.50, the value of the
products in lieu of products of the United States assembled into
the imported article shall be deemed the same as the value of
products of the United States as referenced in the above sections
(a), (I) and (ii).

(c) -For purposes of Item 807.00, the duty on the
imported arti-cle shall be at the rate which would apply to the
imported article itself, as an entirety without constructive
separation of its components, in its condition as imported if it
were not within the purview of this subpart. If the imported
article is subject to a specific or compound rate of duty, the
total duties shall be reduced in such proportion as the cost or
value of such products of the United States bears to the full
value of the imported article.

(d) For purposes of Item 807.50, the duty on the
imported article shall be at the rate which would apply to the
imported article itself, as an entirety without constructive
separation of its components, in its condition as imported if it
were not within the purview of this subpart. If the imported
article is subject to a specific or compound rate of duty, the
total duties shall be reduced by an amount equal to the cost or
value of such products of the United States installed on the
imported article. Should products in lieu of products of the
United States be installed on the imported article their cost or
value shall be deemed the same as the cost or value of the
products of the United States for which they are substituted.
Under no circumstances will a credit be granted for the value of
products in excess of the duty due.

(e) For purposes of Item 807.50, all parties who
meet the general requirements and applicable regulations of Item
807.50 shall receive the duty treatment specified therein during
1983. Thereafter, any party requesting Item 807.50 treatment
during any given year must for the immediate prior year (first
base year) meet the following criteria:

The requesting party's percentage, as
calculated in United States dollars, of its
purchases of United States origin passenger
automobile and/or automobile truck parts and
accessories to its exports of passenger auto--
mobiles and/or automobile trucks to the
United States must either increase or remain
constant over the previous year (second base
-year). - °

In the event there is any decrease in dollar volume of
purchases of United States origin parts and accessories in any
given year by the requesting party, such party will be ineligible
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to receive Item 807.50 treatment for the immediate subsequent
year. This ineligibility shall apply even though there may have,
existed a corresponding or greater decrease in exports of pas-
senger automobiles and/or automobile trucks to the United States
resulting in an overall percentage increase or percentage con-
stant in purchases of United States origin parts and accessories
to exports of passenger automobiles and/or automobile trucks to
the United States.

Once a decrease in dollar volume of purchases of United
States origin parts and accessories has occurred, the requesting
party will again be eligible to receive Item 807.50 treatment
once the previous high in dollar volume of purchases of United
States origin parts and accessories has been reached or sur-
passed. For purposes of such calculations, the previous high in
purchases of United States origin parts and accessories shall
remain the base figure until it has been surpassed. The base
figure for exports shall be the actual figure for the base year
in use.

Section 4. of the proposed legislation.authorizes the

Secretary of the Treasury to promulgate and implement regulations

for the regulation of the program.

Section 5 of the proposed legislation establishes the

effective date of the Act to be January 1, 1983.

Section 6 of the proposed legislation directs the

Secretary of Commerce to undertake a study to determine ways to

increase the use of American-made new and replacement motor

vehicle parts by foreign manufacturers. The study is also to

encompass the policies and practices that are used by vehicle

manufacturers to cause United States motor vehicle dealers to

choose foreign-made replacement parts for motor vehicles rather

than domestically produced parts. A report of the study is to be

submitted to Congress within one year of the date of enactment of

the Act. It is to contain recommended administrative and

legislative action to increase the use of American-nade new and
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replacement motor vehicle parts by foreign manufacturers and to

assure that domestic producers of replacement parts are accorded

fair access to the United States market for such parts.
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APPENDIX J

CHAPTER F. 10

An Att to provide for the financial adminta-
trMiotn of the Government of Cnada.
the auOth of the public Occt tnts and the
rinancia control of erown tcipaariuitno

91111T TITLE:
,,w I. This Act may be rited as Ow Fim4ntWo

Adnirnmto.Ireli Act. R.8. c. I I.l.. 1.

13. In thu Act
•,m, "approprate Minitecr" meaner.

() with respect to a depaitment enfiotned
~ in patlraph le) uf the ,efinitk ,

"department". the Miniver presiding ower
the department.
(0 with respect to any other department
the M winiverdesaginated hy the l3overnor in
Council " the appropiate Mamtiver.
ld with -pm to oheSen-up and rhe House
of Commons. the replete Speal,. and
with respect to the Labry -it Parliouent.
the Spete, of he Stete and the Houe
of Commons. and
fie itch respect to a corpocation to which
Prut VUI applies, the 4int er deitnald
by the Coveenot in Council as he appro-
priat Miniaer:

'Wofw' "appropiatkn" means anv authority. Of
MONS. Parlani fe pay mutwy uut of the

Cuntultdated Revenue Fund:
•.dfuws "authonued satn" means any pe.on author.

' ad, by rhe Minlster int acep, 4uwnpitorn
tOro, maiele, @1 o setitwe:

di,,''.,, " dazled Revenue Fund" mfem the
o,, 0 £4i ga,,e .1 all ,.ubli m.neys (ha a on

CHAPrTRE F. 10

Loi pourvoyant & Ildmnnwtratton finane0tr
du gouvernement du Canada. & Ik
wdrificaion des compies publics et su
roatr6le financier dee toeporation de Is
Coumane

I. La prismnte lot petl flre itA 4onu, e r
ti e: Li ft r odtoi,.simfin finriOre,. S R.
c. 116..art. I.

2. Dans Ia pri sent lot tO ,uN -
-aeto auforieI sIgnifio rOtw, personie .'e, ",.r

autorid, e psr I@ .Min.re & acceptor des , '
moueeriptiom & dee valptr, ou & en vendre:

.agmlt financier. pignifie. Is Bariue dii '
Canada o ft ag&went financier nomm aux "
teres dte Is Pan i IV.

.atunde financir.,. dsigne Ia pinde coon. "J-
mengam Ii, prmier avril d'une ,tnnh et ...A W
termisnt aIi trente ei un man de Iannole
suivailt;

•biet. pubhls d4bigmn iow lee biens, autre.
qui des deniers. appa enant h $. Majesty l ,
du chef du Canada:

eerfdit, signifie tout# auroristion du Parle. .
meoat h payee une .omme d'agat le It- ,
Fonds du rev.nu consoliad:

-dien publiew, sitifie touts somme d'a-
gent appartenano au Coaada reue, ou
perue pa i receiver gin" ou foul sutre
(onetionnairs public on i~s flualki of'fiioe.

ou touted persone n utortus i osk & tvoit ou
peecevoir une ,tie snme d'ament. ot
cmpend
a) le droits of revenues du Canada.
b) lee mma.e dargena emprunodfs; pat It

65-703 - 87 - 7
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S M111p. F.16 Admim elsto finacnib Parties It

at rues fied by the Minister with the lee taut tid. par it Maire. et auxdir, iautt.
approval of the Overnor i Councti. RA.. e. amee I'approbttidn du Mouverneur en con,,Il.
1l1,. &20. 1,R.. C. 116 art. n20.

41,g" a If. Where the Senate or Howe of Cow-
j. mosi by resolution or punuant to any rule

or alandiag order. authorises a refund of
pubic moe tha wu received Ia respect o
any pece dlp before Parliament, the
Receiver General may pay the refund (ut of
the Consolidated Itevenue Fund. RB..J.. 116.
L.21; 141, C. 27. 8. I9.

(emsAt 1?. (1) The Governor io Councl. on the
peo nreImedio of the Treasury Board.

wbenever he coasiden it in the public interet.
may remit any ta. fee or penalty.

16. Lmu e S nt ou I& Chambr des t . .
r iusun s. W "al hion O em vertu do .- ,-.. .,,

quelque rftll ou article tle rflgement. autori ...
us reamboureement de denlen publics requo & -
I'dgard do procedures -levant to Pazlement. It
Mircur F.*Okal pout afertuer If remhourcs.

meant & al o I Fnul dlu revenue ns.onsiidd
S.R.. c. 116. art. 21, I11MW. e. 2. it. 19.

ll. (1) Sur I& rpeoinmandation .lu nmei It-
du Trisr. It gouvernrtr en Conseail poui.
chaque foi qu'il It jUe t'infirlt public.
remetire tout impdl. roit o41 prinm

bsiW.m (M ) A rmission pursuant to this section (21) Vne retmon aln I- prdrent article p".
loWei., " wmay be total or partial. .vinditunal or ftre totale on parfihll. conslittitinelle ,it

unc0ndilional, ad may I I.rntol al'eolue. e acco ri
(a) before. aie, ,ir p hneling any siil or
peoceedingj for the werory of the tax, fee
or penalty in 1e1pI of rhich it t sratled;
(6) before or after any payment thereof hu
been Iae or enforce hy pnaie or
ezecuto; a d
le) in the mate of a Ia or f,. in any
partiular cAe. or cl ,I cue hAlWe
rhe liability therefor ar.s

Tom 4 (3) A remisuion purouant "o thas setion
mmo" may be wanted

(a) by forbearnl to institute a suit 4r
proteedinl for the reVe of the tx, fee
or penalty in reepet of which the rem Lsion
is pSmted;
(19 by delaying. s"tayin or livtoninuin;
any suit or proceeing already instituted;
(. by forbearing to enforce. staying or
abandoning any execution or pnem upon
ay judgment;
(* by the entry of satisfaction upon any
judgaI at; or
ld by repaving any miu of money paid to
or recovered by the Receiver General for
:he tax. (e or penalty.

a) avant. aprs oui pendint une potirvsaie
ou procedure en criwrement tie l'impoM.
du droit ou sle (a poine I I%'irard dte laquelle
a rermni est otirovyid.

1) avant oU jpr#* ,iUnt pa lment en a i
effectud ou pouruiivl liar vote do Jroit oil
Pais. PedcuIson: f.
.j oil s'agit fun tmnp6t nu roit. dard tout
Ca pat iculief? Ass tf eOie10 all cU
partictilie at avant qe Ia responrabiliti &
cot #ard pronne natwanev.

(J) Vtne remise solon te pr ,ent article poul '
lire acmortWe

a) par Vabr, rentnn tiintenter tine poursuito
ou peocdure et reiuvre tn ale l'imp6t.
du droit ou de N pein. & lcard do Isquel o
s rmie eMt ocmyhr:
6) par 'ajournmensnt. Is .sipension o a&
discontinuaiim le soute pousuite nu
procEdure d#ijk intenik:
C par I'Aistention do pounum 'oule
exdcution ou voise de droil ur jugemetl,
par Ia stipepioa ou i'abandon d'une
ezdeutsit ou voe de droit do to $enre
ad par l'inecription de I'cuIssitement d'n-
bllptiou eur jugement: ou
4 par Ii remboaaromen! de route somme
d'arget payde au rorevoeir gln"ra ou
remcwrde par to demoaer. pour la'mp~l. It
droit ou I& poine.

Naiesmal (4) Where a remission ws ranted under this (4) Loisqu'ute remtse eot accordle ut
sectionn eubimc to a condition. ad the torme du prdmet article tuo riserve d*une ,",,WO&POW
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Fimatr-cw Adanjura oa

condition is not performed. i may be enoreed,
or all proceeding may be had as if therm hadbeen so remission.

Ota,,, IS) A conditional romisioa, upon perform-
mem," ance of the condition. and An uncunditional

remains. have effect an of the remision was
made a(Jer the Fta. fee or penalty in repeat
of which it wa granted had been sued for
and recovered.

4v. . (6) No tax paid to Her Maje y on any
pump goods shall be remitted by reason only that

after the payment of the tax and after releae
from the control of customs or exeW officers.
the goods were Ism 4r destroyed.

condition of 'ue lacontiition nert pasremplie.
rele pout fire mie k exlcutton, ou tmutes
proedum peuvrnl avair lcur cours coma
$'ii n' availt pa eu de riamfie.

(5) L'ne remim condit ionnelle, nor I' rom- orf ,o,
plinsmernt de It condition, et une rem ,, .
aboulow int It mdme Wets jue si Ia remise
avail itE opre apeks Is rcleainayon to to
rnouvrement de I'imp6t. du dinit tao de It
paine h I'egrd de laquelle ele a d octroyde.

(6) Auun imp6t payd & Sa Maja-ri -air des t '. ,,,.
machamclse ,uek'onques ne doil iri rems
du seul fail qu lea marchandises ont 6t4
perdues ou ditruites. aptih qu' dd pay#
l'imp6t to Is4 I. contr6le des fonctionnaires
de Is doua ou Je I'wlise.

'aS j7) Remisions santed under this or any (7) Len rviianas actorddes scion I& prdnte Itc
other.Act maybepaidoutofheCoolidited loi ou Joulte str lei peuvent ire payile &
Revenue Fund. mfme I# Fonds du rervenu cunsolidd.

It-i. (8) A slatemena of each remission of one
thousand dollan or more panted under thin
section shall be reported to the Howe of
Common in the Public Accounts.

x'f.., 19) Where a penalty imposed by any law"tft" relating to the revenue has been wholly and
unconwitionally remitted pursuant to this
section.. the remission hu the effect of a
pinion fur 'he offen-e for which the penalty
wans aamurred. inl rhereaher the offieate has
no lepl effect Prejudicial to the person to
whom the renmuson was granted.

r,,,t 10) In thms s twn "ra" includes any tas.
impost, duty or tull payable to fir Majesty.
amrpooed or authoed to be imposed by any
Art of Parliastent. and pettyt" includes
any forfetture or pecunt y penalty imposed.
or authorized to be imposed by any Act of
Parliament for any contravention of the laws
relating to the t..llecliun of the revenue, or to
lhe management of any public work producing
toll or revenue. notwithstanding that pan of
such foreiture or penalty is paysble to the
informer or prosecutor. or to any other peson.
RS.. c. 11 s. .22; 19649.c, .27. s. I9.

,'..,.',ah. IS. I) The Governor in Council. on the
recommendaion of Treasury Board. may
make regulations authorutag deletion from
the acrcounts. im whole or in p rt, of any
obligatin o debt due to Her Majisy orany

0A) Vn dit de. cheque remise de mall. nepo,
dollars ou plw, ccohdde .uus le regime du
present article. doit Irv signaldIt I & Chamb e
dee 4onmunen darns len compmn publics.

(9) LE.ateu'une pine infligde par une loi Etfar,
relative au reveou a E premise entikmreent
Pt &nia condition d'apris It present article. In
remiso a I'fer d'un ptdon pour l'anrraron
i Ialtard d lUasitelle Is pine a ld encvurr,,.
et. pAr Ia nlile. l'tnfraeton n's auun ffe
taridilue prelitaishle & Is persenne Jul a

obtenu Is remise.
(10) lan le prsenr arile. l'espreasion ,lw.! -

.ump6i. comprend toute txe. amp6t ou droat "
payable $ 3a Majea. irabli ou done
ldtabliement oot autorsI par route lot du
Parlement. tl I'espremion -paine. CoInpreful
tout* confiscation ou peane pkutniaire infli-
goe., ou don't Iampootaon sea aurortsel, par
une oi du Pardemen pour one contravention
aux lots str lI perception du revenue ou Ia
Satton de tout navrage public produisant un
droat ou revenu, ben qu'une petot de cette
conficaton ou poine soir psyable au denon-
ranteur ou poursuivant. ou & toute Suite
permonne. S.R.. r. 116. an 22; 19 -. c. 27.
an, It.

IL8 (I) Le souverneur en con cal, sur Ia D,.,
rocommandatioa du counsel du Trdorw, peut
,dicter den glementa atortat & retranoer
den compte. en toalitt ou en pan ste. tue
obl nation ou det snvera e Majes ou

3M
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Douana el Acic

*1 ,a MEMORANDUM 06-4

jitawa. June 13. 190

SUBJECT

AUTOMOIBILI COMPONENTS
REUIWONM OROER

•his e momuie ,ana sod splas the coilons
u.Jer which * rmnkiboa may bI pld node tihe A e mblle
Coimponeansts embium (O irder.

ORDER REECTING THE REMISIMON OF A
PORTION OP THE CUSTOMS DUTY AND SALES TAX

POYAmLE ON AUTOMOBILES PROUCID IN A
FOREIGN COUNTRY BY A MANUFACTURER WHO

HAS IMPORTED FOR INSTALLATION ON THE
AUTOMOBILES CANADIAN MANUFACTURED

AUTOMOBILE COMPONENTS

n40et TITLE

1. l-iis tro veUT be Oiesi anthe 4 estffolmbme Cumwpo-uiol

nOS IR 5 lTATiOR

2. t. tisi( s. ,

C.IAJdaA dtitlmobled v-nme."ests" mieAA partis ad access.
"wis w Pons ihertt( that do manufaitured i (:.iods

ndl ospurnesl cnt 0 Canda r urn i the Rmnufct-ur
-,I utm'mobiles in a,,,n couo"ntry.

"deaieid impo"ec" measa a penn. who imports aucoimi-
btles onto Casads t hi ore muaufacturtl in a 'otei co e-
try and who ba base ielsipated by hai nusnnfclulr o1
hb ausruemobl to be rtse manufacturer repewa niloe

ins Canada;

-pion period' man$
(a) C6a period commencift on May 5. 1973 and endwn ons
July 31. 19"5. sad
(b) say mbmqewe l-moodh period comrnacinl on
August I atsad edin on July .1a.

atovl of cuirroe 0u'ly

1. (I) Subject to ubictrnnm (2) ad (3), remisne of the
customs duty ipeciad in Schednle A to the Cltaom. rwf
it hseby granted to each daaigosted layoner In risect of
automobies rasitactuvod is a fotipcw laporcod by
him Iniao Canadot during; rtme kioe peioitd.,

Oaws.1 liljuin 19R0

OBCNIT 0 REMIMS SUN LES PIECES
COMPOSANTES W'AUTOMOBILES

La prist minmorsadn dicrki at .zpllqus lea coo4iton
te Vat desqueilas 1r mrom. peut dire accordie confosmi

most dkm do revole e. Ie puree composnnies d'augo
mobiles.

PECRET CONCERNANT LA REMIS11 DUNE PARrTE
DEE OROITS Of 0OUANE IT 0S LA TAXI! 01

VENTS PAYASLES SUR LES AUTOMOBILE& Di
FABRICATION iTRANdGRIE PAR UN FABRICA .T
OUI A IMPORTS. POUR INSTALLATION y.UR CES

AUTOMOBILIS. DOES PIECiS COMPOSANTES
AUTOMOBILES PAARIGUE5S AU CANADA

I. La pr4son Mcrat peu dire citi sous Is titre: Dicvv, le
rewobe o, Ie pvces compoy.ttr d juroo.ob iles.

*lTUIIRUTAT)IM

2. Dana I. pO-nit d6crt.
"laporaieur Jdlnps" *tenmond d'uai personae qui imports

au Canada des automobiles do (abrcation itrangire at qui
a k6 d6Alp* par k fabrlcanc do coa.uomabiloa comm,
Is epepdwtuate do ceui-ci as Canada,

"pidode dlmponatuon" dingn.
a) In pirlode commeonpnt Is 6 mal 197S at w torminat
to 31 juill 197$.es
b) toute piiods sabolquente do 12 mois commencant Is
W agt e so tteameian Is 31 juilee;

"pOlce compoomna d'auornobiei fosrtlqude au Canada"
diuiga. I" pleiat acceoei on places daccemobev qui
so (ibdquis aa it of epons du C"aa pouw
&u vdiis dae In (abricado d'auiomobdes A i lsngpv.

11M11S10 DOIT0 I 4 OUAN

3. (I) Sous rds"oe das pjoaragosa (2) at (3). ta accordie
i sou lealaspuponardpdsle minM d dsolu do dona.
9i4Wu dain I Hats A do Twl do, do~ In I'ipd des
seromobiln frbwemils I I'£ersnm r at imporens as Coat
Per on lbnpooor 4dIa as coo" do In pidode dltpMP.
titiom Al
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(&)that has istalled shemst
fiji 'aum.,elu auviio,,bulr * ,si,,inftta ssds ,,a,.i equipI. !

out
fll) .s.si . .o.isld sieqs,.o' .. oii.,a i. sml u irm.,I ek
t-a.Alun a,,Olis-Jil ,iisur ..ss% ,.pistcJ by she1

(i) in *-sprl , which ,MI Laii lose sivwback has Icm
paid) in respecl a( she C maism duomldle csmpisena.

(2) list aenist isJ the cosisis Jut y remteds ps.--sas to
stse.tus (I) i uo au m n equal ts. the differeecc betsee

(a) the Lsisnme dvey payable sin slseuspsed autsimsbiles.
And
(h) Io u sigris Juy thai ,,Ilil have s n payable if the
value roe sissy is! die isytieted asasinnibiles. had lice.

Juced lhy deisssil as asm,,i determined by sIe
Ilepsty Minister ci( Nacismal keveue fes Cedssini al
Facing as she fai imneeet valise .! the as usuibsle iti
p.,nts Manugractcdorhl iu rise Isw1u cinsuy that are

I$) inwtalld ls th atssus,,sh1ilCs is rhe .( :anAlu
ausinibile corross ietnti. si
(i) relt.seil by (lanjlian aitisnisut tsIiipsInts.

(|) treis"s n shali mit be Krasil uner this Inlct too a
riesinaseil 0isp rtils 9n relCt 161 Any asissisobihleS inIsIte)

ilisrsnl sny molpit peiial bsy skis esipisner that ate Writser
in nisslice than the uousisbe s.h auteonsbultes oin which
shee cial.i kva been sntrAlletl 4Canajias auomobile c -es.

ulnoscp w ulw tin tm o uts thaw
AlI~dOM Of LALIS TAX

4. Neimsesis ,Ihrey Wanted)i e a.c c so nmateld spirIt
adi she tales sax paywhle iiu sack supsseseod asuismislile fot
whoiche itsivisrs ilisty is resaill psirsant iii nauseticas 1 11
lv au asiosn csal let Ihe iJldfrvrcr c bctween

(a) she %Als gas payable -s she asasincvmilie petw its the
siaonw.es if she .madisns Jey salef skis (Inler; and
b) slhe sales tin payable to. she a ieiisble fiilhaug she

rensibse 44 the cusisis uly saltr this (stWer.

'i. lit hs8agnmaiki, 4d a shleitaced mpisp e by a Ihrvissi
aios tsblt, sia a S han slim lie mae im, writisaig usarewi
tie she I iepy M!"ict it! Malksmal venue rt 'tisnsne
40"1 Fat tw. list each urooet perul.and sialihe eirususuliated
by Pt" Mi late rsks duty fays ls lhowdg the t.le ty entry
'of she lutpies swaussu fris h Ii terip Osaeoisilr mlass.
facsingn list whiskO teiwdnis isj insight in she insipet peorkid."

a) e sat djsipdles
ji) eu tam qsIuipefnfent Jdousnt . J paces come
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Senator WiLsoN. Thank you very much, Mr. McMinn. Mr. Cole,
would you summarize your prepared statement?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. COLE, CORPORATE VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, KAISER ALUMINUM & CHEMICAL CORP.

Mr. CoLz. Thank you, Senator Wilson, I will do that. I am Robert
E. Cole, corporate vice president of government affairs for the
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.

One of the statements which I would not like to summarize, Sen-
ator Wilson, is my sincere gratitude for the personal interest which
you have taken in the trade issues with Japan and other Pacific
Rim countries. As you know, Kaiser's headquarters and some of
our key plants and real estate developments are in California. Kai-
ser's management and employees are very much aware and very
appreciative of your work and accomplishment as a U.S. Senator
on trade and other national issues.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. is one of the world's major,
fully integrated aluminum producers and has operations in indus-
trial chemicals, real estate, and oil and gas. The corporation oper-
ates production plants and other major facilities in 25 States, and
has activities in 13 foreign countries, including a small partnership
in Japan thakt sells electroplating chemicals to the Japanese auto-
motive industry.

Kaiser is the largest supplier of fabricated aluminum products to
the U.S. automotive industry.

Kaiser's chemical operations also produce a variety of automo-
tive products.

Earlier this month, Mr. Thomas D. Pitzer, who is Kaiser's auto-
motive marketing manager, and I accompanied Department of
Commerce Assistant Secretary H.P. Goldfield and other govern-
ment officials and automotive parts industry executives on the
United States-Japan Executive Trade Mission on Automotive Parts.
Kaiser's participation in the trade mission was an expression of
our desire to become a supplier to the Japanese automotive compa-
nies in their manufacturing operations both in the United States
and in Japan.

Kaiser's United States facilities are particularly well located to
serve the Japanese automotive industry.

As stated earlier, our corporate headquarters is in Oakland, CA.
Also located in California are the Kaiser Center for Technology in
Pleasanton, a forging plant in Oxnard, and an extrusions plant in
Los Angeles.

One of our two majo" U.S. sheet and plate mills and two of our
primary aluminum smelters are in Washington State. Last year,
Kaiser completed a $230 million modernization of the rolling mill,
using world class, computer controlled technology.

Kaiser's other automotive-related plants are located in America's
industrial heartland, near the locations of existing and proposed
plants of the Japanese auto companies. We have a major rolling
mill in Ravenswood, WV; a rod, bar and wire plant in Newark, OH;
a forging plant in Erie, PA; and extrusions plants in Baltimore,
MD, and Sherman, TX.
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As a cost competitive, reliable, and quality supplier to the auto-
motive industries in America and Europe, Kaiser should be sought
by the Japanese as an excellent supplier to their automotive indus-
try.

Given fair market access, American aluminum companies should
be exceptionally competitive with the Japanese aluminum compa-
nies. In fact, several of the Japanese auto executives acknowledged
that their domestic aluminum industry was experiencing very diffi-
cult times. The Japanese aluminum industry has been designated
as 1 of 12 depressed industries undergoing reorganization by the
Government. The Japanese Government has also protected the do-
mestic aluminum industry with high tariffs and nontariff barriers
which are the object of current, bilateral trade discussions by the
United States and Japanese Governments.

Currently, Japanese cars and trucks use little or no aluminum.
American vehicles use an average of 140 pounds. American trucks
are large users of aluminum.

When we inquired of the Japanese auto executives why they did
not use more aluminum, the gentlemen generally referred to the
uncompetitive situation in the Japanese aluminum industry and
said that therefore they used other Japanese-manufactured materi-
als.

Only one Japanese automotive company, Mazda, uses aluminum
extensively in one model car, the RX-7. The aluminum provides
weight savings and thus better fuel economy in that sporty car.
Mazda is also the automotive company which announced, while the
trade mission was in Japan, that the automobiles produced by its
soon-to-be-completed assembly plant in Flat Rock, MI, will initially
have 51.8-percent U.S. content. According to the Mazda announce-
ment, the U.S. content of their cars produced in Michigan is sched-
uled to increase to 70 percent by 1990.

The meetings which the U.S. Executive Trade Mission members
held with the officials of MITI and executives of JAMA and the in-
dividual automotive companies were conducted in an atmosphere
of both international respect and national pride.

The Japanese industrialists were obviously very proud of Japan's
remarkable economic success. In the last four decades, they have
built the world's second largest national economy.

We, the Americans, are also-very proud of our Nation's remarka-
ble economic success. For the last century, we have successfully
maintained the world's largest national economy. And America is
world renowned for the openness of our market and the high living
standards which the U.S. economy has provided for our population.

All of the American business participants in the mission were
grateful for, and complimentary of, the work done by the Com-
merce Department, State Department, and USTR for the mission.

Clearly, discussions with potential customers under the stress of
a governvent-sponsored meeting are not ideal for the development
of good ,usiness relations. However, no business relationship can
ever be.established unless both parties, suppliers and customers,
can meet to discuss their respective capabilities and needs. As As-
sistant Secretary H.P. Goldfield has repeatedly said, business trade
requires both willing sellers and willing buyers.
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All of the Japanese officials and businessmen we met were ex-
ceedingly courteous. Unfortunately, however, our business meet-
ings were not very encouraging. There were moments of friendship
and hours of frustration.

The Kaiser participants did not ask for, nor expect to receive,
signed purchase orders from the Japanese. We sought to initiate'
discussions with some Japanese companies and to further discus-
sions with another. Our business meetings, at best, were inconclu-
sive.

We were given several "reasons" for the general lack of interest
or hesitancy by the Japanese auto executives in doing business
with American companies. The most frequently stated reasons and
my personal observations on each are as follows:

The distance between the United States and Japan is too long to
allow U.S. companies to be reliable, "just-in-time" suppliers. The
problem resulting from long-distance supply lines can be adequate-
ly handled with scheduling and warehousing. Apparently, the Jap
anese concur with this assessment because they rely heavily on
Japanese-based suppliers for components for their U.S. assembled
cars and plan to continue heavily relying on their traditional Japa-
nese suppliers for parts to new U.S. assembly plants in the future.

U.S. technology is often inferior was a second reason given.
Anyone who compares today's U.S. cars to the cars built a decade
ago would readily see the technological advances, especially in fuel
economy, engine technology, and electronics made by the U.S. auto
manufacturers and component companies.

As discussed earlier, the U.S. aluminum industry's technology
certainly is not inferior to that of the Japanese. In at least one key
automotive produce area, aluminum forgings, the Japanese indus-
try has very little capacity or technology. In other areas, American
aluminum companies, including Kaiser, have received royalties on
aluminum technology we've supplied to the Japanese industry.,

A third reason was, U.S. products have inferior quality, U.S.
motor vehicle and component manufacturing components have
made major improvements in product quality in recent years due
to increased customer demands.

As a major supplier to the aerospace industry and the can manu-
facturing industry, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. has had
considerable experience with very tight quality controls. We have
recently won quality awards from our United States customers,
and we can supply top quality products to the Japanese auto indus-
try, if given the opportunity.

U.S. workers are strike prone and not sufficiently productive.
Kaiser and the United Steel Workers of America last year agreed
to a 3-year contract to substantially increase worker productivity,
reduce wage and salary costs, and improve worker quality perform-
ance. Cooperation between the steelworkers union and Kaiser man-
agement is exceptionally good and as part of that cooperation the
company and steelworkers have agreed to place a union represent-
ative on the Kaiser board of directors. Kaiser's tradition of good re-
lations and cooperation with our employees is reflected in our long-
term comp any slogans: "Together We Build" and "One Person Can
Make a Difference."
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Japanese automotive manufacturers have long-term relations
with their traditional Japanese suppliers which cannot be inter-
rupted. I believe the traditional relationship between the Japanese
automotive manufacturers and their Japanese suppliers, which are
frequently companies in the same industrial groupings with inter-
locking directorships, is the basis of the problem of market access
for United States companies.

Like all blanket statements, the Japanese reasons for not want-
ing to buy American automotive parts and components may be
useful as general rhetoric, but cannot and should not be used to
judge each and every American company. The reasons too often
appear to me to be simply excuses or rationalizations rather than
true reasons.

The United States industry participants in the Auto Parts Trade
Mission to Japan did not ask for special treatment by the Japa-
nese. We asked only for market access, the opportunity to compete
fairly with Japanese suppliers based upon objective considerations
of such important business factors as price, quality, deliverability,
and service.

We all were, I believe, skeptical about the reactions we got from
the Japanese. Our skepticism and our concerns about unfair treat-
ment of United States companies were substantially increased
when we learned from press reports of the Japanese industry's and
the Japanese Government's refusal to accept the United States
Government's proposal to make auto parts the next subject for
United States-Japan market-oriented sector-specific, MOSS, talks.
According to press reports, the Japanese industry's position is,
based largely upon the Japanese concerns that the MOSS talks
would interfere with the industry's plans to continue relying on ex-
ported parts from traditional, Japanese-based suppliers for United

tes-based assembly plants.
Based upon the reluctance of the Japanese auto executives to

deal with United States suppliers-and the resistance of the Japa-
nese to trade initiatives of the United States Government, I am
very concerned that the Japanese economy remains essentially a
closed system. It appears to be a private club with entrance re-
stricted to members and guests only.

Like most United States business persons, I have a strong philo-
sophical belief in free trade. But, also like most U.S. business per-
sons, I have a stronger, pragmatic commitment to fair trade. Fair
trade requires reciprocity in market access.

While I was on the trade mission several Japanese businessmen
told me of the cultural basis for the Japanese auto companies'
links to their suppliers and the historical basis of the Japanese peo-
ple's resistance to imports of foreign products. The businessmen re-
'cuested that Americans be more patient and understanding of
these traits.

As a former history teacher, I am very aware of the importance
of culture and history. I can understand the Japanese trade dilem-
'ma.

I hope the Japanese also appreciate the situation in America.
There are strong cultural and historical bases for the American in-
sistence on fairness in economic and trade relations, just as there
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are cultural and historical basis for the Japanese position on trade
issues.

No matter what our individual positions on such actions as the
current privately organized "Made in America" and "Buy Ameri-
can" campaigns, the current congressional calls for trade sanctions
against Japan, or the current consumer boycotts against companies
doing business in South Africa, we must all recognize that those ac-
tions have grown out of concerns about economic unfairness and
are consistent with our American culture and our heritage.

The strong sentiment among the American public today for pro-
tectionist trade policies is a reflection of increased impatience with
a trade system that appears to subordinate the open, fair trade-
based economy of the United States to the closed, export-based
economy of Japan. To meet the fundamental American concept of
fairness, trade between the United States and Japan must be
either conducted in a process providing reciprocity in open access
to competitive sellers and buyers on both sides of the Pacific Ocean
or conducted with reciprocity of protective barriers.

I sincerely hope that MITI officials and executives in the Japa-
nese automotive and aluminum industries recognize that the fair-
ness which Americans ultimately demand in economic and trade
relations is best achieved voluntarily as the first principle of good
business practice rather than mandatorily as the last resort of
strong governmental policy.

We at Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. would like to develop
good business relations with Japanese companies. We have com-
petitive products to sell. We hope they have a sincere willingness
to buy. I will, of course, be pleased to keep you and Assistant Secre-
tary Goldfield informed of any progress we make. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Cole follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT Or ROBERT E. Coz

Senator Wilson and other very distinguished Members of the

Joint Economic Committee, I am Robert E. Cole, Corporate Vice

President of Government Affairs for the Kaiser Aluminum & Chemi-

cal Corporation. I am pleased and honored to testify today on

the subject of U.S. - Japanese trade in auto parts at this

hearing of the Subcommittee on Trade, Productivity and Economic

Growth.

I also want to express Kaiser's gratitude at the personal

interest which you, Senator Wilson, have taken in the trade

issues with Japan and other Pacific Rim countries. As you know,

Kaiser's headquarters and some of our key plants and real estate

developments are in California. Kaiser's management and employees

are aware and very appreciative of your work and accomplishment

as a United States Senator on trade and other national issues.

Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation is one of the

world's major, fully integrated aluminum producers and has
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operations in industrial chemicals, real estate, and oil and gas.

The Corporation operates production plants and other major

facilities in 25 states, and has activities in 13 foreign

countries.

Kaiser is the largest supplier of fabricated aluminum -_

products to the U.S. automotive industry. Our U.S. fabricating

plants produce sheet, plate, extrusions, forging, rod, bar, wire

and other wrought aluminum products for motor vehicle

manufacturing and component manufacturing companies.

Other major aluminum markets include aircraft, aerospace,

defense, can stock, foil and container, electrical and computer

component products, drainage products, and distributor products.

Kaiser's chemical operations also produce a variety of

automotive products including alumina for catalysts, pigments for

paint and vinyl coloring, fluorocarbons for air conditioners,

fabricated magnesium products, and processes and equipment for

electroplating copper, nickel, chromium and zinc.

In Japan, Kaiser is a partner in the Harshaw Murata

Company, Ltd. which sells electroplating chemicals and equipment

to the Japanese automotive industry.

Earlier this month, Mr. Thomas D. Pitzser, who is Kaiser's

Automotive Marketing Manager, and I accompanied Department of

Commerce Assistant Secretary H. P. Goldfield and other government

officials and automotive parts industry executives on the U.S.

Japan Executive Trade Mission on Automotive Parts. Kaiser's

participation in the Trade Mission was an expression of our
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desire to become a supplier to the Japanese automotive companies

in their manufacturing operations both in the United States and

in Japan.

Kaiser's U.S. facilities are particularly well located to

serve the Japanese automotive industry.

As stated earlier, our corporate headquarters is in Oakland,

California. Also located in California are the Kaiser Center for

Technology in Pleasanton, a forging plant in Oxnard, and an

extrusionstplant in Los Angeles.

One of our two major U.S. sheet and plate mills and two of

our primary aluminum smelters are in Washington State. Last

year, Kaiser completed a $230 million modernization of the

rolling mill, using world-class, computer controlled technology.

Kaiser's other automotive-related plants are located in

America's industrial heartland, near the locations of existing

and proposed plants of the Japanese auto companies. We have a

major rolling mill in Ravenswood, West Virginia, a rod, bar and

wire plant in Newark, Ohio, a forging plant in Erie,

Pennsylvania, and extrusions plants in Baltimore, Maryland and

Sherman, Texas. Our fluorocarbon and alumina producing plants

are in Baton Rouge and Gramercy, Louisiana. The pigments plant

is in Louisville, Kentucky. The electroplating chemicals facility

is in Cleveland, Ohio.

As a cost competitive, reliable, and quality supplier

to the automotive industries in America and Europe, Kaiser should

be sought by the Japanese as an excellent supplier to their

automotive industry.
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Given fair market access, American aluminum companies should

be exceptionally competitive with the Japanese aluminum

companies. In fact, several of the Japanese auto executives

acknowledged that their domestic aluminum industry was

experiencing very difficult times. The Japanese aluminum

industry has been designated as one of twelve "depressed"

industries undergoing reorganization by the government. The

Japanese government has also protected the domestic aluminum

industry with high tariffs and non-tariff barriers which are the

object of current, bilateral trade discussions by the U.S. and

Japanese governments.

Currently Japanese cars and trucks use little or no

aluminum. American vehicles use an average of 140 pounds.

American trucks are large users of aluminum.

When we inquired of the Japanese auto executives why they

did not use more aluminum, the gentlemen generally referred to

the uncompetitive situation in the Japanese aluminum industry and

said that therefore they used other, Japanese-manufactured

materials.

Only one Japanese automotive company, Mazda, uses aluminum

extensively in one model car, the RX-7. The aluminum provides

weight savings and thus better fuel economy in that sporty car.

Mazda is also the automotive company which announced, while the

Trade Mission was in Japan, that the automobiles produced by its

soon to be completed assembly plant in Flat Rock, Michigan, will
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initially have 51.8 percent U.S. content. According to the Mazda

announcement, the U.S. content of their cars produced in Michigan

is scheduled to increase to 70 percent by 1990.

The meetings which the U.S. Executive Trade Mission members

held with the officials of MITI and executives of JAMA and the

individual automotive companies were conducted in an atmosphere

of both inte:national respect and national pride.

The Japanese industrialists were obviously very proud of

Japan's remarkable economic success. In the last four decades,

they have built the world's second largest national economy.

Some of their industries - and particularly the Japanese

automotive industry - are formidable World competitors. Toyota

and Nissan are, respectively, the World's third and fourth

largest automotive companies. And the Japanese are World-renown

for their emphasis on exports.

We, the Americans, were also very proud of our Nation's

remarkable economic success. For the last century, we have

succesafuly maintained the World's largest national economy.

With twice the population of Japan, we have an economy three

times the size of Japan's. Many of our industries - including

the American automotive industry - are formidable World

competitors. General Motors is the World's largest automotive

company - three times the size of Toyota. Ford is the World's

second largest automotive company - twice the size of Toyota.

t
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And, America is World renown for the openness of our market and

the high living standards which the U.S. economy has provided for

our population.

Both the Japanese and American participants were -_

uncomfortable with the "forced" nature of the Trade Mission

meetings. Several of the Japanese expressed to us their concerns

about being required by MITI to participate in the meetings. The

Americans were generally sympathetic with the Japanese concerns

but believed the assistance of the U.S. Government was necessary

for us to obtain access to the Japanese industry executives.

All of the American business participants in the Mission

were grateful for and complementary of the work done by the

Commerce Department, State Department and U.S.T.R. for the

Mission.

Clearly, discussions with potential customers under the

stress of a government-sponsored meeting are not ideal for the

development of good business relations. However, no business

relationship can ever be established unless both parties,

suppliers and customers, can meet to discuss their respective

-capabilities and needs. As Assistant Secretary H. P. Goldfield

has repeatedly said, business trade requires both willing sellers

and willing buyers.

All of the Japanese officials and businessmen we met were

exceedingly courteous. Unfortunately, however, our business

meetings were not very encouraging. There were moments of

friendship and hours of frustration.
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The Kaiser participants did not ask for nor expect to

receive signed purchase orders from the Japanese. We sought to

initiate discussions with some Japanese companies and to further

discussions with others. We described our Company and our --

products, attempted to learn their needs and business practices,

and tried to arrange a continuing dialogue with all of the

Japanese companies. We focused primarily on our desire to sell

to U.S. based operations of the Japanese companies and

secondarily on our efforts to penetrate Japan's domestic economy.

With two possible exceptions, the business meetings we held

were at best, inconclusive. One supplier company, to which

Kaiser had previously submitted a bid for business at a U.S.

plant owned by that Japanese company, stated that in light of the

change in the yen/dollar exchange rate, the company was

reconsidering its prior rejection of Kaiser's proposal. We were

invited to resubmit our bid and supply product samples to the

company's headquarters in Japan. (We had been verbally informed

several months ago that our "quality was unacceptable", but had

never submitted product samples.) Another company, a major

vehicle manufacturer, told us flatly that the company did not

contemplate doing business directly with us or other American

companies not currently suppliers until at least the 1990's, even

in the companies proposed new U.S. assembly facility.

We were given several "reasons" for the general lack of

interest or hesitancy by the Japanese auto executives in doing
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business with American companies. The most frequently stated

reasons and my personal observations on each are as follows:

1) The distance between the U.S. and Japan is too long -o

allow U.S. companies to be reliable, m Just-in-time"

suppliers.

The problem resulting from long distance supply lines

can be adequately handled with scheduling and

warehousing. Apparently the Japanese concur with this

assessment because they rely heavily on Japanese-based

suppliers for components for their U.S. assembled cars

and plan to continue heavily relying on their -

traditional Japanese suppliers for parts to new U.S.

assembly plants in the future.

2) U.S. technology is often inferior.

Anyone who compares today's U.S. cars to the cars built

a decade ago would readily see the technological

advances, especially in fuel economy, engine technology

and electronics made by the U.S. auto manufacturers and

component companies.
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As discussed earlier, the U.S. aluminum industry's

technology certainly is not inferior to that of the

Japanese. In at least one key automotive product area,

aluminum forgings, the Japanese industry has very little

capacity or technology. In other areas, American

aluminum companies, including Kaiser, have received

royalities on aluminum technology we've supplied to the

Japanese industry.

3) U.S. product quality is inferior.

U.S. motor vehicle and component manufacturing companies

have made major improvements in product quality in

recent years due to increased customer demands.

As a major supplier to the aerospace industry and the

can manufacturing industry, Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical

Corporation has had considerable experience with very

tight quality controls. We have recently won quality

awards from our U.S. customers, and we can supply top

quality products to the Japanese auto industry, if given

the opportunity

4) U.S. workers are strike prone and not sufficiently

productive.
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Kaiser and the United Steel Workers of America last year

agreed to a three (3) year contract to substantially

increase worker productivity, reduce wage and salary

costs, and improve quality performance. Cooperation_

between the Steelworkers union and Kaiser management As

exceptionally good and as part of that cooperation, the

Company and Steelworkers have agreed to place a union

representative on the Kaiser board. Kaiser's tradition

of good relations and cooperation with our employees is,.

reflected in our two long-term company slogans,

"Together We Build" and "One Person Can Make a

Difference".

5) Japanese automotive manufacturers have long-term

relations with their traditional Japanese suppliers

which cannot be interrupted.

I believe the traditional relationship between the

Japanese automotive manufacturers and their Japanese

suppliers (which are frequently companies in the same

industrial "groups" with interlocking directorships) is

the basis of the problem of market access for U.S.

companies.

Like all blanket statements, the Japanese "reasons" for not

wanting to buy American automotive parts and components may be
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useful as general rhetoric, but cannot be used to judge each and

every American company. The "reasons" too often appear to be

simply excuses or rationalizations rather than true reasons.

The U.S. industry participants in the Auto Parts Trade -_

Mission to Japan did not ask for special treatment by the

Japanese. We asked only for market access, the opportunity to

compete fairly with Japanese suppliers based upon objective

considerations of such important business factors as price,

quality, deliverability, and service.

We all were, I believe, skeptical about the reactions we got

from the Japanese. Our skepticism and our concerns about unfair

treatment of U.S. companies were substantially increased when we

learned of the Japanese industry's and the Japanese government's

refusal to accept the U.S. government's proposal to make auto

parts the next subject for U.S. - Japan Market-Oriented

Sector-specific (MOSS) talks. According to press reports, the

Japanese industry's position is based largely upon the Japanese

concerns that the MOSS talks would interfere with the industry's

plans to continue relying on exported parts from traditional,

Japanese-based suppliers for U.S.-based assembly plants.

Based upon the reluctance of the Japanese auto executives to

deal with U.S. suppliers and the resistance of the Japanese

to trade initiatives of the U.S. Government, I am very concerned

that the Japanese economy remains essentially a closed system. It

appears to be a private club with entrance restricted to members

and guests only.
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According to an article in the April 14, 1986, edition of

Business Week magazine, auto industry analysts expect "30 percent

of domestic auto-making capacity - representing at least 2.5

million cars - to disappear within five years". The article --

predicts large increases in imports and increases in the

production of cars by Japanese manufactuers in the U.S.

Exclusion of U.S. suppliers from access to the component

business for Japanese cars built in Japan and in the U.S. will be

severely damaging to many U.S. companies.

Like most U.S. business persons, I have a strong philoso-

phical belief in free trade. But, also like most U.S. business

persons, I have a stronger, pragmatic commitment to fair trade.

Fair trade requires reciprocity in market access.

While I was on the Trade Mission, several Japanese business-

men told me of the cultural basis for the Japanese auto

companies' links to their suppliers and the historical basis of

the Japanese people's resistance to imports of foreign products.

The businessmen requested that Americans be more patient and

understanding of these traits.

As a former history teacher, I am very aware of the

importance of culture and history. I can understand the Japanese

trade dilemma.

I hope the Japanese also appreciate the situation in

America. There are strong cultural and historical bases for the

American insistence on fairness in economic and trade relations.
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Public and government actions to oppose unfair trade practices

have been part of our national character since the very birth of

this Nation. The often referenced Boston Tea Party was a protest

against the dominance in the tea trade of the British East InAia

Trading Company. England's slowness to correct the trading

situation with the American Colonies (in which the island empire

of Britain restricted America's economic activities to those of

supplying raw materials and serving as a market for finished

goods) resulted in the American public engaging in wide-spread

consumer boycotts of British goods in the 1760's and 1770's. The

public sentiment against British trade practices was so strong in

1774 that the First Continental Congress responded by adopting a

non-importation resolution virtually eliminating imports from

Britain.*

No matter what our individual positions on such actions as

the current privately organized "made in America" and "buy

American" campaigns, the current Congressional calls for trade

sanctions against Japan, or the current consumer boycotts against

companies doing business in South Africa, we must all recognize

that those actions have grown out of concerns about economic

unfairness and are consistent with our American culture and our

heritage.

The strong sentiment among the American public today for

protectionist trade policies is a reflection of increased

impatience with a trade system that appears to subordinate the

open, fair trade-based economy of the United States to the
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closed, export-based economy of Japan. To meet the fundamental

American concept of fairness, trade between the United States and

Japan must be either conducted in a process providing reciprocity

in open access to competitive sellers and buyers on both sides of

the Pacific Ocean or conducted with reciprocity of protective

barriers.

I sincerely hope that MITI officials and executives in the

Japanese automotive and aluminum industries recognize that the

fairness which Americans ultimately demand in economic and trade

relations is best achieved voluntarily as the first principal of

good business practice rather than manditorily as the last resort

of strong government policy.

We at Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation would like to

develop good business relations with Japanese companies. We have

competitive products to sell. We hope they have a sincere

willingness to buy. I will, of course, be pleased to keep you

informed of any progress we make.

Thank you.
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Senator WiLsoN. Thank you very much, Mr. Cole, and let me
invite you to do just that. I hope that you will have made progress.
On the basis of your testimony and Mr. McMinn's, however, it
seems that all three of us are in agreement that progress is going
to be contingent upon the combined pressures brought by you busi-
nessmen along with that which can be exerted by public sector rep-
resentatives.

Let me specifically invite your attention to the testimony that
you presented this morning. Both of you have focused properly on
the MOSS talks and the failure of the Japanese to approve automo-
tive parts as the subject for MOSS negotiations.

Mr. McMinn, in your prepared statement, you state:
MOSS, it would appear, is in danger of becoming a victim of its own success, with

the Japanese anxious to duck the high visibility and the concessions.
Mr. Cole, you indicate your skepticism about Japan's willingness

to afford market access to United States firms was heightened by
some additional information. You state:

According to press reports, the Japanese industry's position is based largely upon
the Japanese concerns that the MOSS talked would interfere with the industry's
plans to continue relying on exported parts from traditional, Japanese-based suppli.
ers for United States-based assembly plants.

Mr. Cole, throughout your testimony and that of Mr. Procassini,
it thus seems clear that the heart of the problem is located in this
cozy relationship that you describe as analogous to a club in which
only members and invited guests participate.

I hope you will take some comfort in the fact that we agree with
your assessment, and said as much last summer when along with
several colleagues including Senator Dole, went to Japan, Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the People's Republic of China. In Tokyo
we were guests of the Keidanren, the Japanese analogue to the
United States Business Round Table or to the United States Cham-
ber of Commerce board of directors, where we were invited to make
presentations.

We took advantage of that opportunity and I made the point at
the time, as with other Japanese audiences, that this catalog of
reasons for American failure was something that I not only did not
buy that I thought it was a totally academic argument.

Like you, I asked only for market access. I said that if we're not
competitive, that is our problem; it is not yours. But I am not im-
pressed by a call on the part of the Prime Minister to "Buy Ameri-
can." He can say that to the Japanese people. If there are in fact
no American goods in the Japanese marketplace, however, it is im-
possible for them to buy American.

So I think the point is well made that this catalog of Japanese
reasons for American failure is not at all persuasive. What would
be persuasive would be real market access, real opportunity for a
market share, and if in fact we were then not competitive, if the
Japanese consumers freely make a choice based on cost and quality
and chose Japanese goods, then we would have no fair basis for
complaining. That is not the situation.

I take it that you are not optimistic about the trade facilitation
committee's prospects. Does this situation thus require greater ef-
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forts on our part to provide the committee with a stronger man-
date to press for inclusion of auto parts into the MOSS talks?

Mr. CoLz. Senator, I have been in Washington, DC, for 20 years
now in and out of Government and I would wholeheartedly concur
with what you said.

I would also add that I think the cooperation between our Gov-
ernment today and American industry is at its high point and to
the extent that we continue to see resistance on the part of the
Japanese to our attempts to gain competitive access to their
market, I think that cooperation will continue, and it is essential if
we are ever to break into that club.

Mr. MCMINN. I would comment, if you will, that the TFC is cer-
tainly a useful tool at a company-to-company specific issue type of
level, but absent the broad-scale interest amd visibility and big
issue discussions that MOSS brings with it, I don't think the TFC
by itself is the answer to the problem, nor could it be hugely suc-
cessful in the absence of the MOSS talks.

Mr. COLE. I might add if I could, Senator, that the yardstick
which we, at Kaiser, would use for determining the success of our
efforts to gain access to the Japanese production here in the
United States and in Japan does not measure how many specific
actions are restrictive activities they remove. It measures results in
terms of business. That's what we're after and that's how we will
determine success or failure.

Senator WILSON. Is there any analog to consumer groups that
exist here in the United States in Japan? Isthere anybody there
that argues for access, for competition.

Mr. MCMINN. I am not familiar with any such group.
Let me just put another analogy in front of you concerning the

vehicle service industry. In the United States, once the vehicles are
on the road, 75 percent of service is done by independent outlets
and 25 percent is done by the new car dealers who are franchised
agents for the factories. In Japan, it's the reverse: A very tightly
held 75 percent of the service work is done by the new car dealers,
who have very restrictive contracts with their factories, and only
25 percent is done by the aftermarket.

There just is not the same competitive, viable, independence of
the factories' aftermarket there and I don't see any big signs that
it is changing.

There really is onl one mass merchandiser of automotive parts
and accessories in Japan using a U.S. model. He's been pretty suc-
cessful but it's been difficult for him to get merchandise. It's again
the closed-club syndrome.

Mr. COLE. I don't know what the organized consumerism situa-
tion is in Japan. However, Tom Pitzer and I did spend quitti a bit of
time going around and looking in Japanese shops and alFo visiting
dealerships in each of the Japanese automotive manufacturing
companies, and we were struck by two things: One, we were sur-
prised at how high the prices were and, two, we were very sur-
prised to find that in the Japanese dealerships of every company
we visited, there were brochures advertising their cars based on
American concepts and really touting the American aspects of
their cars in terms of performance and quality and general living
standards here in the United States.
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That made me skeptical about some of the claims.
Senator WUsON. They used an American sales pitch?
Mr. CoLE. Absolutely, and the brochures would be in Japanese

but in English too-big headlines, "American power, American
quality, American this and American that." I would be pleased to
send some of those to the subcommittee if you would like to see
them.

Senator WiLsoN. We would be happy to see them.
Also, although we do not have time to develop it this morning, I

would be very interested in your providing me with an amplified
statement documenting how other nations-Mexico, Taiwan, and
South Korea, for three-are engaging in similar practices.

Mr. Cole, you mentioned that it was your impression that some
of the Japanese autoparts suppliers that you had met with seemed
ill at ease during the recent mission to Tokyo that you participated
in. Were you able to pursue that with any of them and determine
the cauFe of their uneasiness?

Mr. CoLz. One of the Japanese suppliers told us privately that
they were owned in large measure by one of the major automotive
manufacturers and, therefore, their ability to deal with outside
suppliers such as aluminum suppliers was contingent upon the
blessings of the major manufacturer.

There were other comments that were made informally that led
me to conclude that the relationship over there is one of domi-
nance on the part of the major manufacturers of their suppliers,
and that that is a problem of our trying to break into that system.

Senator WUsoN. You and Mr. McMinn have made a case for the
fact that there is this relationship between bankers and manufac-
turers and really identified it. I don't know whether their interest
is more in profit or in employment, but I suppose from their point
of view they have kept both at a maximum by promoting this spe-
cial Japanese supplier to Japanese purchaser relationship.

In some earlier hearings, I might say, we touched on the fact
that the Japanese have the same antitrust laws as the United
States and very different enforcement. Has that come up at al in
your discussions-I wouldn't expect it really in the context of the
TFC-with U.S. officials?

Mr. MCMINN. We have discussed it at no great depth with the
Department of Commerce because it seems to us that while we
can't intrude on their system of laws, if indeed some of that per-
tains here, there might be some antitrust implications in the com-
bination of supplier-assembler here in the United States freezing
out U.S. competition. That's beyond our legal resources to investi-
gate thoroughly, but we have suggested that perhaps Commerce
could take a look at that, particularly as it pertains to business op-
erations in the United States by Japanese companies.

And it is a very close relationship that is the kind of relationship
that, for the most part, would not be permitted here. It's a vertical
monopoly essentially, and so it has occurred to us that that's part
of the structure; part of the problem, but it's beyond our individual
association's resources to delve into in sufficient depth to see
whether there's some actionable information there.

Senator WUwoN. So the problem you are encountering really is
one of market access, rather than dumping in the U.S. market?
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Mr. MCMINN. No, I don't think we could identify that. It's more
an attempt to dominate a particular piece of the market by just not
permitting access. All of the United States assembly plants of the
Japanese companies are continuing to import and, in one case,
shortly will begin manufacturing the engines, for instance, for the
cars that are assembled here. And by not getting access to original
equipment manufacturer, it's very difficult to enter the replace-
ment market for those produr.ts because you don't have the volume
necessary to be price competitive. But, they are not in most cases
entering the market at dumping level prices that we can detect.

Mr. CoLE. One of the major U.S. aluminum companies has had
discussions with our Government with respect to possible dumping
aluminum products, not in the automotive area but in other areas,
and there are preliminary assessments being made right now. We
are quite concerned that the Japanese have built capacity in alumi-
num rolling mills far beyond their ability to utilize that capacity in
the Japanese market and they are out of cutomers now.

Senator WILsON. Well, if we're talking about Japanese suppliers
to Japanese buyers, specifically to automotive parts suppliers to
the Japanese plants in the United States, I don't anticipate that we
will encounter dumping. That has been encountered, however, in a
different context where we are talking about an American domes-
tic firm here. And Mr. Procassini's travel schedule prohibited me
from pursuing that with him, but we will do so at another time in
this same forum.

As you are well aware, the Department of Commerce has found a
very substantial amount of dumping on the part of semiconductor
manufacturers in Japan and the result is the posting of cash bonds
to offset the very substantial price reduction that the Japanese are
charging for their product here.

Gentlemen, thank you for the valuable insights you have provid-
ed us with how Japan's restricted buyers-sellers club in autoparts
undermines free trade principles.

We may be forced to employ a different kind of "club" to pry
open this Japanese network. Up to now, appeals to decency, reason,
and common interest have gotten us nowhere.

I frankly share your 3hock and outrage at Japanese apparent re-
jection of automotive parts as a subject for the MOSS talks. We are
going to have to develop another American characteristic to deal
with Japanese intransigence in the form of iron-like determination
that will compel Japan to open its market to United States compe-
tition-including autoparts.

Thank you very much for being here. This meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]
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